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The Products issued under this Base Prospectus from time to time are derivative financial in-

struments and do not qualify as units of a collective investment scheme according to the relevant 

provisions of the Swiss Federal Act on Collective Investment Schemes (“CISA”) and are not reg-

istered thereunder. Therefore, the Products are not subject to authorisation or supervision by 

the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA (“FINMA”). Accordingly, Investors do 

not have the benefit of the specific investor protection provided under the CISA.  

Investors bear the issuer risk (“Issuer Risk”). The Products constitute unsubordinated and un-

secured obligations of the Issuer and rank pari passu with each and all other current and future 

unsubordinated and unsecured obligations of the Issuer, except for obligations given priority by 

law. Claims by Investors against the Issuer under the Products are covered by the state guarantee 

of the Canton of Lucerne (Staatsgarantie). The insolvency of the Issuer may nevertheless lead to 

a partial or total loss of the invested capital. 

This Base Prospectus is dated 1 December 2021 and has been approved by SIX Exchange Reg-

ulation Ltd as reviewing body under the Swiss Federal Financial Services Act on 1 December 

2021. 
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INTRODUCTORY COVER NOTE 

What is this document? 

This document, as supplemented from time to time, (the “Base Prospectus") constitutes a 

base prospectus for the purposes of article 45 of the Swiss Federal Financial Services Act 

(“FinSA”) in respect of all Products. 

This Base Prospectus has been approved on 1 December 2021 by SIX Exchange Regulation 

Ltd as reviewing body under the FinSA. This Base Prospectus is valid for 12 months after its 

approval and will expire on 30 November 2022. This Base Prospectus may be supplemented 

from time to time. 

What type of products may be issued under this Base Prospectus? 

Under this Base Prospectus, Luzerner Kantonalbank AG, Lucerne, Switzerland (“Issuer”) may 

from time to time issue structured products (“Products”) as defined in article 3 lit. a cipher 4 

and article 70 FinSA, all in dematerialised form as uncertificated securities in accordance 

with article 973c of the Federal Act on the Amendment of the Swiss Civil Code (Part Five: The 

Code of Obligations) (“CO”) (“Uncertificated Securities” (Wertrechte)). 

How is this Base Prospectus to be used? 

This Base Prospectus (including information, which is incorporated by reference into this 

Base Prospectus) together with the relevant Final Terms (as described below) contain the 

information, which is necessary to enable potential investors (“Potential Investors”) to make 

an informed decision regarding an investment in the Products. Potential Investors should 

read each of these documents, before making any decision to invest in a Product. 

What are Final Terms? 

The “Final Terms” will be prepared, as the case may be, either in indicative followed by final 

form or in final form only in relation to each Tranche of Products, and sets out the specific 

details of the Products. For example, the Final Terms will contain the Issue Date, the Re-

demption Date, the Underlying(s) to which the Products are linked and specify the applica-

ble Redemption Amount or Interest Amount, and/or, if applicable, Delivery of Underlying(s) 

due under the Products. The relevant Final Terms should read together with this Base Prospec-

tus (including the information incorporated by reference in it), before making a decision to 

invest in the Products. 
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Where are the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms published? 

In accordance with article 64 para. 3 lit. c FinSA, this Base Prospectus (including any supple-

ment to this Base Prospectus), any relevant Final Terms as well as any document incorporated 

by reference into this Base Prospectus will be published in electronic form on the website of 

the Issuer under https://structuredproducts.lukb.ch. 

During the entire term of any relevant Product, this Base Prospectus, any relevant Final Terms 

as well as any document incorporated by reference into this Base Prospectus can be also ob-

tained free of charge in printed or electronic form from the Issuer under Luzerner Kantonal-

bank AG, Pilatusstrasse 12, 6003 Luzern, +41 (0)44 206 9955, structuredproducts@lukb.ch, 

https://structuredproducts.lukb.ch. Telephone calls with the Issuer may or will be recorded 

and by calling the number the caller consents to this business practice. 

What are the risks in relation to the Products? 

Investing in Products is subject to a number of risks, as described below under section 4 

headed “Risk Factors”. 

Potential Investors should ensure that they have sufficient knowledge to evaluate and under-

stand the risks and benefits of an investment in  the Product and to consider the suitability of 

the Products as an investment in light of their own circumstances, investment objectives, tax 

position and financial condition by consulting their own professional financial, accounting, le-

gal and tax advisors. 

*** 

  

https://structuredproducts.lukb.ch/
https://structuredproducts.lukb.ch/
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IMPORTANT LEGAL INFORMATION 

The Issuer has taken all reasonable care to ensure that the facts stated in the Base Prospectus 

are true and accurate in all material respects at the date hereof and that there are no other 

material facts, the omission of which would make misleading any statement herein whether of 

fact or opinion. However, the publication, distribution, delivery or otherwise making available 

of this Base Prospectus does not at any time imply that the information contained herein con-

cerning the Issuer is true and accurate at any time subsequent to the date hereof or that any 

other information supplied in connection with the Base Prospectus is true and accurate as of 

any time subsequent to the date indicated in the document containing the same. 

The information contained in this Base Prospectus and the relevant Final Terms with regard 

to the Underlying will consist of certain publicly available information. Such information does 

not purport to constitute all material information about the Underlying. The Issuer accepts re-

sponsibility for accurately reproducing such information. Otherwise the Issuer does not accept 

further or other responsibility nor make any representation or warranty (express or implied) 

in respect of such information. 

The legally binding versions of this Base Prospectus and the relevant Final Terms are in Ger-

man language. Translations in other languages are for information purposes only and are not 

legally binding. 

There is no obligation upon the Issuer to offer and sell all of the Products of any issue and the 

Issuer may at any time issue and offer fungible tranches of any Products. The Products of any 

issue may be offered and sold from time to time in one or more transactions in the over-the-

counter market or otherwise at prevailing market prices or in negotiated transactions, at the 

discretion of the Issuer, as the case may be, subject as provided above. 

The offering, sale and/or distribution of the Products in certain jurisdictions may be restricted 

by applicable law. Persons, who obtain possession of this Base Prospectus or relevant Final 

Terms, are required to inform themselves about and to adhere to any such restrictions, some 

of which are set out in more detail under section 2 headed "Selling Restrictions” and in the 

relevant Final Terms. This Base Prospectus or the relevant Final Terms do not constitute, and 

may not be used for the purposes of, an offer or solicitation of an offer or to conclude a trans-

action by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation of an offer or to conclude 

a transaction is not authorised, subject to registration, approval, publishing or making availa-

ble of any particular documentation or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer 

or solicitation of an offer or to conclude a transaction. 

This Base Prospectus (including any document incorporated by reference) includes forward-

looking statements that are based on the future financial development or future financial re-

sults, as well as other statements that are not historical facts. Forward-looking statements can 
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be identified by the use of terms such as ‘believe’, ‘expect’, ‘plan’, ‘project’, ‘estimate’, ‘antici-

pate’, ‘intend’, ‘aim’, ‘assume’, ‘may’, ‘could’, ‘will’ and other similar expressions. These state-

ments are based on assumptions and expectations that the Issuer considers to be realistic as of 

the date of this Base Prospectus, but that could subsequently prove to be incorrect. Such state-

ments are inherently uncertain and subject to a variety of circumstances, many of which are 

beyond the Issuer's control. A description of some of the risks associated with the Issuer and 

the Products is provided in section 4 headed “Risk Factors" of this Base Prospectus. Should one 

or more of these risks materialise, or should the assumptions on which the description of the 

risks is based prove to be incorrect, the actual outcome and results could differ significantly 

from the current assessment.  

Due to the uncertainty of future developments, the Issuer assumes no liability in respect to or 

in connection with the forward-looking statements contained herein and Potential Investors 

should not rely on forward-looking statements in any way. The Issuer is under no obligation to 

revise or update forward-looking statements and the description of risks even if new infor-

mation, future events or other circumstances have made them incorrect or misleading.  

The Products have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 

1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), and may not be distributed, sold, traded, exercised or 

delivered, directly or indirectly, in the United States or to a U.S. Person (as such term is defined 

by Regulation S under the Securities Act). 

***  
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1. Summary 

Warning 

This summary  (the "Summary") is an introduction to this Base Prospectus. Any infor-

mation on the Products will be supplemented by the relevant Final Terms. Any decision to 

invest in the Products should not be based on this Summary but on a consideration of the 

Base Prospectus in its entirety, including the documents incorporated by reference, as 

completed, modified, supplemented and/or replaced by the relevant Final Terms.  

Potential investors in Products should be aware that any liability for this Summary under 

article 69 FinSA is limited to cases where the information contained in this Summary is in-

accurate, misleading or inconsistent when read together with the other parts of the Base 

Prospectus and the Final Terms. 

Issuer 

Name of the Issuer Luzerner Kantonalbank AG 

Registered office, 

legal status, place 

of incorporation 

The Issuer is incorporated and domiciled at Pilatusstrasse 12, 6003 Lu-

zern, Switzerland, as a stock corporation (Aktiengesellschaft) under 

Swiss law and registered with the commercial registry of the Canton of 

Lucerne under the number CHE-105.845.092. 

Product Description 

Type of Products 

described in the 

Base Prospectus 

The Products that may be issued under this Base Prospectus are struc-

tured products. The main categories of securities that may be issued 

under this Base Prospectus are those reflected on the SSPA Swiss De-

rivatives Map 2021 issued by the Swiss Structured Products Associa-

tion SSPA (see https://sspa.ch/en/) and are the following: 

(a) Capital Protection Products (SSPA Category 11) 

(b) Yield Enhancement Products (SSPA Category 12) 

(c) Participation Products (SSPA Category 13) 

(d) Investment Products with Additional Credit Risk (SSPA Cate-

gory 14)  

https://sspa.ch/en/
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The Products that may be issued under this Base Prospectus are based 

on and/or linked to any kind of underlying, including a share, a bond, 

an equity index, a bond index, a commodity, a commodity index, a for-

eign exchange rate, a foreign exchange future, a foreign forward, a 

fund, an ETF, a structured product, an interest rate, a reference rate, a 

cryptocurrency as well as a basket or portfolio comprising a combina-

tion of the aforementioned underlyings. 

Key information on 

the Products 

The key information on the Products for a specific public offer or a spe-

cific admission to trading of the Products will be set out in the sum-

mary of the relevant Final Terms. 

State guarantee Claims by Investors against the Issuer under the Products are covered 

by the state guarantee of the Canton of Lucerne (Staatsgarantie). The 

insolvency of the Issuer may nevertheless lead to a partial or total loss 

of the invested capital. 

Offer and Admission to Trading 

Key information on 

the offer and ad-

mission to trading 

of the Products, if 

applicable 

The key information for a specific public offer and a specific admission 

to trading of the Products will be set out in the summary of the relevant 

Final Terms. 

Approval of Base Prospectus 

Approval of Base 

Prospectus 

This Base Prospectus dated 1 December 2021 was approved by SIX Ex-

change Regulation Ltd acting as a Reviewing Body (Prüfstelle) on 1 De-

cember 2021. 

In the case of a public offering in Switzerland or an admission to trad-

ing on a Swiss exchange of any Products, the relevant Final Terms will 

be filed with the SIX Exchange Regulation Ltd as reviewing body under 

the FinSA and published in accordance with the FinSA as soon as the 

Final Terms and conditions are fixed, and, in the case of an admission 

to trading, no later than the first day of trading.  
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2. Selling Restrictions 

2.1. General 

Applicable laws may restrict the distribution of this Base Prospectus and the Final Terms 

and/or the offer of the Products in certain jurisdictions. No action has been taken by the Issuer 

in any jurisdiction other than Switzerland that would permit any offer of the Products or the 

distribution of the Base Prospectus and the Final Terms or any other offer or marketing mate-

rial or documentation relating to the Products.  

Each person must comply with all applicable laws, rules and regulations in force in any juris-

diction in which it purchases, offers or sells Products or possesses or distributes the Base Pro-

spectus and the Final Terms and must obtain any consent, approval or permission required for 

the purchase, offer or sale by it of the Products under the laws and regulations in force in any 

jurisdiction to which it is subject or in which it makes such purchases, offers or sales, and the 

Issuer shall not have responsibility therefore. 

The Base Prospectus and the Final Terms do not constitute an offer of securities for sale in, and 

may not be sent to any person in such jurisdictions in which it would not be permissible to make 

an offer of the Products. 

2.2. Switzerland 

Unless the relevant Final Terms in respect of any Products specifies the "Prohibition of Offer 

to Private Clients in Switzerland" to be "Not Applicable", the Products must not be offered to 

private clients (as defined in article 4 of the Swiss Financial Services Act) ("FinSA") in Switzer-

land, who have to be provided with a basic information sheet pursuant to article 8 FinSA and 

each purchaser and/or offeror of the Products represents and agrees that it has not offered and 

will not offer the Products to any private client in Switzerland, who have to be provided with a 

basic information sheet pursuant to article 8 FinSA.  

2.3. United States of America and U.S. Persons 

The Products have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as 

amended (the Securities Act) and may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, within the 

United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, U.S. persons except pursuant to an exemp-

tion from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. 

Terms used in this paragraph have the meaning given to them by Regulation S under the Secu-

rities Act. Neither the United States Securities and Exchange Commission nor any other secu-

rities regulator within the United States has approved this Base Prospectus and the applicable 

Final Terms or has confirmed its correctness. This Base Prospectus and the applicable Final 

Terms are not intended to be used within the United States and may not be delivered within 

the United States. Until 40 days after the later of the date of issue of the relevant Products and 
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the completion of the distribution of such Products an offer or sale of such Products within the 

United States may violate the registration requirements of the Securities Act. 

2.4. Prohibition of Sales to EEA Retail Investors / European Economic Area 

Unless the indicative and/or final Final Terms in respect of any Products specifies "Prohibition 

of Sales to EEA Retail Investors" to be "Not Applicable", each offeror of the Products will be 

required to represent and agree that it has not offered, sold or otherwise made available and 

will not offer, sell or otherwise make available any Products which are the subject of the offer-

ing contemplated by the Base Prospectus as completed by the relevant Final Terms in relation 

thereto to any retail investor in the European Economic Area ("EEA"). 

For these purposes, a retail investor means a person who is one (or more) of: (i) a retail client 

as defined in point (11) of Article 4(1) of Directive 2014/65/EU on Markets in Financial In-

struments (as amended, "MiFID II"); (ii) a customer within the meaning of Directive (EU) 

2016/97 (as amended, the "Insurance Distribution Directive"), where that customer would not 

qualify as a professional client as defined in point (10) of Article 4(1) of MiFID II; or (iii) not a 

qualified investor as defined in the Prospectus Regulation. Consequently no key information 

document required by Regulation (EU) No 1286/2014 (as amended, the "PRIIPs Regulation") 

for offering or selling the Securities or otherwise making them available to a retail investor in 

the EEA has been prepared and therefore offering or selling such Securities or otherwise mak-

ing them available to any retail investor in the EEA may be unlawful under the PRIIPs Regula-

tion. 

Notwithstanding the above, in the case where the Final Terms in respect of any Products does 

not specify the "Prohibition of Sales to EEA Retail Investors" to be "Not Applicable" but where 

the Issuer subsequently prepares and publishes a key information document under PRIIPs 

Regulation in respect of such Products, then following such publication, the prohibition on the 

offering, sale or otherwise making available the Products to a retail investor as described above 

shall no longer apply. 

If the relevant Final Terms in respect of any Products specifies the "Prohibition of Sales to EEA 

Retail Investors" as "Not Applicable" or, where the Issuer has subsequently prepared and pub-

lished a key information document in accordance with the PRIIPs Regulation, any offer of Prod-

ucts in any member state of the EEA will be made pursuant to an exemption under the Regula-

tion (EU) 2017/1129 of the European Parliament and of the Council (the "Prospectus Regula-

tion"), as implemented in that Relevant Member State, from the requirement to publish a pro-

spectus for offers of Products, i.e.,  

a) to any legal entity which is a qualified investor as defined in the Prospectus Regula-

tion; 
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b) to fewer than 150, natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined 

in the Prospectus Regulation); or 

 

c) in any other circumstances falling within Article 1(4) of the Prospectus Regulation. 

Accordingly, any person making or intending to make an offer in a member State of the EEA of 

Products, which are the subject of a placement contemplated in this Base Prospectus by the 

relevant Final Terms may only do so in circumstances in which no obligation arises for the 

Issuer to publish a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Regulation in relation to 

such offer. The Issuer has not authorized any offer of Products, which would require the Issuer 

or any other entity to publish a prospectus in respect of such offer.  

Terms used in this paragraph have the meaning given to them by the regulations mentioned in 

this paragraph. 

2.5. United Kingdom 

Unless the indicative and/or final Final Terms in respect of any Products specifies "Prohibition 

of Sales to UK Retail Investors" to be "Not Applicable", each offeror of the Products will be re-

quired to represent and agree that it has not offered, sold or otherwise made available and will 

not offer, sell or otherwise make available any Products which are the subject of the offering 

contemplated by the Base Prospectus as completed by the relevant Final Terms in relation 

thereto to any retail investor in the United Kingdom ("UK"). 

For these purposes, a retail investor means a person who is one (or more) of: (i) a retail client, 

as defined in point (8) of Article 2 of Regulation (EU) No 2017/565 as it forms part of domestic 

law by virtue of the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 (“EUWA”); or (ii) a customer 

within the meaning of the provisions of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the 

“FSMA”) and any rules or regulations made under the FSMA to implement Directive (EU) 

2016/97, where that customer would not qualify as a professional client, as defined in point 

(8) of Article 2(1) of Regulation (EU) No 600/2014 as it forms part of domestic law by virtue 

of the EUWA; or (iii) not a qualified investor as defined in Article 2 of Regulation (EU) 

2017/1129 as it forms part of domestic law by virtue of the EUWA (the "UK Prospectus Regu-

lation"). Consequently no key information document required by Regulation (EU) No 

1286/2014 as it forms part of domestic law by virtue of the EUWA (the “UK PRIIPs Regula-

tion”) for offering or selling the Securities or otherwise making them available to a retail inves-

tor in the UK has been prepared and therefore offering or selling such Securities or otherwise 

making them available to any retail investor in the UK may be unlawful under the UK PRIIPs 

Regulation. 

Notwithstanding the above, in the case where the Final Terms in respect of any Products does 

not specify the "Prohibition of Sales to UK Retail Investors" to be "Not Applicable" but where 
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the Issuer subsequently prepares and publishes a key information document under the UK 

PRIIPs Regulation in respect of such Products, then following such publication, the prohibition 

on the offering, sale or otherwise making available the Products to a retail investor in the UK 

as described above shall no longer apply. 

If the relevant Final Terms in respect of any Products specifies the "Prohibition of Sales to UK 

Retail Investors" as "Not Applicable" or, where the Issuer has subsequently prepared and pub-

lished a key information document in accordance with the UK PRIIPs Regulation, any offer of 

Products in the UK will be made pursuant to an exemption under the UK Prospectus Regulation 

from the requirement to publish a prospectus for offers of Products, i.e., 

a) to any legal entity which is a qualified investor as defined in the UK Prospectus Regulation; 

b) to fewer than 150, natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined in the 

UK Prospectus Regulation); or 

c) in any other circumstances falling within section 86 of the FSMA. 

Accordingly, any person making or intending to make an offer in the UK of Products, which are 

the subject of a placement contemplated in this Base Prospectus by the relevant Final Terms 

may only do so in circumstances in which no obligation arises for the Issuer to publish a pro-

spectus pursuant to  section 85 of the FSMA in relation to such offer. 

The Issuer has not authorized any offer of Products, which would require the Issuer or any 

other entity to publish a prospectus in respect of such offer. 

Terms used in this paragraph have the meaning given to them by the regulations mentioned in 

this paragraph. 

Other UK regulatory restrictions 

Any offeror of the Products will be required to represent, warrant and agree that: 

(a) in relation to any Products, which have a maturity of less than one year, (i) it is a person 

whose ordinary activities involve it in acquiring, holding, managing or disposing of invest-

ments (as principal or agent) for the purposes of its business and (ii) it has not offered or sold 

and will not offer or sell any Products other than to persons whose ordinary activities involve 

them in acquiring, holding, managing or disposing of investments (as principal or as agent) for 

the purposes of their businesses or who it is reasonable to expect will acquire, hold, manage or 

dispose of investments (as principal or agent) for the purposes of their businesses where the 

issue of the Products would otherwise constitute a contravention of section 19 of the FSMA by 

the Issuer; 
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(b) it has only communicated or caused to be communicated and will only communicate or 

cause to be communicated an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity (within 

the meaning of section 21 of the FSMA) received by it in connection with the issue or sale of 

any Products in circumstances in which section 21(1) of the FSMA does not apply to the Issuer; 

and 

(c) it has complied and will comply with all applicable provisions of the FSMA with respect to 

anything done by it in relation to any Products in, from or otherwise involving the UK. 
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3. Types of Products to be issued under this Base Prospectus 

3.1. General Information about the Products 

The structured products that may be issued under the Structure Products Programme are ge-

nerically referred to as "Products" without expressing any views as to their particular fea-

tures or legal qualification. The main categories of Products that may be issued under the 

Structure Products Programme are set out below. 

The below listed product categories and products features are based on the categories and 

additional product features used in the "SSPA Swiss Derivatives Map 2021" issued by the 

Swiss Structured Products Association SSPA (see https://www.sspa.ch/en). The product cat-

egories and products features are not universal and, in different markets, different products 

categories may be used for the Products.  

Each Product issued under the Structure Products Programme may be linked to one or more 

Underlying Assets, such as a share, an equity index, a bond, a bond index, a commodity, a 

commodity index, a foreign exchange rate, a foreign exchange future, a foreign exchange for-

ward, a fund, an ETF, a structured product, an interest rate, a reference rate, a cryptocurrency 

as well as a basket or portfolio comprising a combination of the aforementioned Underlying 

Assets. The performance of the Product will depend to some degree on the performance of 

such Underlying Asset. 

3.2. Product Categories 

The main categories of Products that may be issued under this Structure Products Pro-

gramme are described below. The Issuer may issue structured products with characteristics, 

which deviate to some extent from those described in the following paragraphs and the Prod-

ucts that may be issued under this Structure Products Programme may have other or addi-

tional features and may be modified, in each case as set out in the relevant Final Terms.  

3.2.1. Capital Protection Products (SSPA Category 11) 

 Capital Protection Note with Participation (formerly known as: "Capital Protection 

Certificate with Participation") (SSPA Category 1100) 

  Capital Protection Note with Barrier  (formerly known as: "Barrier Capital Protection 

Certificate") (SSPA Category 1130) 

 Capital Protection Note with Twin Win(formerly known as: "Capital Protection Certif-

icate with Twin Win") (SSPA Category 1135) 

 Capital Protection Note with Coupon (formerly known as: "Capital Protection Certifi-

cate with Coupon") (SSPA Category 1140) 

https://www.sspa.ch/en
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3.2.2. Yield Enhancement Products (SSPA Category 12) 

 Discount Certificate (SSPA Category 1200) 

 Barrier Discount Certificate (SSPA Category 1210) 

 Reverse Convertible (SSPA Category 1220) 

 Barrier Reverse Convertible (SSPA Category 1230) 

  Conditional Coupon Reverse Convertible (formerly known as: "Express Certificate 

without Barrier")  (SSPA Category 1255) 

 Conditional Coupon Barrier Reverse Convertible (formerly known as: "Express Bar-

rier Certificate")  (SSPA Category 1260) 

3.2.3. Participation Products (SSPA Category 13) 

 Tracker Certificate (SSPA Category 1300) 

 Outperformance Certificate (SSPA Category 1310) 

 Bonus Certificate (SSPA Category 1320) 

 Bonus Outperformance Certificate (SSPA Category 1330) 

 Twin Win Certificate (SSPA Category 1340) 

3.2.4. Investment Products with Additional Credit Risk (formerly known as: "Investment 
Products with Reference Entities")  (SSPA Category 14) 

 Credit Linked Notes (SSPA Category 1400) 

  Conditional Capital Protection Note with Additional Credit Risk (formerly known as: 

"Reference Entity Certificate with Conditional Capital Protection") (SSPA Category 

1410) 

 Yield Enhancement Certificate with Additional Credit Risk (formerly known as: "Ref-

erence Entity Certificate with Yield Enhancement")  (SSPA Category 1420) 

 Participation Certificate with Additional Credit Risk (formerly known as: "Reference 

Entity Certificate with Participation")  (SSPA Category 1430) 

3.3. Description of Certain Product Features 

Each Product issued under this Structured Products Programme may provide for one or more 

of the following product features.  

AMC Actively Managed Certificates. These products are based on a 

dynamic strategy. The composition of the underlying basket 

may be altered during the lifetime of the product depending on 

the predefined investment guidelines (discretionary or rule 

based). 

American Barrier In contrast to the European Barrier, any day during the term 

of the Product is relevant for monitoring the barrier. 
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Asian Option Uses the average underlying price over a number of predefined 

periods (monthly, quarterly, annually) rather than the price at 

a specific time. 

Autocallable If, on an observation day, the price of the Underlying Asset(s) 

is either on or above (bull) or on or below (bear) a previously 

defined barrier ("autocall trigger"), the Product is redeemed 

prior to maturity.  

Barrier Barriers denote a threshold for the price of the Underlying As-

set(s). Outperforming or failing to reach the barrier changes 

the Product's repayment conditions (payoff). 

Bearish; with a bear feature The Product benefits from falling prices of the Underlying As-

set(s). 

Best-of The return of the Product depends on the performance of the 

best performing Underlying Asset(s). If a best-of scenario is 

triggered, the redemption amount or physical delivery is de-

fined by the Underlying Asset(s) with the best perfor-

mance/price development on maturity. 

Bullish; with a bull feature The Product benefits from rising prices of the Underlying As-

set(s). 

Callable The Issuer has the right to cancel early, however, there is no 

obligation to do so.  

Capped Participation The Product has a maximum yield. 

Cash Settlement If a Product reaches the end of its term, the investor receives 

the value of the Product (at the time of final fixing) in cash on 

the redemption date. 

Conditional Coupon A scenario exists where the coupon is not repaid (coupon at 

risk) or an unpaid coupon can be recouped at a later date 

(memory coupon). 

COSI The Issuer of Collateral Secured Instruments provides SIX 

Swiss Exchange with collateral covering their current value. 

For the investor this means protection in case of issuer default. 
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European Barrier Only the last-day closing price is relevant for monitoring the 

barrier. 

Floor Represents a minimum amount which is redeemed at the 

Product’s expiry, independent of the performance of the Un-

derlying Asset(s). 

Invers The Product performs in inverse proportion to the Underlying 

Asset(s). 

Knock-In/Knock-Out Is an event on a relevant valuation day, which causes a breach 

of a relevant barrier as defined in the terms and conditions of 

the Product. 

Lock-in If the lock-in level is reached, the minimum repayment is a pre-

assigned amount regardless of future development of the Un-

derlying Asset(s).  

Lock-back Barrier and/or strike are set with a time delay (look-back 

phase). 

Open-end The Product does not have a predetermined fixed maturity. 

Outperformance Outperformance Certificates allow clients to participate dis-

proportionately in the positive performance of the Underlying 

Asset(s) upon maturity. 

Partial Capital Protection Capital protection is between 90% and 100% of the nominal 

value. 

Participation This indicates to what proportion the investor profits from the 

price performance of the Underlying Asset(s). This can be 1:1, 

over- or underproportional. 

Physical delivery At maturity, depending on the structure of the Product, there 

may be a physical delivery, i.e. a transfer of the Underlying As-

set(s) to the investor's securities account. 

Puttable The investor has the right to return the Product to the Issuer 

on certain days during the term.  
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Variable Coupon The coupon amount can vary depending on a predefined sce-

nario. 

Worst-of The return of the Product depends on the performance of the 

worst performing Underlying Asset(s). If a worst-of scenario 

is triggered, the redemption amount or physical delivery is de-

fined by the Underlying Asset(s) with the worst perfor-

mance/price development on maturity. 

The above list of product features is not exhaustive and a particular Product may have other 

product features. 

3.4. Explanation of Mechanism of Certain Product Types 

3.4.1. Capital Protection Products (SSPA Category 11) 

“Capital Protection Products” are primarily targeted at investors that (i) expect the value of the 

Underlying Asset(s) to increase (or, in the case of Products with a bear feature, to de-crease) 

but (ii) cannot exclude a sharp decrease (or, in the case of Products with a bear feature, a sharp 

increase) of the value of the Underlying Asset(s) throughout the term of such Products.  

Capital Protection Products provide for a specific minimum redemption amount. The level of 

the minimum redemption amount representing the level of capital protection indicates the 

percentage of the nominal or par value of the Product that the investor will be entitled to at the 

settlement date. It is set by the Issuer at the time of the issuance and it applies only at the end 

of the term or at maturity. The Issuer may set the level of the minimum redemption amount 

representing the level of capital protection below 100% of the nominal or par value of the 

Product (partial capital protection). Capital protection therefore does not mean that the inves-

tor is entitled to a redemption amount equal to the full nominal or par value of the Product. 

The potential loss is limited by the minimum redemption amount, subject to the credit risk of 

the Issuer. 

The Capital Protection Products may provide for cash or physical settlement and they may pro-

vide for a return that is depending on the performance of a basket of Underlyings or a single 

Underlying. 

The product category "Capital Protection Products" includes in particular the following prod-

uct types: 

(a) Capital Protection Note with Participation (formerly known as: "Capital Protection Cer-

tificate with Participation") (SSPA Category 1100)  
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“Capital Protection Notes with Participation” are primarily targeted at investors that (i) 

expect the value of the Underlying Asset and its volatility to increase (or, in the case of 

Capital Protection Notes with Participation with a bear feature, the value of the Under-

lying Asset to decrease) but (ii) consider a sharp decrease of the value of the Underlying 

Asset to be possible (or, in the case of Capital Protection Notes with Participation with 

a bear feature, a sharp increase of the value of the Underlying Asset). 

Capital Protection Notes with Participation allow investors to participate in the perfor-

mance of the Underlying Asset. If the performance is negative or zero (or, in the case of 

a Capital Protection Notes with Participation with a bear feature, if the performance is 

positive), the investor will receive the capital protection amount. If the value of the Un-

derlying Asset has developed favourably (i.e., if the value of the Underlying Asset has 

increased or, in case of Capital Protection Notes with Participation with a bear feature, 

has decreased), the return will exceed the minimum redemption amount of the Capital 

Protection Notes with Participation.  

(b)  Capital Protection Note with Barrier (formerly known as: "Barrier Capital Protection 

Certificate") (SSPA Category 1130) 

“Capital Protection Notes with Barrier” are primarily targeted at investors that (i) ex-

pect the value of the Underlying Asset to increase (or, in the case of Capital Protection 

Notes with Barrier with a bear feature the value of the Underlying Asset to decrease) 

but (ii) consider a sharp decrease of the value of the Underlying Asset to be possible 

(or, in the case of Capital Protection Notes with Barrier with a bear feature, a sharp 

increase of the value of the Underlying Asset) and (iii) expect that the value of the Un-

derlying Asset will not increase above (or, in case of Capital Protection Notes with Bar-

rier with a bear feature, fall below) the specified barrier throughout the term of such 

Capital Protection Notes with Barrier.  

Capital Protection Notes with Barrier allow investors to participate in the performance 

of the Underlying Asset up (or, in case of Capital Protection Notes with Barrier with a 

bear feature, down) to such barrier. If the value of the Underlying Asset has developed 

favourably (i.e., if the value of the Underlying Asset has increased or, in case of Capital 

Protection Notes with Barrier with a bear feature, decreased), the return will exceed 

the minimum redemption amount of the Capital Protection Notes with Barrier but is 

limited by the level of the specified barrier. In case of a breach of such barrier, the re-

demption amount will be reduced but be at least equal to the minimum redemption 

amount. 

(c) Capital Protection Note with Twin Win (formerly known as: "Capital Protection Certifi-

cate with Twin Win") (SSPA Category 1135) 
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“Capital Protection Notes with Twin-Win” are primarily targeted at investors that (i) 

expect the value of the Underlying Asset to slightly increase or fall but (ii) consider a 

sharp decrease of the value of the Underlying Asset to be possible and (iii) expect that 

the value of the Underlying Asset will not increase above a specified upper barrier and 

not fall below a specified lower barrier throughout the term of such Capital Protection 

Notes with Twin-Win.  

Capital Protection Notes with Twin-Win allow investors to participate in the absolute 

performance (positive as well as negative performance) of the Underlying Asset within 

the upper and lower barrier. If the value of the Underlying Asset has developed favour-

ably (i.e., if the value of the Underlying Asset has increased or decreased but not 

breached either of the barriers), the return will exceed the minimum redemption 

amount of the Capital Protection Notes with Twin-Win but is limited by the level of the 

upper and lower barrier, respectively. In case of a breach of a barrier, the redemption 

amount will be reduced but be at least equal to the minimum redemption amount. 

(d) Capital Protection Note with Coupon (formerly known as: "Capital Protection Certificate 

with Coupon") (SSPA Category 1140) 

“Capital Protection Notes with Coupon” are primarily targeted at investors that (i) ex-

pect the value of the Underlying Asset to increase (or, in the case of Capital Protection 

Notes with Coupon with a bear feature, the value of the Underlying Asset to decrease) 

but (ii) consider a sharp decrease of the value of the Underlying Asset to be possible 

(or, in the case of Capital Protection Notes with Coupon with a bear feature, a sharp 

increase of the value of the Underlying Asset). 

Capital Protection Notes with Coupon allow investors to participate in the performance 

of the Underlying Asset by receiving a periodic coupon payment. The amount of the 

coupon payment may be fixed or may be variable or conditional and depend on the 

value of the Underlying Asset at a specific date prior to each coupon payment date (var-

iable coupon). In case of a variable coupon, the amount of the coupon payment in-

creases (or, in case of Capital Protection Notes with Coupon with a bear feature, de-

creases) if the value of the Underlying Asset has developed favourably (i.e., if the value 

of the Underlying Asset has increased or, in case of Capital Protection Notes with Cou-

pon with a bear feature, has decreased). In case of Capital Protection Notes with Cou-

pon with a conditional coupon, the payment of the coupon may depend on the value of 

the Underlying Asset not breaching a specified barrier (coupon at risk). If such barrier 

is breached, the investor will not be entitled to a coupon payment on the relevant cou-

pon payment date.  
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3.4.2. Yield Enhancement Products (SSPA Category 12) 

“Yield Enhancement Products” are primarily targeted at investors that expect (i) the value of 

the Underlying Asset to move sideways or to slightly increase (or, in the case of Yield Enhance-

ment Products with a bear feature, to move sideways or to slightly decrease) and (ii) the vola-

tility of the Underlying Asset to decrease, in each case, throughout the term of the Yield En-

hancement Products.  

Yield Enhancement Products provide for a redemption amount that is limited to a maximum 

amount (cap) and may provide for (fixed or variable) periodic coupon payments during the 

term. 

Yield Enhancement Products may be linked to several Underlying Assets and may therefore 

offer a larger discount or coupon than Yield Enhancement Products linked to just one Under-

lying Asset. 

The product category "Yield Enhancement Products" includes in particular the following prod-

uct types: 

(a) Discount Certificates (SSPA Category 1200) 

“Discount Certificates” are primarily targeted at investors that expect the value of the 

Underlying Asset to move sideways or to slightly increase (or, in the case of Discount 

Certificates with a bear feature to move sideways or to slightly decrease), with falling 

volatility. 

Discount Certificates are issued at a discount, i.e., a discount compared to a direct in-

vestment in the Underlying Asset. The redemption amount depends on the value of the 

Underlying Asset at redemption. If the value of the Underlying Asset has developed fa-

vourably (i.e., if the value of the Underlying Asset at redemption is above or, in case of 

Discount Certificates with a bear feature, below) the specified strike price (typically the 

initial value of the Underlying Asset), the redemption amount will be equal to such 

strike price.  

If the Discount Certificate provides for physical settlement, investors may receive the 

delivery of the Underlying Asset depending on the performance of the Underlying As-

set. 

(b) Barrier Discount Certificates (SSPA Category 1210) 

“Barrier Discount Certificates” are primarily targeted at investors that expect the value 

of the Underlying Asset (i) to move sideways or to slightly increase (or, in the case of 
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Barrier Discount Certificates with a bear feature, to move sideways or to slightly de-

crease), with falling volatility, and (ii) not to fall below (or, in case of Barrier Discount 

Certificates with a bear feature, rise above) the specified barrier throughout the term 

of the Barrier Discount Certificates. 

Barrier Discount Certificates are issued at a discount, i.e., a discount compared to a di-

rect investment in the Underlying Asset and provide for a conditional minimum re-

demption amount (i.e., the redemption amount is at least equal to 100% of the nominal 

or par value of the Barrier Discount Certificates if the specified barrier is not breached 

during the term of the Barrier Discount Certificates). 

If the value of the Underlying Asset has developed favourably (i.e., if the value of the 

Underlying Asset did not fall below or, in case of Barrier Discount Certificates with a 

bear feature, rise above) the specified barrier throughout the term of the Barrier Dis-

count Certificates or, if the barrier is breached, the value of the Underlyings at redemp-

tion is at or above (or, in case of Barrier Discount Certificates with a bear feature, be-

low) the specified strike price (typically the initial value of the Underlying Asset), the 

redemption amount will be equal to such strike price. 

In contrast to Discount Certificates (1200), the probability of receiving the maximum 

redemption amount under Barrier Discount Certificates is higher due to the conditional 

protection provided by the barrier, although the discount at which they are issued is 

generally smaller and therefore the return on an investment in Barrier Discount Certif-

icates generally lower. 

If the Barrier Discount Certificate provides for physical settlement, investors may re-

ceive the delivery of the Underlying Asset depending on the performance of the Under-

lying Asset. 

(c) Reverse Convertibles (SSPA Category 1220) 

“Reverse Convertibles” are primarily targeted at investors that expect (i) the value of 

the Underlying Asset to move sideways or to slightly increase (or, in the case of Reverse 

Convertibles with a bear feature to move sideways or to slightly decrease) and (ii) fall-

ing volatility. 

Reverse Convertibles allow investors to benefit from an enhanced return by receiving 

periodic coupon payments on the relevant coupon payment dates. The redemption 

amount depends on the value of the Underlying Asset at the end of the term of the Re-

verse Convertibles. If the value of the Underlying Asset has developed favourably (i.e., 
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if the value of the Underlying Asset at redemption is above (or, in case of Reverse Con-

vertibles with a bear feature, below) the specified strike price (typically the initial value 

of the Underlying Asset)), the redemption amount will be equal to the relevant strike 

price. If the value of the Underlying Asset at redemption is equal to or below (or, in case 

of Reverse Convertibles with a bear feature, equal to or above) the relevant strike price, 

the investor receives a redemption amount taking into account the performance of the 

Underlying Asset. This amount is generally less than the invested amount. 

If the Reverse Convertible provides for physical settlement, investors may receive the 

delivery of the Underlying Asset depending on the performance of the Underlying As-

set. If the value of the Underlying Asset is above (or, in case of Reverse Convertibles 

with a bear feature, below) the strike price, the redemption amount will be equal to the 

relevant strike price. In all other cases the investor receives delivery of a certain num-

ber of the Underlying Asset. Furthermore, the investor receives a coupon on the rele-

vant coupon payment dates.  

The coupon payment is independent of the performance of the Underlying Asset. 

(d) Barrier Reverse Convertibles (SSPA Category 1230) 

“Barrier Reverse Convertibles” are primarily targeted at investors that expect the value 

of the Underlying Asset (i) to move sideways or to slightly increase (or, in the case of 

Barrier Reverse Convertibles with a bear feature, to slightly decrease), with falling vol-

atility, and (ii) not to fall below (or, in case of Barrier Reverse Convertibles with a bear 

feature, rise above) the specified barrier throughout the term of the Barrier Reverse 

Convertibles. 

Barrier Reverse Convertibles allow investors to benefit from an enhanced return by 

receiving a periodic coupon payment and provide for a conditional minimum redemp-

tion amount at the end of the term of the Barrier Reverse Convertibles (i.e., the redemp-

tion amount is generally at least equal to 100% of the nominal or par value of the Bar-

rier Reverse Convertibles if the specified barrier is not breached during the term of the 

Barrier Reverse Convertibles). 

If the value of the Underlying Asset has developed favourably (i.e., if the value of the 

Underlying Asset did not fall below (or, in case of Barrier Reverse Convertibles with a 

bear feature, rise above) the specified barrier throughout the term of the Barrier Re-

verse Convertibles) or, if the barrier is breached, the value of the Underlyings at re-

demption is at or above (or, in case of Barrier Reverse Convertibles with a bear feature, 

below) the specified strike price (typically the initial value of the Underlying Asset), the 

redemption amount will generally at least be equal to 100% of the nominal or par value 
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of the Barrier Reverse Convertibles. In all other cases, the investor receives a redemp-

tion amount taking into account the performance of the Underlying Asset (or, if appli-

cable, the Underlying with the worst performance). This amount is generally less than 

the invested amount. 

If the Barrier Reverse Convertible provides for physical settlement, investors may re-

ceive the delivery of the Underlying Asset depending on the performance of the Under-

lying Asset (or, if applicable, the Underlying with the worst performance). If no barrier 

event has occurred, the redemption amount will at least be equal to 100% of the nom-

inal or par value of the Barrier Reverse Convertibles. In all other cases the investor re-

ceives delivery of a certain number of the Underlying Asset. Furthermore, the investor 

receives a coupon on the relevant coupon payment dates. 

The coupon payment may or may not depend of the performance of the Underlying 

Asset. 

In contrast to Reverse Convertibles (1220), the probability of receiving the maximum 

redemption amount under Barrier Reverse Convertibles is higher due to the condi-

tional protection provided by the barrier, although the periodic coupon payment and 

therefore the return on an investment in Barrier Reverse Convertibles is generally 

lower. 

(e) Conditional Coupon Reverse Convertibles  (formerly known as: "Express Certificates 

without Barrier") (SSPA Category 1255) 

“Conditional Coupon Reverse Convertibles” are primarily targeted at investors that ex-

pect the value of the Underlying Asset to increase or to slightly increase (or, in the case 

of Conditional Coupon Reverse Convertibles with a bear feature, to decrease or slightly 

decrease), with falling volatility. 

Conditional Coupon Reverse Convertibles typically provide for one or more coupon 

payments in respect of one or more coupon observation dates on which the value of the 

Underlying Asset is observed. If the value of the Underlying Asset has increased (or in 

the case of Conditional Coupon Reverse Convertibles with a bear feature, decreased) to 

a specified threshold, investors are entitled to a coupon payment in respect of such 

coupon observation date.  

If the value of the Underlying Asset has increased and it exceeds (or, in case of Condi-

tional Coupon Reverse Convertibles  with a bear feature, has decreased and falls below) 

a specified threshold (autocall trigger level), the Conditional Coupon Reverse Convert-

ibles are redeemed early on the relevant autocall trigger date and investors are entitled 
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to an early redemption amount generally equal to 100% of the nominal or par value of 

the Conditional Coupon Reverse Convertibles plus a coupon. If an early redemption 

does not occur, the performance of the Underlying Asset determines the level of the 

redemption amount. 

If the Conditional Coupon Reverse Convertibleprovides for physical settlement, inves-

tors may receive the delivery of the Underlying Asset depending on the performance of 

the Underlying Asset (or, applicable, the Underlying with the worst performance). 

(f)  Conditional Coupon Barrier Reverse Convertibles (formerly known as: "Express Barrier 

Certificates")  (SSPA Category 1260) 

“Conditional CouponBarrier Reverse Convertibles ” are primarily targeted at investors 

that expect (i) the value of the Underlying Asset to increase or to slightly increase (or, 

in the case of Conditional Coupon Barrier Reverse Convertibles with a bear feature, to 

decrease or slightly decrease), with falling volatility, and (ii) not to fall below (or, in 

case of Conditional Coupon Barrier Reverse Convertibles with a bear feature, rise 

above) the specified barrier throughout the term of the Conditional Coupon Barrier Re-

verse Convertibles.  

Conditional Coupon Barrier Reverse Convertibles typically provide for one or more 

coupon payments in respect of one or more coupon observation dates on which the 

value of the Underlying Asset is observed. If the value of the Underlying Asset has in-

creased (or in the case of Conditional Coupon Barrier Reverse Convertible  with a bear 

feature, decreased) to a specified threshold, investors are entitled to a coupon payment 

in respect of such coupon observation date.  

If the value of the Underlying Asset has increased and exceeds (or, in case of Conditional 

Coupon Barrier Reverse Convertibles with a bear feature, has decreased and falls be-

low) a specified threshold (autocall trigger level), the Conditional Coupon Barrier Re-

verse Convertibles are redeemed early on the relevant autocall trigger date and inves-

tors are entitled to an early redemption amount equal to 100% of the nominal or par 

value of the Conditional Coupon Barrier Reverse Convertibles  plus a coupon. 

Conditional Coupon Barrier Reverse Convertibles provide for a conditional minimum 

redemption amount at the end of the term of the Conditional Coupon Barrier Reverse 

Convertibles  (i.e., the redemption amount is at least equal to 100% of the nominal or 

par value of the Conditional Coupon Barrier Reverse Convertible if the specified barrier 

is not breached during the term of the Conditional Coupon Barrier Reverse Converti-

ble).  
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If the value of the Underlying Asset has developed favourably (i.e., if the value of the 

Underlying Asset did not fall below (or, in case of Conditional Coupon Barrier Reverse 

Convertibles with a bear feature, rise above) the specified barrier throughout the term 

of the Conditional Coupon Barrier Reverse Convertibles or, if the barrier is breached, 

the value of the Underlying Asset at redemption is at or above (or, in case of Conditional 

Coupon Barrier Reverse Convertibles with a bear feature, below) the specified strike 

price (typically the initial value of the Underlying Asset), the redemption amount will 

at least be equal to 100% of the nominal or par value of the Conditional Coupon Barrier 

Reverse Convertibles . Otherwise, the performance of the Underlying Asset determines 

the level of the redemption amount. 

If the Conditional Coupon Barrier Reverse Convertible provides for physical settlement, 

investors may receive the delivery of the Underlying Asset depending on the perfor-

mance of the Underlying Asset (or, applicable, the Underlying with the worst perfor-

mance). 

3.4.3. Participation Products (SSPA Category 13) 

“Participation Products” are primarily targeted at investors (i) that expect the value of the Un-

derlying Asset to increase (or, in the case of Participation Products with a bear feature, to de-

crease), (ii) but are unwilling or unable to make an investment in the amount required for a 

direct investment achieving the desired participation in the development of the value of the 

Underlying Asset. 

Participation Products generally track the performance of the Underlying Asset and enable in-

vestors to participate in the performance of the Underlying Asset. Depending on the structure 

of the Participation Product, investors participate proportionate or disproportionate in the 

performance of the Underlying Asset. The profit an investor may achieve by investing in a Par-

ticipation Product is theoretically unlimited (unless the Product contains a cap), on the other 

hand the investor is subject to the risk of a total loss.  

The product category "Participation Products" includes in particular the following product 

types: 

(a) Tracker Certificates (SSPA Category 1300) 

“Tracker Certificates” are primarily targeted at investors that expect the value of the 

Underlying Asset to increase (or, in the case of Tracker Certificates with a bear feature, 

to decrease). Tracker Certificates allow an investor to participate in the performance 

of one or more Underlying Assets, which can be equally or unequally weighted. The 

profit and loss potential of the Tracker Certificates corresponds largely to that of the 
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Underlying Assets and is (theoretically) not limited, unless there is a cap or partial cap-

ital protection. 

(b) Outperformance Certificates (SSPA Category 1310) 

“Outperformance Certificates” are primarily targeted at investors that expect (i) the 

value of the Underlying Asset to increase (or, in the case of Outperformance Certificates 

with a bear feature, to decrease) and (ii) the volatility to increase.  

Outperformance Certificates allow investors to participate in the performance of the 

Underlying Assets. If the defined strike price is reached, the participation of the inves-

tor is increased by a participation factor resulting in a disproportionate participation 

rate in the positive performance above the strike price (or, in case of an Outperfor-

mance Certificate with a bear feature, in the negative performance below the strike 

price) of the Underlying Asset. The Outperformance Certificates may provide for a limit 

on the achievable profits (cap). The loss potential of the Outperformance Certificates 

corresponds largely to that of the Underlying Assets and there is the risk of a total loss, 

unless there is a partial capital protection.   

(c) Bonus Certificates (SSPA Category 1320) 

“Bonus Certificates” are primarily targeted at investors that expect (i) the value of the 

Underlying Asset to move sideways or to increase (or, in the case of Bonus Certificates 

with a bear feature, to move sideways or to decrease) and (ii) the Underlying Asset not 

to reach or breach the defined barrier throughout the term of the Bonus Certificates.  

Bonus Certificates allow the investor to participate in the performance of Underlying 

Asset and provide for a conditional minimum redemption amount at the end of the term 

of the Bonus Certificates.  

If the specified barrier is not reached and not breached during the term of the Bonus 

Certificate, the investor will receive at least the minimum redemption amount and the 

potential profit corresponds largely to that of the Underlying Assets and is not limited 

(unless the Bonus Certificate contains a cap). 

If the specified barrier is reached or breached, the Bonus Certificates change into 

Tracker Certificates, with no capital protection. The loss potential then corresponds 

largely to that of the Underlying Assets and there is the risk of a total loss, unless there 

is a partial capital protection.  

If the Bonus Certificate provides for physical settlement, investors may receive the de-

livery of the Underlying Asset depending on the performance of the Underlying Asset. 
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If the barrier is not reached or breached, investors will receive at least the minimum 

redemption amount and the potential profit corresponds largely to that of the Under-

lying Assets and is not limited. In all other cases the investor receives delivery of a cer-

tain number of the Underlying Asset. 

If the Product references a two or more Underlying Assets, the payout profile may de-

pend on the best or worst performing Underlying. 

(d) Bonus Outperformance Certificates (SSPA Category 1330) 

“Bonus Outperformance Certificates” are primarily targeted at investors that expect (i) 

the value of the Underlying Asset to increase (or, in the case of Bonus Outperformance 

Certificates with a bear feature, to decrease) and (ii) the Underlying Asset not to reach 

or breach the specified barrier throughout the term of such Bonus Outperformance 

Certificates.  

Bonus Outperformance Certificates allow the investor to participate in the perfor-

mance of the Underlying Asset and provide for a conditional minimum redemption 

amount at the end of the term of the Bonus Outperformance Certificates.  

If the specified barrier is not reached and not breached during the term of the Bonus 

Outperformance Certificate, the investor will receive at least the minimum redemption 

amount.  

Furthermore, if the defined strike price is reached, the participation of the investor is 

increased by a participation factor resulting in a disproportionate participation rate in 

the positive performance above the strike price (or, in case of a Bonus Outperformance 

Certificate with a bear feature, in the negative performance below the strike price) of 

the Underlying Asset and the potential profit is not limited (unless the Bonus Outper-

formance Certificate contains a cap).  

If the specified barrier is reached or breached during the term of the Bonus Outperfor-

mance Certificates, such Bonus Outperformance Certificates change into Outperfor-

mance Certificates, with no capital protection. The loss potential then corresponds 

largely to that of the Underlying Assets and there is the risk of a total loss, unless there 

is a partial capital protection.  

If the Bonus Outperformance Certificate provides for physical settlement, investors 

may receive the delivery of the Underlying Asset depending on the performance of the 

Underlying Asset. If the barrier is not reached or breached, investors will receive at 

least the minimum redemption amount and the potential profit corresponds largely to 
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that of the Underlying Assets and is not limited. In all other cases the investor receives 

delivery of a certain number of the Underlying Asset. 

If the Product references two or more Underlying Assets, the payout profile may de-

pend on the best or worst performing Underlying. 

(e) Twin Win Certificates (SSPA Category 1340) 

“Twin Win Certificates” are primarily targeted at investors that expect (i) the value of 

the Underlying Asset to increase or to slightly decrease (or, in the case of Twin Win 

Certificates with a bear feature, to decrease or slightly increase) and (ii) the Underlying 

Asset not to breach the defined barrier throughout the term of such Twin Win Certifi-

cates. 

Twin Win Certificates allow the investor to participate in the performance of the Un-

derlying Asset. Profits are possible with both an increasing and slightly decreasing 

value of the Underlying Asset (or, in the case of Twin Win Certificates with a bear fea-

ture decreasing or slightly increasing value of the Underlying Asset).  

If the value of the Underlying Asset increases above the strike price, the value of the 

Twin Win Certificates and the profit corresponds largely to that of the Underlying As-

sets and the potential profit is not limited (unless the Twin Win Certificate contains a 

cap).  

If the value of the Underlying Assets is below the strike price, but the value of the Un-

derlying Asset did not touch or fall below the barrier throughout the term of the Twin 

Win Certificates, then the negative performance of the Underlying Asset are converted 

into corresponding profits for investors in the Twin Win Certificates. 

Twin Win Certificates provide for a conditional minimum redemption amount. The 

level of the minimum redemption amount representing the level of (partial) capital 

protection indicates the percentage of the nominal or par value of the Twin Win Certif-

icates that the investor will be entitled to at the settlement date, provided the barrier 

is not reached and not breached.  

If the barrier is reached or breached, the Twin Win Certificates change into Tracker 

Certificates and the loss potential then corresponds largely to that of the Underlying 

Assets and there is the risk of a total loss, unless there is a partial capital protection.  
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3.4.4. Investment Products with Additional Credit Risk (formerly known as: "Investment 
Products with Reference Entities") (SSPA Category 14) 

In addition to the features of the corresponding Capital Protection Products, Yield Enhance-

ment Products or Participation Products on which they are based, “Investment Products with 

Additional Credit Risk” are also affected by the occurrence of a defined credit event in respect 

of a reference entity or reference obligation. If a credit event occurs in respect of a reference 

entity or reference obligation during the term of the Investment Products with Additional 

Credit Risk, they will be redeemed at a value, which may be significantly below their initial 

value and as low as zero and investors will make a partial or total loss.  

If no credit event occurs, Investment Products with Additional Credit Risk work in the same 

manner as the corresponding Capital Protection Product, Yield Enhancement Product or Par-

ticipation Product on which they are based. 

The product category "Investment Products with Additional Credit Risk" includes in particular 

the following product types: 

(a) Credit Linked Notes (SSPA Category 1400) 

 

"Credit Linked Notes" are primarily targeted at investors that expect that no credit 

event to occur with regard to a reference entity or reference obligation. 

 

Generally, if during the term of a Credit Linked Note a credit event or a credit redemp-

tion event in respect of the relevant reference entity or reference entities occurs, fur-

ther coupon payments and the repayment of the entire or part of the product's redemp-

tion amount are at risk as specified in the applicable terms and conditions of the re-

spective Credit Linked Note (early redemption). In such case the amount investors re-

ceive may be significantly below the product's initial value and as low as zero and in-

vestors will make a partial or total loss. Therefore, in particular, the solvency of a spe-

cific referency entitiy is decisive. 

 

Generally, if during the term of a Credit Linked Note no credit event or credit redemp-

tion event occurs in respect of the relevant reference entity resp. reference entities, 

Credit Linked Notes generally provide for a defined scheduled redemption amount 

equal to a certain percentage of the relevant outstanding principal amount specified in 

the applicable terms and conditions, which investors in such Product's will receive on 

the defined scheduled maturity date, provided that the product is not redeemed prior 

to the scheduled maturity date. 
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(b)  Conditional Capital Protection Notes with Additional Credit Risk (formerly known as: 

"Reference Entity Certificates with Conditional Capital Protection") (SSPA Category 

1410) 

“Conditional Capital Protection Notes with Additional Credit Risk” are primarily targeted 

at investors that (i) expect the value of the Underlying Asset to increase (or, in the case 

of Conditional Capital Protection Notes with Additional Credit Risk  with a bear feature, 

to decrease), (ii) consider a sharp decrease of the value of the Underlying Asset to be 

possible (or, in the case of Conditional Capital Protection Notes with Additional Credit 

Riskwith a bear feature, a sharp increase of the value of the Underlying Asset) and (iii) 

and expect no credit event to occur with regard to a reference entity or reference obli-

gation.  

Conditional Capital Protection Notes with Additional Credit Risk may have one or more 

underlying reference entities or reference obligations. If during the term of the Condi-

tional Capital Protection Notes with Additional Credit Risk no credit event occurs in 

respect of the reference entity or reference obligation, investors will participate in the 

performance the Underlying Asset. If the value of the Underlying Asset has developed 

favourably (i.e., if the value of the Underlying Asset has increased or, in case of Condi-

tional Capital Protection Notes with Additional Credit Risk with a bear feature, de-

creased), the return will exceed the minimum redemption amount of the Conditional 

Capital Protection Notes with Additional Credit Risk. Therefore, if no credit event oc-

curs, Conditional Capital Protection Notes with Additional Credit Risk work in the same 

manner as the corresponding Capital Protection Product on which they are based. 

If a credit event occurs in respect of the reference entity or reference obligation during 

the term of the Conditional Capital Protection Notes with Additional Credit Risk, the 

investor loses the capital protection and the Conditional Capital Protection Notes with 

Additional Credit Risk will be redeemed at a value, which may be significantly below 

their initial value(s) and as low as zero and investors will make a partial or total loss. 

(c) Yield Enhancement Certificates with Additional Credit Risk (formerly known as: "Refer-

ence Entity Certificates with Yield Enhancement") (SSPA Category 1420) 

“Yield Enhancement Certificates with Additional Credit Risk” are primarily targeted at 

investors that expect (i) the value of the Underlying Asset to move sideways or to 

slightly increase (or, in the case of Yield Enhancement Certificates with Additional 

Credit Risk with a bear feature to move sideways or to slightly decrease), with falling 
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volatility, and (ii) no credit event to occur with regard to a reference entity or reference 

obligation.  

Yield Enhancement Certificates with Additional Credit Risk may have one or more un-

derlying reference entities or reference obligations. If during the term of the Yield En-

hancement Certificates with Additional Credit Risk no credit event occurs in respect of 

the reference entity or reference obligation, investors will receive a coupon or a dis-

count and the Yield Enhancement Certificates with Additional Credit Risk will work in 

the same manner as the corresponding Yield Enhancement Product on which they are 

based.  

If a credit event occurs in respect of the reference entity or reference obligation during 

the term of the Yield Enhancement Certificates with Additional Credit Risk, they will be 

redeemed at a value, which may be significantly below their initial value(s) and as low 

as zero and investors will make a partial or total loss. 

(d) Participation Certificates with Additional Credit Risk (formerly known as: "Reference 

Entity Certificates with Participation") (SSPA Category 1430) 

“Participation Certificates with Additional Credit Risk” are primarily targeted at inves-

tors that expect (i) the value of the Underlying Asset to increase (or, in the case of Par-

ticipation Certificates with Additional Credit Risk with a bear feature, to decrease) and 

(ii) no credit event to occur with regard to a reference entity or reference obligation. 

Participation Certificates with Additional Credit Risk may have one or more underlying 

reference entities or reference obligations. If during the term of the Participation Cer-

tificates with Additional Credit Risk no credit event occurs in respect of the reference 

entity or reference obligation, investors will participate in the performance the Under-

lying Asset in the same manner as the corresponding Participation Product on which 

they are based.  

If a credit event occurs in respect of the reference entity or reference obligation during 

the term of the Participation Certificates with Additional Credit Risk, they will be re-

deemed at a value, which may be significantly below their initial value and as low as 

zero and investors will make a partial or total loss.  
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4. Risk Factors 

An investment in Products involves a number of risks that may affect the market value of, and 

any expected return on, Products or the ability of the Issuer to fulfil its obligations under the 

Products. The risks described in the Base Prospectus and the applicable Final Terms are not 

the only risks investors in Products may face and are not to be understood as being an exten-

sive and comprehensive list of all possible risks associated with an investment in the Products. 

Therefore, investment decisions should never be made solely on the basis of the risk warnings 

set out in the Base Prospectus and the applicable Final Terms, since such information cannot 

serve as a substitute for individual advice and information, which is tailored to the require-

ments, objectives, experience, knowledge and circumstances of each Potential Investor indi-

vidually. 

No conclusions can be drawn from the order in which the risk factors are presented below as 

to their probability of occurrence or the potential extent of the associated financial conse-

quences. 

If one or more of the risks described in the Base Prospectus and the applicable Final Terms occur, 

investors in the Products may incur a partial loss or even a total loss of their invested capital.  

4.1. General Risk Factors 

Potential Investors should refer to the Swiss Bankers Association’s brochure „Risks Involved 

in Trading Financial Instruments”, as amended, which shall be deemed to be incorporated in, 

and to form part of, the Base Prospectus, for a description of the risks associated with an in-

vestment in the Products and securities trading in general. Investors are deemed to have read 

and understood and, if necessary discussed this brochure and the explanations contained 

therein with their professional financial, accounting, legal and tax advisors.  

4.1.1. No Advice 

The Base Prospectus and the applicable Final Terms are not intended to replace the advice 

Potential Investors should always obtain before making a decision to invest in any Product. 

Potential Investors should therefore carefully consider the risks described in the Base Prospec-

tus and the applicable Final Terms , together with all the other information contained therein, 

and should ensure that they have sufficient knowledge to evaluate and understand the risks 

and benefits of an investment in a relevant Product and to consider the suitability of the rele-

vant Products as an investment in light of their own circumstances, investment objectives, tax 

position and financial condition by consulting their own professional financial, accounting, le-

gal and tax advisors. The Issuer disclaims any responsibility to advise Potential Investors of the 

risks and investment considerations associated with the purchase of the Products as they may 

exist at the effective date of the Base Prospectus . 
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4.1.2. Purchasing Products on Credit 

Potential Investors financing the purchase of Products with loans should note that, should their 

expectations fail to materialise, they would not only have to bear the loss resulting from the 

capital invested in the Products, but also have to pay interest on the loan as well as repay the 

principal amount. It is therefore imperative that Potential Investors verify their financial re-

sources in advance in order to determine whether they would be able to pay the interest and 

repay the loan at short notice should they incur losses instead of realising the anticipated profit. 

4.1.3. Commissions and other Transaction Costs 

Commissions and other transaction costs incurred in connection with the purchase or sale of 

Products may result in charges, particularly in combination with a low order size, which can 

substantially reduce any Redemption Amount. Before purchasing Products, Potential Investors 

should therefore inform themselves of all costs that will be incurred with the purchase and 

later sale of the Product, including any costs charged by their custodian banks upon purchase, 

sale and redemption of the Products.  

4.1.4. Custody of Products 

Products can be held either in Switzerland or abroad. If an Investors’ Swiss securities firm be-

comes insolvent, Swiss banking law stipulates that the Products deposited with that securities 

firm will not form part of its bankruptcy assets, but will be kept separate for Investor’s benefit. 

However, insolvency proceedings can delay the transfer of the Product to Investors or another 

securities firm.  

4.2. Risk Factors relating to the Issuer 

4.2.1. Issuer Risk 

Investors bear the Issuer Risk. Potential Investors should therefore be aware that they are ex-

posed to the credit risk of the Issuer. Hence, Investors bear the risk that the financial situation 

of the Issuer could deteriorate and the Issuer of the Product may become insolvent. The Prod-

uct’s value is therefore not only dependent on the performance of the Underlying(s) but also 

on the creditworthiness of the Issuer, which may change over the term of the Product. The 

Issuer is exposed to a variety of risks that could adversely affect its results of operations or 

financial situation. Accordingly, the Issuer’s revenues and earnings are and have been subject 

to fluctuations. The revenues and earnings figures from a specific period, thus, are not evidence 

of sustainable results. In the following, only such risks are described that the Issuer believes to 

be significant. Information on the Issuer’s risk management is set out in the most recent finan-

cial report by the Issuer (Finanzbericht), which is incorporated by reference into this Base Pro-

spectus. 
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i. An economic downturn or fluctuations on the financial and property markets may have 

a negative effect on the Issuer’s operating result 

A longer-term economic downturn in Switzerland, the Canton of Lucerne and/or 

worldwide or continued volatility of the financial markets may have a negative effect 

on the Issuer’s business activities, operations, operating result, financial situation 

and/or future prospects. Factors such as the interest rate level, inflation, deflation, 

investor sentiment, cost and availability of loans, liquidity of the global financial mar-

kets, and the level and volatility of share prices can have a considerable impact on 

customer activity and the profitability of the Issuer’s business activities. A slowdown 

or slump in the property market in Switzerland, and particularly in the Canton of Lu-

cerne, may have a negative effect on the Issuer’s mortgage business. 

ii. The Issuer is in competition with (primarily domestic) competitors 

All the Issuer’s business activities take place in highly competitive markets. Its ability 

to compete depends on a wide range of factors, including its reputation, the quality of 

service and advice, expertise, capacity for innovation, pricing structure, the success of 

its marketing and sales efforts, and the abilities of its employees. If the Issuer fails to 

retain its market position in respect to these and other factors, this may have a nega-

tive effect on its business activities, operations, operating result, financial situation 

and/or future prospects. 

iii. The Issuer is exposed to the credit risk of third parties; financial problems or other 

problems encountered by third parties may have a negative effect on the Issuer’s oper-

ations, financial situation and operating result 

As is typical for the banking sector, the Issuer is exposed to the risk that third parties 

to which it lends money, shares or other assets – in particular, clients, counterparties 

in transactions, stock markets, clearing houses and other financial institutions – may 

fail to meet their obligations. Although the Issuer assesses these third parties to min-

imise their respective counterparty risk, these parties may be unable to meet their 

obligations to the Issuer due to liquidity constraints, operational failings, insolvency 

or other reasons. In the current challenging market environment and the context of 

increasing volatility on the financial markets, the importance of the counterparty risk 

has increased considerably. Credit losses may occur above the long-term average, 

with a negative effect on the Issuer’s business activities, operations, operating result, 

financial situation and/or future prospects. 

iv. A deterioration in the Issuer’s credit rating or loss of the Issuer’s government guarantee 

may lead to higher financing costs and may affect clients’ trust in the Issuer 
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A deterioration in the Issuer’s credit rating or a negative outlook by the rating agen-

cies may result in higher financing costs and reduced availability of financing sources 

for the Issuer. Rating downgrades can also have an adverse effect on the Issuer’s abil-

ity to operate in certain business sectors or conduct specific transactions, and clients 

may be reluctant to conduct transactions with the Issuer. Due to the consequences 

that a downgraded credit rating could have on the Issuer’s financing costs and oppor-

tunities, such a downgrading may adversely affect the Issuer’s business activities, op-

erations, operating result, financial situation and/or future prospects. A loss or limi-

tation of the government guarantee granted by the Canton of Lucerne as of the date 

of this Base Prospectus could also have a comparable effect on the Issuer, since this 

guarantee has a positive impact on rating agencies’ assessment of the Issuer’s credit-

worthiness.  

v. The Issuer’s operating result may be affected by sudden, substantial changes in the in-

terest rate environment  

Sudden, erratic changes in general interest rates on the market, and in particular a 

continued widening of the negative interest rate environment, may adversely affect 

the Issuer’s net income from interest. As financing costs and income from interest do 

not correlate in all interest rate situations, changes in the general interest rate level 

or the interest structure may adversely affect the Issuer’s net income from interest. 

Interest rate fluctuations may also adversely affect the value of the Issuer’s fixed-in-

terest investments and its income from sales and trade transactions, and can ad-

versely affect the value of assets in other asset classes and thus also assets managed 

by the Issuer, even if the Issuer’s business activities do not focus on these business 

areas. In spite of the Issuer’s efforts to control the interest rate risk, sudden and sub-

stantial changes in interest rates may have a negative effect on the Issuer’s business 

activities, operations, operating result, financial situation and/or future prospects. 

Furthermore, persistent low or negative interest rates may adversely affect the Is-

suer’s business activities, operations, operating result, financial situation and/or fu-

ture prospects. 

vi. Any impairment of its ability to maintain a stable refinancing and liquidity position may 

have a negative effect on the Issuer’s operating result and financial situation 

Although the Issuer actively manages its refinancing and liquidity positions, the Is-

suer is exposed to a liquidity risk. The liquidity risk – i.e., the risk of being unable to 

meet payment obligations at maturity – is inherent in any banking activity and may 

adversely affect the Issuer’s business activities, operations, operating result, financial 

situation and/or future prospects. 
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vii. Operational risks may impact the Issuer’s business activities, lead to regulatory 

measures against the Issuer or adversely affect its operating result 

The Issuer is exposed to operational risks, which it seeks to contain through effective 

processes and controls. Operational risk is the risk of loss resulting from inadequate 

or failure of internal processes and systems, persons or other events that adversely 

affect the Issuer’s operations (excluding financial risks, such as risks associated with 

financial markets and counterparty risk). It is precisely due to this wide range of op-

erational risks that the occurrence of one or more of these risks may have a negative 

effect on the Issuer’s business activities, operations, operating result, financial situa-

tion and/or future prospects. 

viii. Current developments in the banking sector may have a negative effect on the Issuer’s 

position as an asset manager in Switzerland 

Ongoing discussions about Swiss bank client confidentiality and low-tax countries in 

general, increased transparency requirements, the ongoing  extent  of the ‘automatic 

exchange of information’ as part of the OECD agreement on the automatic exchange 

of information for tax purposes, and increased regulatory supervision have led to an 

increased pressure on asset management activities in Switzerland. These develop-

ments may generally have an adverse effect on banks in Switzerland. In spite of the 

Issuer’s strong regional roots and its transparent tax strategy for clients resident 

abroad, the above-mentioned developments may have a negative effect on the Issuer’s 

business activities, operations, operating result, financial situation and/or future pro-

spects. 

ix. Risks associated with legal proceedings may have a negative effect on the Issuer’s op-

erating result 

The Issuer is subject to the Swiss federal and cantonal legal systems, as well as the 

laws of foreign countries insofar as it has developed business activities with clients 

domiciled in such countries. The Issuer is thus exposed to the risk of proceedings un-

der the relevant legal systems. The outcome of such proceedings is always uncertain 

and may, in particular lead to financial and reputational losses. Undertaking such pro-

ceedings can also entail a significant investment of both time and financial resources; 

even if the proceedings have a positive outcome, there is no guarantee that all costs 

incurred will be reimbursed. The Issuer has implemented processes and controls to 

monitor its legal risks, but these risks may still have a negative effect on the Issuer’s 

business activities, operations, operating result, financial situation and future pro-

spects. 
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x. The Issuer is exposed to the risk of loss as a result of fraud and other misconduct by its 

employees 

Fraud, failure to comply with legislation, regulatory requirements, internal regula-

tions or due diligence obligations, and other misconduct by employees may result in 

losses, negative reporting and damage to the Issuer’s reputation. It may also lead to 

increased regulatory supervision and affect the Issuer’s ability to retain and attract 

new clients, and its continued access to capital markets. Furthermore, such miscon-

duct may lead to legal proceedings and enforcement measures, fines and financial 

penalties imposed on the Issuer and other unforeseeable adverse effects. All these 

risks may have a negative effect on the Issuer’s business activities, operations, oper-

ating result, financial situation and/or future prospects. 

xi. The Issuer is exposed to risks in connection with legal or regulatory changes 

The Issuer’s business activities are subject to comprehensive and detailed legal and 

regulatory requirements both inside and outside Switzerland, as well as supervision 

by Swiss and foreign authorities. Any changes to these requirements may affect the 

way in which the Issuer conducts its business activities. Regulators have far-reaching 

powers over various aspects of activities conducted by financial services providers, 

including provisions on liquidity, capital and permitted investments, business con-

duct, money laundering and client identification, data protection, record-keeping and 

retention obligations, and advertising and marketing sales activities. These provi-

sions and other provisions relevant to the Issuer may change at any time and these 

changes may adversely affect the Issuer’s business activities. The Issuer is not always 

able to predict the timing and nature of such changes. Regulators (and other relevant 

supervisory authorities) in Switzerland, the EU, the US and other countries also care-

fully examine payment flows and other transactions in relation to their respective 

provisions on money laundering, country sanctions, tax evasion, bribery and anti-cor-

ruption measures. Although the Issuer always endeavours to comply with all applica-

ble legal and regulatory requirements, substantial risks remain, particularly in areas 

in which provisions are unclear, or where authorities have amended their guidelines 

and directives or courts have modified their existing practice. Regulators and other 

authorities may initiate administrative or legal proceedings against the Issuer, which 

may lead to negative reporting and damage to the Issuer’s reputation, suspension or 

withdrawal of approvals, injunctions, fines, financial penalties, claims for damages or 

other disciplinary measures. All these risks may have a negative effect on the Issuer’s 
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business activities, operations, operating result, financial situation and/or future pro-

spects. 

xii. As a bank, the Issuer is exposed to risks in relation to regulatory capital requirements 

According to FINMA requirements, the Issuer (parent company and group) must hold 

eligible capital of at least 12% of risk-weighted positions (bank category 3). An addi-

tional amount in connection with the counter-cyclical buffer may apply. In the event 

of an increase in the statutory maximum limit, this would result in a minimum re-

quirement of almost 14% for the Issuer. 

As of 30 June 2021, the Issuer had an overall capital ratio of 17.4%  of risk-weighted 

positions and is therefore in the upper  of the target range of 14%-18% defined by the 

Issuer. 

The unweighted capital adequacy requirements (leverage ratio) as of 30 June 2021 

amount to 6.9% of overall engagement with a statutory minimum requirement of 

3.0%. 

The statutory capital adequacy requirements may continue to rise for a variety of rea-

sons. 

If the Issuer is not able to comply with these or other regulatory capital requirements 

or is not in a position to raise sufficient capital, FINMA or the legislator may imple-

ment measures or sanctions that in turn affect the Issuer’s business activities, opera-

tions, operating result, financial situation and/or future prospects. If the Issuer were 

unable to raise sufficient capital, this could also restrict its further development. 

xiii. Acts of terrorism, war or warlike events, natural disasters, geopolitical events, pandem-

ics and similar events may have a negative effect on the Issuer’s business activities 

Acts of terrorism, war or warlike events, natural disasters, geopolitical events, pan-

demics and similar events, and responses to these events, can lead to economic and 

political uncertainty, which in an unpredictable manner may have a negative effect on 

local, national and international economic conditions, and on the Issuer’s business ac-

tivities, operations, operating result, financial situation and/or future prospects. 

xiv. The Issuer’s reputation plays a key role in its business activities. Damage to its reputa-

tion will affect the Issuer’s ability to retain and attract clients, which may have a nega-

tive effect on its operating result 
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Negative reporting and speculative media reports on the Issuer or its business activ-

ities, or the threat or initiation of legal proceedings in relation to the Issuer’s business 

activities, or the statements or actions of clients may damage the Issuer’s reputation 

and lead to more stringent regulatory supervision. All these risks may lead to a 

changed perception of the Issuer on the market, which in turn may lead to a loss of 

existing clients and difficulty in the acquisition of new clients. All these developments 

may have a negative effect on the Issuer’s business activities, operations, operating 

result, financial situation and/or future prospects. 

xv. Dependence on important managers and other key employees may adversely affect the 

Issuer and its operating results 

The Issuer’s success depends largely on the abilities and experience of its managers 

and other key employees. The loss of certain key employees, particularly if they were 

to move to a competitor, could have a negative effect on the Issuer and its operating 

results. Failure by the Issuer to employ a sufficient number of qualified staff may sig-

nificantly impact the Issuer’s financial planning, growth and other objectives, and ad-

versely affect its business activities, operations, operating result, financial situation 

and/or future prospects. 

xvi. As a bank, the Issuer is subject to the Swiss restructuring and resolution regime for 

banks. 

According to paragraph 5 of the Act on the Conversion of Luzerner Kantonalbank into 

a company limited by shares (Umwandlungsgesetz, 

(https://srl.lu.ch/app/de/texts_of_law/690/versions/2356), claims by Investors 

against the Issuer under the Products are covered by the state guarantee of the Canton 

of Lucerne (Staatsgarantie) if the Issuer’s own funds are not sufficient. 

Nevertheless, generally and in particular in the event of an insolvency of the Canton 

of Lucerne, Investors may be affected by Swiss resolution proceedings and resolution 

planning requirements as Swiss banking law provides FINMA with broad powers and 

discretion in case of resolution proceedings with respect to a Swiss bank such as the 

Issuer. These broad powers include, inter alia, the power to convert debt instruments 

and other liabilities of the Issuer into equity and fully or partly cancel such liabilities.  

The insolvency of the Issuer may therefore in principle lead to a partial or total loss 

of the invested capital. 

https://srl.lu.ch/app/de/texts_of_law/690/versions/2356
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4.2.2. Potential Conflicts of Interest 

The Issuer may from time to time, as principal or agent, have positions in, or may buy or sell, 

or make a market in any securities, currencies, financial instruments or other assets underlying 

any Product. The Issuer's trading and/or hedging activities related to any Product may have an 

impact on the price of the Underlying(s), the economic and market value of the Products and 

may affect the likelihood that respective Barrier Levels(s), if any, is/are crossed. 

The Issuer may provide services to and/or have officers who serve as directors of the compa-

nies referred to as being Underlying to a Product. The Issuer has in place policies and proce-

dures designed to minimise the risk that officers and employees are influenced by any conflict-

ing interest or duty and that confidential information is improperly disclosed or made availa-

ble. 

The Issuer may act as market maker for the Products in order to improve market liquidity of 

the Products and balance imbalances between supply and demand. The market maker deter-

mines and sets the bid price and the ask price (Selling Price) in the secondary market, taking 

into account - in particular but not limited to - the economic value of the Products as deter-

mined by the market maker, which depends among other things on the value of the Underly-

ing(s), and the spread between bid and ask prices sought by the market maker. Accordingly, 

the bid and ask prices quoted by the market maker may deviate considerably from the expected 

to be economic value of the Products at the respective point in time. In addition, the market 

maker can change the procedure for setting the prices provided at any time, such as increase 

or decrease the spread between bid and ask prices. The ranges between bid and ask prices 

increase in particular if the liquidity and tradability of the Underlying(s) decrease as a result 

of external circumstances worsen. In addition, the market maker may only provide bid prices 

for certain Products. 

As the Calculation Agent may be both an affiliate of the Issuer or may be the same entity as the 

Issuer, potential conflicts of interest may exist between the Calculation Agent and the Inves-

tors, including with respect to the exercise of the discretionary powers of the Calculation Agent. 

E.g. the Calculation Agent has the authority to determine whether certain specified events 

and/or matters so specified in the Combined Terms and Conditions have occurred, and to de-

termine any resulting adjustments and calculations as described in such Combined Terms and 

Conditions. The Calculation Agent may also have the authority to determine certain levels such 

as Initial or Final Fixing Levels. Potential Investors should be aware that any determination 

made by the Calculation Agent may have an impact on the value and financial return of the 

Products. Any such discretion exercised by, or any calculation made by, the Calculation Agent 

(in the absence of manifest or proven error) shall be binding on the relevant Issuer and all 

Investors. Neither the Issuer nor Calculation Agent are liable for any consequences of having 
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applied their reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) in accordance with the provisions of 

the Combined Terms and Conditions. 

The Issuer may sell Products to dealers and other financial institutions at a discount to the 

Issue Price or reimburse a certain amount of the Issue Price to them (”Distribution Fees”). Dis-

tribution Fees, if any, may be disclosed in the Final Terms and reflect the maximum amount a 

dealer or financial institution may receive from the Issuer; the actual amount may be lower. 

The Issuer may also sell Products within the own organisation. In such a case no Distribution 

Fees shall be paid, which may increase the Issuer's margin. Potential Investors should be aware 

that Distribution Fees may adversely affect and limit the Potential Investor’s profit potential 

under the Products. In addition, Potential Investors should be aware that Distribution Fees 

may, depending on the circumstances, cause potential conflicts of interests at the dealers and 

other financial institutions. Dealers and other financial institutions are obliged, however, to 

implement organisational measures designed to prevent such potential conflicts of interest 

that may adversely affect the interests of their clients. 

4.3. Market Risk Factors 

4.3.1. General Market Risks 

The general market performance of securities is dependent in particular on the development 

of the capital markets, which, for their part, are influenced by the general global economic sit-

uation as well as by the economic and political framework conditions in the respective coun-

tries. Concerns about geopolitical developments, oil prices, and natural disasters, among other 

things, can affect the global financial markets and investor confidence. Also corporate or other 

incidents may have a significant effect on Investor and investor confidence. Therefore, changes 

in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, financial instruments, real estate valuations and in-

creases in volatility can generally increase credit and market risks and may adversely affect 

and limit the Potential Investor’s profit potential under the Products.  

4.3.2. No Liquidity in the Products 

The tradability of a Product generally depends on whether the Issuer is prepared to make a 

market for the Products. Even then, liquidity risks can arise, as there is generally no legal duty 

to make a market for the Products. If the market is not liquid, Investors run the risk of having 

to either hold the Product until the end of its term or sell it during the term at an unfavourable 

price. It can also be difficult or impossible to determine a fair price or even compare prices at 

all, as there is only one market maker. Therefore, Investors must generally be willing and pre-

pared to hold their Product until the Redemption Date. 

Although application may be made for Products issued under the Base Prospectus to be listed 

on SIX Swiss Exchange or any other trading venue, there is no assurance that such application 

will be accepted, that any particular Products will be so admitted or that an active trading will 
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develop on SIX Swiss Exchange or any other trading venue. Accordingly, there is no assurance 

as to the development or liquidity of any trading market for any particular Products. In partic-

ular, Potential Investors in Products to be listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange should be aware 

that SIX Swiss Exchange generally does not require a mandatory market making for listed 

Products. Limited exemptions apply to, for example, actively managed certificates. Potential 

Investors therefore cannot rely on the ability to sell Products at a specific time or at a specific 

price even if the Products are listed or traded on SIX Swiss Exchange or any other trading 

venue. 

In particular, SIX Exchange Regulation with respect to SIX Swiss Exchange provides for rules 

determining admissible underlying assets for Products. It cannot be excluded that during the 

lifetime of a Product, the Underlying is suspended from trading or de-listed, in particular, from 

SIX Swiss Exchange for reasons beyond reasonable control of the Issuers. In case the Underly-

ing of a Product is suspended from trading or delisted, this might have material adverse effects 

on the Products and/or, might also lead to the suspension or de-listing of the Product. In addi-

tion, it cannot be excluded that the Products may be suspended from trading or delisted, in 

particular, from SIX Swiss Exchange during the lifetime of the respective Product for other rea-

sons. 

4.3.3. No Liquidity in the Underlying(s) 

In accordance with the General Terms and Conditions, the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent 

may determine that an Underlying is illiquid at a relevant time. Underlying illiquidity might 

lead to larger bid/offer spreads of the Product, to extended time periods for buying and/or 

selling the Underlying respectively to acquire, unwind or dispose of the hedging transac-

tion(s) or asset(s) or to realise, recover or remit the proceeds of such hedging transaction(s) 

or asset(s), as well as to an Amendment and Modification of the Combined Terms and Condi-

tions (as described in section 5.1.17) and to an Early Termination and Cancellation of Prod-

ucts (as described in section 5.1.18) by the Issuer. Thus, any such determination may have an 

adverse effect on the market value of the Products. 

4.3.4. Currency Exchange Rates 

Potential Investors should be aware that an investment in the Products may be affected by the 

exchange rate risk of the relevant currencies in which the Products are denominated, the Prod-

uct Currency, and the Underlying(s) is/are traded or evaluated. For example (i) the Underly-

ing(s) may be denominated in a currency other than that of the Products, (ii) the Products may 

be denominated in a currency other than the currency of the Investor's home jurisdiction 

and/or (iii) the Products may be denominated in a currency other than the currency in which 

a Potential Investor wishes to receive the Redemption Amount and/or Coupon Amount(s). 
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Currency values may be affected by complex political and economic factors, including govern-

mental action to fix or support the value, regardless of other market forces. 

If the Redemption Amount and/or Coupon Amount(s) are determined using a currency other 

than the Product Currency, or if the value of the Underlying(s) is/are determined in a currency 

other than the Product Currency, Potential Investors should be aware that investments in these 

Products could entail risks due to fluctuating exchange rates and that the risk of loss does not 

depend solely on the performance of the Underlying(s), but also on unfavourable develop-

ments in the value of any currency involved. Potential Investors should be aware that the above 

mentioned risks may arise during the entire lifetime of the Product if the Product Currency 

and/or the currency of the Underlying(s) will be replaced by a different or a new currency. 

If set to be applicable in the Product Terms and Conditions, the so-called “quanto” feature can-

cels the currency exposure on the Product on the Redemption Date. Hence, on the Redemption 

Date a Product with a Product Currency different from the Underlying’s currency, will receive 

a Redemption Amount or a Delivery of Underlying(s) calculated only on the performance of 

the Underlying only. The exchange rate between the two currencies will not be taken into ac-

count at such time. 

4.3.5. Hedging Activities 

The Issuer shall execute its trading and hedging activities in relation to Products (including 

unwinding and terminating already executed hedging transaction) on a best efforts basis, tak-

ing into account the possibility of unduly affecting the market and consequently to limit its 

activities related to the Underlying(s). To minimise the market impact, the Issuer is entitled 

to suspend or to stop entirely its trading activities related to an Underlying. Potential Inves-

tors should consider that the market conduct of the Issuer respectively the limitations of its 

trading activities may have an adverse effect on the market value of the Products. 

4.4. Product specific Risks Factors 

The Product specific risks for each product type are set out in the relevant Final Terms for each 

Product. In addition, the following risks should be considered by Potential Investors: 

4.4.1. No Supervision by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA 

Products issued under the Base Prospectus are derivative financial instruments, which do not 

qualify as units of a collective investment scheme according to the relevant provisions of the 

CISA and are not registered thereunder. Therefore, Products are neither governed by the CISA 

nor are they subject to authorisation or supervision by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory 

Authority FINMA. Accordingly, Investors do not have the benefit of the specific investor pro-

tection provided under the CISA. Potential Investors should be aware that they bear the Issuer 

Risk. 
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4.4.2. Performance of the Products is linked to many Factors 

Where the Products reference one or more Underlyings, Investors in such Products are ex-

posed to the performance of such Underlyings. The price, performance or investment return of 

the Underlying may be subject to unpredictable change over time and this degree of change is 

known as "volatility". The volatility of an Underlying may be affected by national and interna-

tional financial, political, military or economic events, including governmental actions, or by 

the activities of participants in the relevant markets. Any of these events or activities could 

adversely affect the value of the Products. Volatility does not imply direction of the price, per-

formance or investment returns, though an Underlying that is more volatile is likely to increase 

or decrease in value more often and/or to a greater extent than one that is less volatile. How-

ever, Potential Investors should be aware that the market value of the Products may not have 

a direct relationship with the prevailing price of the Underlying(s), and changes in the prevail-

ing price of the Underlying(s) will not necessarily result in a comparable change in the value 

of the Products. 

In addition, the value of a Product is not only determined by changes in the price of the Under-

lying(s), but also by a number of other factors. Since several factors may have simultaneous 

effects on the Products, the effect of one particular factor cannot be predicted. In addition, sev-

eral factors may have a compounding effect, which may not be predictable. No assurance can 

be given with regard to the effect that any combination of factors may have on the market value 

of the Products. These factors include, inter alia, the Combined Terms and Conditions of the 

specific Product, the frequency and intensity of price fluctuations (volatility) in the Underly-

ing(s), as well as the prevailing interest rate. A decline in the value of the Product may therefore 

occur even if the value of the Underlying(s) remains constant. 

4.4.3. Past performance of an Underlying is no Indicator for future Performance 

Any information about the past performance of the Underlying at the time of the issuance of 

the Product should not be regarded as indicative of the range of, or trends in, fluctuations in 

the Underlying that may occur in the future. 

4.4.4. No Rights of Ownership in the Underlying(s) 

Unless otherwise provided for in the Product Terms and Conditions, Potential Investors should 

be aware that the relevant Underlying(s) will not be held by the Issuer for the benefit of the 

Investors, and as such, Investors will not obtain any rights of ownership, including, without 

limitation, any voting rights, any rights to receive dividends or other distributions or any other 

rights with respect to any Underlying referenced by such Product. 
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4.4.5. Possible decline in Underlying Value in case of Delivery of Underlying(s) 

To the extent that Delivery of Underlying(s) is provided for in the relevant Product Terms and 

Conditions, Potential Investors should note that any fluctuations in the price of the Underly-

ing(s) between the Final Fixing Date of the Product and the Delivery of the Underlying(s) on 

the Redemption Date are borne by the Investor. Declining values of the Underlying(s) can 

therefore still occur after the corresponding Final Fixing Date, and are borne by the Investors. 

4.4.6. Capital Protection 

If and to the extent that a capital protection has been declared applicable and specified in the 

relevant Product Terms and Conditions, the Products will be redeemed for a Redemption 

Amount no less than the specified protection at the Redemption Date. A capital protection may 

apply at a level below, at, or above the Nominal of the Product.  

However, the capital protection will not be applicable if the Product is redeemed prior to its 

Redemption Date, e.g. due to an Early Termination and Cancellation or if an Investor sells the 

Product in the secondary market. In such cases, even if the Product provides for a capital pro-

tection, the return on the Product may be less than the capital protection specified in the Prod-

uct Terms and Conditions. 

The capital protection and thereby the payment of the protected Redemption Amount by the 

Issuer is always subject to the credit risk of the Issuer. 

4.4.7. Postponement or alternative Provisions for Valuation of Underlying 

If the Issuer and/or the Calculation Agent determines, in its reasonable discretion (billiges Er-

messen), that a Market Disruption Event in relation to an Underlying has occurred, which af-

fects the valuation of such Underlying, the Issuer and/or the Calculation Agent may apply any 

consequential postponement of, or any alternative provisions for, valuation of such Underlying 

provided in the Combined Terms and Conditions of the Products, including a determination of 

the value of such Underlying by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion (billiges Er-

messen), acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner, each of which may 

have an adverse effect on the economic value of the Products. 

4.4.8. Issuer and/or Calculation Agent Determination in respect of the Underlying(s), Ad-
justment to or Early Termination and Cancellation of such Products and Reinvestment 
Risk following such Early Termination and Cancellation 

If the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent determines that an Adjustment Event in relation to an 

Underlying has occurred, the Issuer may adjust the Combined Terms and Conditions of the 

Products (without the consent of the Investor) or may procure the Early Termination and Can-

cellation of such Products prior to their Redemption Date, in each case, in accordance with the 

Combined Terms and Conditions. In the event of such Early Termination and Cancellation the 
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Issuer will redeem such Products at a cash amount in the Product Currency reflecting the fair 

market value of the Products at the effective date of the Early Termination and Cancellation, as 

determined in the reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) of the Issuer but in accordance 

with established market practice, which is calculated on the basis of the relevant market con-

ditions after deduction of the costs of the Issuer for unwinding any related underlying hedging 

arrangements. A Potential Investor should be aware that it is likely that this cash amount will 

be less than the Investor’s initial capital invested. Following any such Early Termination and 

Cancellation, the Investor will generally not be able to reinvest the redemption proceeds at any 

effective interest rate as high as the interest rate or yield on the Products being redeemed and 

may only be able to do so at a significantly lower rate. Investors should consider such reinvest-

ment risk in light of other investments available at that time. 

4.4.9. Changes in Tax Laws and Early Termination and Cancellation due to Tax Reasons 

The tax considerations set forth in this Base Prospectus and the relevant Final Terms are a 

summary of the main Swiss tax consequences in relation to dealings in the respective Product 

and should not be construed to be tax advice. This summary does not purport to address all 

Swiss tax consequences that may be relevant for a decision to purchase, own and dispose of 

Products and in particular does not take into account the specific circumstances of any partic-

ular investor. The relevant tax laws or the regulation and the practice of the Swiss tax authori-

ties (or their interpretation) are subject to change, possibly with retroactive effect. In accord-

ance with the General Terms and Conditions set out herein, the Issuer may terminate and can-

cel all outstanding Products early for tax reasons. Accordingly, Potential Investors should con-

sult their personal tax advisors before making any decision to purchase the Products and must 

be aware of and be prepared to bear the risk of a potential Early Termination and Cancellation 

due to tax reasons. The Issuer does not accept any liability for adverse tax consequences of an 

investment in the Products. 

4.4.10. Products linked to Shares  

The performance of shares is dependent upon macroeconomic factors, such as interest and 

price levels on the capital markets, currency developments, political factors as well as com-

pany-specific factors such as earnings position, market position, risk situation, shareholder 

structure and dividend distribution policy. 

The Issuer has not performed any investigations or review of any company issuing any share. 

Potential Investors should not conclude that the use of the shares as Underlying is any form of 

investment recommendation by the Issuer. Consequently, there can be no assurance that all 

events occurring prior to the earlier of the start of the Subscription Period or the Initial Fixing 

Date of the relevant Products, affecting the trading price of the share(s), will have been publicly 

disclosed. Subsequent disclosure of or failure to disclose material future events concerning a 
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company issuing any Underlying could affect the trading price of the share and therefore the 

market value of the Product. 

4.4.11. Products linked to Equity Indices 

Equity indices are comprised of a synthetic portfolio of shares, and as such, the performance of 

an equity index is dependent upon the macroeconomic and microeconomic factors relating to 

the shares underlying such index. 

During the term of a Product, the market value of the Product can deviate from the performance 

of the index or components contained in the index since other factors such as the Combined 

Terms and Conditions of the specific Product, the frequency and intensity of price fluctuations 

(volatility) in the index, as well as the prevailing interest rate and, in the case of performance 

indices being the Underlying, the reinvestment of any dividend payments relating to the com-

ponents contained in the index, may have an impact on the market value of the Product.  

In the case of a price index being the Underlying, Investors should note that dividend payments 

are in principle not taken into account (whereas in the case of performance indices the calcu-

lation of such index takes into account all dividend payments). Investors therefore should note 

that they do not participate in any dividend payments with regard to the components con-

tained in the index. 

Potential Investors should be aware that they bear an additional risk if an index is structured, 

calculated and determined at the discretion of an Index Sponsor, as there is no guaranty that 

such activities will lead to a positive performance of the index. Potential Investors need to do 

their own due diligence with respect to the Index Sponsor. 

4.4.12. Products linked to Commodities and Commodity Indices 

Commodities comprise physical commodities such as mineral resources (e.g. oil) and precious 

metals (e.g. gold, silver, platinum, palladium), which need to be stored and transported, and 

are either traded at spot or by way of entering into futures contracts, which are agreements 

either to buy or sell a set amount of a physical commodity at a predetermined price and deliv-

ery date. Futures contracts may be traded on regulated specialised futures exchanges or may 

be traded directly between market participants "over-the-counter" (such as swaps and for-

ward contracts) on trading facilities that are subject to a lesser degree of regulation or, in some 

cases, no substantive regulation. 

Commodity prices are more volatile than other investment categories. The factors that influ-

ence commodity prices are both numerous and complex. Examples of some typical factors af-

fecting commodities prices are: limited tradability for commodities on the supply side and dif-

ferences in regional demand, unfavourable weather conditions, diseases and epidemics, influ-
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ence of the overall yield with commodities, e.g. through costs (for example for transport, stor-

age and insurance) in the case of direct investments in commodities, strong speculation, pro-

duction in emerging markets that often have an unstable political and economic situation, high 

inflation, increased risk of currency fluctuations as well as political and legal risks and changes 

in tax rates and customs duties. 

The price of a futures contract will generally be at a premium or at a discount to the spot price 

of the relevant physical commodity. Products with a physical commodity as Underlying may 

therefore provide a different return than Products with a futures contract as Underlying. 

Commodity indices track the performance of a synthetic, e.g. production-weighted basket of 

futures contracts on certain physical commodities. The level of commodity indices replicate an 

actual investment in futures contracts, and therefore goes up or down depending on the overall 

performance of this weighted basket of futures contracts. Although commodity indices track 

the performance of the commodity markets, in a manner generally similar to the way in which 

an equity index tracks the performance of the share market, there are important differences 

between a commodity index and an equity index: An equity index typically weights the shares 

in the index based on market capitalisation, while the commodities included in a commodity 

index are typically weighted based on their world production levels and the dollar value of 

those levels. In addition, unlike shares, futures contracts expire periodically and, in order to 

maintain an investment in futures contracts, it is necessary to liquidate such futures contracts 

before they expire and establish positions in longer-dated futures contracts (“rolling”). Such 

“rolling” can have an adverse or positive affect on the level of the commodity index and, 

thereby, the value of the respective Product. 

Markets where commodities are traded may become in whole or in part, subject to future ad-

ditional regulation, which could significantly impact the performance of the Issuer's obliga-

tions under the Products. Furthermore, arrangements made to hedge the Issuer's obligations 

under the Products may become invalid in whole or in part. In such a case the Issuer has the 

right to procure the Early Termination and Cancellation of such Products. 

4.4.13. Products linked to Foreign Exchange Rates 

The performance of foreign exchange rates, currency units or units of account are dependent 

upon the supply and demand for currencies in the international foreign exchange markets, 

which are subject to economic factors, including inflation rates in the countries concerned, in-

terest rate differences between the respective countries, economic forecasts, international po-

litical factors, currency convertibility and safety of making financial investments in the cur-

rency concerned, speculation and measures taken by governments and central banks. Such 

measures include, without limitation, imposition of regulatory controls or taxes, issuance of a 
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new currency to replace an existing currency, alteration of the exchange rate or exchange char-

acteristics by devaluation or revaluation of a currency or imposition of exchange controls with 

respect to the exchange or transfer of a specified currency that would affect exchange rates as 

well as the availability of a specified currency. 

4.4.14. Products linked to Interest Rates / Reference Rates 

The performance of interest rates is dependent upon a number of factors, including supply and 

demand on the international money and capital markets, which are influenced by measures 

taken by governments and central banks, as well as speculations and other macroeconomic 

factors. 

Ongoing reforms to LIBOR, EURIBOR and proposed regulation of other 'benchmarks' could 

negatively impact the value of Products, as they may trigger, e.g. in case of discontinuance of 

the Interest Rate/Reference Rate, the use of a use a substitute or successor Interest Rate/Ref-

erence Rate that is comparable to the Interest Rate/Reference Rate or an Early Termination 

and Cancellation of Products by the Issuer. 
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5. General Terms and Conditions 

The Products will be issued based on both the following general terms and conditions (“Gen-

eral Terms and Conditions”), as amended, and the supplementing product terms and conditions 

as provided in the Final Terms (“Product Terms and Conditions”) applicable for each Tranche 

of Products (together the “Combined Terms and Conditions”).  

Capitalized terms used but not defined in these General Terms and Conditions shall have the 

meaning as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions for each relevant Product. Terms 

denoting the singular number only shall include the plural number also and vice versa, and 

terms denoting one gender only shall include the other. 

In case of inconsistencies, discrepancies and/or explicitly specified differences between the 

General Terms and Conditions and the Product Terms and Conditions, the Product Terms and 

Conditions shall prevail. 

5.1. Terms and Conditions and Definitions applicable to all Products 

5.1.1. Applicable Law 

The Products and their Combined Terms and Conditions shall be exclusively governed by and 

construed in accordance with substantive Swiss law. 

5.1.2. Regulatory Classification of Products 

The Products are derivative financial instruments and do not qualify as units of a collective 

investment scheme according to the relevant provisions of the CISA and are not registered 

thereunder. Therefore, the Products are not subject to authorisation or supervision by the 

Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA. Accordingly, Investors do not have the 

benefit of the specific investor protection provided under the CISA. 

The Products do not benefit from any depositor protection under article 37a of the Swiss Fed-

eral Act on Banks and Saving Banks. 

5.1.3. Form and Disposal of Products 

Products are issued in dematerialised form as Uncertificated Securities in accordance with ar-

ticle 973c of the CO and are transformed into intermediated securities (“Intermediated Securi-

ties” (Bucheffekten)) in accordance with article 6 of the Swiss Federal Intermediated Securities 

Act (“FISA”). 

Uncertificated Securities will be created by the Issuer by means of a registration in its register 

of Uncertificated Securities (Wertrechtebuch). The Issuer will maintain the register of Uncer-

tificated Securities.  
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Intermediated Securities will be created in accordance with article 6 para. 2 FISA (i) by enter-

ing such Uncertificated Securities in the main register of Uncertificated Securities (Hauptregis-

ter) maintained by SIX SIS Ltd, Olten, Switzerland (“SIX SIS”) acting as custodian as defined in 

article 4 FISA (“Custodian” (Verwahrungsstelle)), which is available to the public, and (ii) SIX 

SIS, acting as Custodian, crediting the respective rights to securities accounts of one or more of 

its account holders in accordance with articles 4 and 6 FISA. 

As long as the Products constitute Intermediated Securities, the Products may only be trans-

ferred or otherwise disposed of in accordance with the provisions of the FISA. 

In respect of the Products held in the form of Intermediated Securities, the holders of the Prod-

ucts will be the investors (each an “Investor”, and all Investors together the “Investors”), i.e., 

(i) the persons, other than intermediaries (Verwahrungsstellen), holding the Products in a se-

curities account (Effektenkonto) with an intermediary (Verwahrungsstelle) and (ii) the inter-

mediaries (Verwahrungsstellen) holding the Products for their own account. The Investor’s 

entitlement to Intermediated Securities is based on its relevant securities account. An Investor 

may at any time require its custodian to draw up a statement of the Intermediated Securities 

credited to its securities account in accordance with article 16 FISA. 

The Investors shall at no time have the right to effect or demand (i) the retransformation of the 

Intermediated Securities into, and the delivery of, Uncertificated Securities or (ii) the conversion 

of the Uncertificated Securities into definitive Products (Wertpapiere).  

No physical delivery of the Products shall be made under any circumstances. 

5.1.4. Status of Products 

The Products constitute unsubordinated and unsecured obligations of the Issuer and rank pari 

passu with each and all other current and future unsubordinated and unsecured obligations of 

the Issuer, except for obligations given priority by law. 

According to paragraph 5 of the Act on the Conversion of Luzerner Kantonalbank into a com-

pany limited by shares (Umwandlungsgesetz, https://srl.lu.ch/app/de/texts_of_law/690/ver-

sions/2356), claims by Investors against the Issuer under the Products are covered by the state 

guarantee of the Canton of Lucerne (Staatsgarantie) if the Issuer’s own funds are not sufficient. 

The translated wording of the relevant provision is as follows: "The Canton of Lucerne is liable 

within the meaning of the federal banking act for all liabilities of the Luzerner Kantonalbank if 

its own funds are insufficient." 

The state guarantee of the Canton of Lucerne therefore also covers any liabilities of the Lu-

zerner Kantonalbank in connection with the Products. In the event of a default of the Luzerner 

https://srl.lu.ch/app/de/texts_of_law/690/versions/2356
https://srl.lu.ch/app/de/texts_of_law/690/versions/2356
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Kantonalbank, Investors suffering a loss due to the Issuer's default would have to assert his 

claims directly against the Canton of Lucerne. 

5.1.5. Currency of the Products 

The Products can be issued in Swiss francs or any another freely convertible currency. The 

currency of a particular series is specified in the respective Final Terms. 

5.1.6. Increase of Products (Reopening) 

The Issuer reserves the right from time to time without the consent of the Investors to create 

and issue further Products having terms and conditions the same as those of Products already 

issued and ranking pari passu with them, which may be consolidated and form a single 

Tranche, but upon such terms as to Issue Price and otherwise as the Issuer may determine. 

5.1.7. Use of Proceeds from each Issuance of Products 

The Issuer intends to use the net proceeds from each issuance of Products for hedging the ob-

ligations created by the issuance of the Products and for general purposes. 

5.1.8. Listing of Products on SIX Swiss Exchange or any other trading venue  

A listing of a Product on SIX Swiss Exchange or any other trading venue will only be applied for 

if specified in the relevant Product Terms and Conditions. The Issuer has no duty to maintain 

the listing of such Products over their entire term. Products may be de-listed at any time upon 

prior notice according to section 5.1.10 only in accordance with the applicable rules and regu-

lations of SIX Swiss Exchange or other relevant trading venues.  

The Issuer will at all times keep a Paying Agent as specified in the relevant Product Terms and 

Conditions, as long as a Product is listed on SIX Swiss Exchange or other trading venues. 

5.1.9. Repurchase of Product by the Issuer 

The Issuer may at any time purchase Products at any price in the open market. Any Products 

so purchased may be held or resold or cancelled. 

5.1.10. Notices 

a) Notices to Investors 

If the Combined Terms and Conditions provide for a notice to be given by the Issuer to the 

Investors, such notice shall be validly given by way of publication on the website of the Issuer 

at structuredproducts.lukb.ch/services/notices or any successor website and/or the website 

specified in the relevant Product Terms and Conditions, and become effective vis-à-vis the In-

vestors through such publication, unless any such notice provides for a later effective date.  
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If a Product is listed on SIX Swiss Exchange and/or on other trading venues and the applicable 

rules and regulations of SIX Swiss Exchange and/or of such other trading venues require other 

forms of publication, such publications must be made in addition and shall be validly given as 

specified in the relevant Product Terms and Conditions. 

b) Notices to Issuer 

If the Combined Terms and Conditions provide for a notice to be given by the Investor to the 

Issuer, such notice shall be validly given as specified in the relevant Product Terms and Condi-

tions.  

5.1.11. Calculations, Rounding and Binding Effect 

All calculations and determinations by the Issuer or Calculation Agent referred to in the Com-

bined Terms and Conditions of a Product shall be made in good faith and in the exercise of its 

commercially reasonable judgement with a view to market practice be final and binding on the 

Investors and the Issuer in the absence of manifest errors. The term "Calculation Agent" shall 

also mean and include any agents or other persons acting on behalf of the Calculation Agent. 

For the purposes of any calculations by the Issuer or Calculation Agent referred to in the Com-

bined Terms and Conditions of a Product (unless otherwise specified in the relevant Product 

Terms and Condition),  

i. all percentages resulting from such calculations will be rounded, if necessary, to the 

nearest one hundred thousandth of a percentage point (with 0.000005 per cent being 

rounded up to 0.00001 per cent),  

ii. all Swiss franc, United States dollar and Euro amounts used in or resulting from such 

calculations will be rounded to the nearest cent (with one half cent being rounded up), 

and 

iii. all amounts denominated in any other currency used in or resulting from such calcu-

lations will be rounded to the nearest two decimal places in such currency, with 0.005 

being rounded upwards. 

Investors shall not be entitled to make any claim against the Issuer or Calculation Agent in the 

case where any Reference Exchange, Index Sponsor or any third party shall have made any 

misstatement in relation to any Underlying(s) of a Product. 

5.1.12. Currency Conversion Rates 

All amounts or parts of amounts, which are to be determined by the Issuer or Calculation 

Agent in accordance with the terms of the Products and which have to be converted into an-
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other currency shall be converted at the currency exchange rate used by the Issuer or Calcu-

lation Agent in the normal course of business, unless otherwise specified in the Product 

Terms and Conditions. 

5.1.13. Redemption of Products 

Unless previously purchased back and/or early terminated and cancelled by the Issuer or spec-

ified otherwise in the Product Terms and Conditions for the relevant Product, Products provid-

ing for a defined Redemption Date (”Fixed-end Products”) will be, subject to Settlement Dis-

ruption Events, if any, redeemed automatically on the Redemption Date and the payments 

and/or Delivery of Underlying(s) will be as specified under "Redemption" in the Product 

Terms and Conditions for each relevant Product. 

Products not providing for a defined Final Fixing Date and Redemption Date and therefore hav-

ing an open-ended term (”Open-end Products”) will not be automatically redeemed. The Issuer 

has a call right and the Investors have a put right in relation to the Products. Unless otherwise 

specified in the Product Terms and Conditions, 

i. the Issuer may call all Products of a Tranche (”Issuer Call”) by giving notice of such 

Issuer Call to the Investors in accordance with section 5.1.10, specifying the effective 

date of the Issuer Call, the Final Fixing Date and the Redemption Date. Investors are 

entitled to receive from the Issuer on the Redemption Date specified in the notice the 

Redemption as defined in the Product Terms and Conditions. 

ii. each Investor may put one or multiple Products of a Tranche with the Issuer (”Inves-

tor Put”) by  

a. irrevocably instructing, or, as the case may be, confirm that the securities account 

holder has irrevocably instructed, the relevant clearing system to debit the secu-

rities account holder's account and credit the Issuer’s account with the Products 

being put by the Investor, and by  

b. delivering a duly completed and signed put notice (”Put Notice”) to the Paying 

Agent no later than 12:00 noon (Lucerne time) on any Fixing Business Day. The 

Put Notice shall be in a form acceptable to the Issuer and/or Paying Agent and 

must specify and include the following:  

i. name and address of the Investor; 

ii. the number of Products of the relevant Tranche being put to the Issuer; 

iii. the number of the account at the relevant clearing systems to be debited 

and credited with the Products being put to the Issuer; 

iv. undertaking to the Issuer and Paying Agent that the Investor will pay any 

applicable taxes and duties due by reason of the Investor Put; and 

v. certify that the Investor is not a U.S. Person and that the Products are not 

being put on behalf of a U.S. Person. 
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Upon receipt of a Put Notice from an Investor, the Paying Agent shall review each Put 

Notice received in order to ensure that it has been duly completed and that all require-

ments for a valid redemption of a or some Products of a Tranche have been complied 

with. 

If, in the determination of the Paying Agent, the Put Notice is incomplete or not in 

proper form or sufficient Products or sufficient funds equal to any applicable taxes 

and duties are not available in the specified account of the Investor with the relevant 

clearing system on the Final Fixing Date as defined below, the Put Notice will be 

treated as null and void and a new duly completed Put Notice must be submitted if 

redemption of Products is still desired by the Investor. Any determination by the Pay-

ing Agent as to any of the matters set out in this section shall, in the absence of mani-

fest error or wilful misconduct, be conclusive and binding upon the Issuer and the 

Investor for the Products redeemed. 

The Fixing Business Day as referred to in section 5.1.13 ii b and in case of Products 

relating to Asian Underlying(s) the next following Fixing Business Day, will be treated 

as the Final Fixing Date. Investors are entitled to receive from the Issuer five (5) Busi-

ness Days following the Final Fixing Date, subject to Settlement Disruption Events, the 

Redemption as defined in the Product Terms and Conditions. 

5.1.14. FX Disruption Event 

If the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent determines in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermes-

sen) that on any day or any number of consecutive days during the term of a Product an event 

occurs that affects the Issuer’s currency hedging or conversion (if any) with respect to such 

Products or makes such hedging or conversion through legal channels impossible (”FX Disrup-

tion Event”), the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent may in its reasonable discretion (billiges Er-

messen) increase or decrease, as the case may be, the Redemption Amount to account for any 

income, loss, costs (including hedging costs) and expenses that are in the Calculation Agent’s 

reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) attributable to, or a result of, the FX Disruption 

Event.  

5.1.15. Payments and Delivery of Underlying(s) 

The payment of any Redemption Amount or Interest Amount, and/or, if applicable, Delivery of 

Underlying(s) due on any Product is effected by the Paying Agent.  

Prior to the Redemption Date, the Issuer shall, in respect of the Products being redeemed, for 

value on the Redemption Date transfer (or cause to be transferred) the Redemption Amount 

and/or deliver or procure the delivery of the relevant number of Underlyings in respect of each 
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Product to the Paying Agent. On the Redemption Date, the Paying Agent shall, subject to trans-

fer of the Products to be redeemed and receipt of payment of the related taxes and duties, if 

any, cause the account of the Investor to be credited with such amount and number of Under-

lying(s) for value on the Redemption Date. The Issuer shall be entitled, if it so elects, to divide 

any Underlying(s) to be transferred into such number of lots of such size as it desires in order 

to facilitate its delivery obligations. 

Payments and/or Delivery of Underlying(s) due on any Product will be made without collec-

tion costs to Investors in the Product and without any restrictions, whatever the circumstances 

may be, irrespective of nationality, domicile or residence of the Investors and without requir-

ing any certification, affidavit or the fulfilment of any other formality. 

All payments in relation to a Product are subject to any applicable fiscal or other laws and reg-

ulations and in particular to Swiss Withholding Tax, if specified in the relevant Product Terms 

and Conditions. For the avoidance of any doubt, the Issuer will not gross up any payments due 

on the Products and the Issuer will not compensate Investors for any amount that may be with-

held or due because of applicable withholding tax or reporting requirements. In this case, if, 

during the term of the Products any withholding or other tax, assessment or other governmen-

tal charge is imposed on payments on the Products by any other jurisdiction, and the Issuer or 

any other party may be required to deduct that tax, charge or assessment from any payment 

due on the Products, the Issuer will make that payment only after making such deduction and 

will not pay Investors any additional amounts to compensate them for the deduction. Investors 

should inform themselves with regard to any tax consequences particular to their circum-

stances arising in the jurisdiction in which they are resident or domiciled for tax purposes in 

connection with the acquisition, ownership, redemption or disposal by them of any Product. 

5.1.16. Severability and Interpretation of the Combined Terms and Conditions 

Should any of the Combined Terms and Conditions of a Product be or become invalid, the va-

lidity of the remaining Combined Terms and Conditions shall not in any way be affected 

thereby. For any issues arising therefrom, an interpretation in keeping with the intention, 

meaning and purpose of such invalid Combined Terms and Conditions shall prevail. 

Should any of and/or the context of any Combined Terms and Conditions of a Product be un-

clear and/or contradictory and, therefore, be subject to interpretation (Vertragsauslegung), an 

interpretation shall be made, in particular but not limited to, keeping with the intention, mean-

ing and purpose of the transactions as set out in the relevant communications, marketing ma-

terials, if any. 

Should any of and/or the context of any Combined Terms and Conditions of a Product omit a 

term or condition related to a certain issue, which should have been governed by the Combined 

Terms and Conditions of a Product (Vertragslücke), an amendment of the Combined Terms 
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and Conditions in accordance with section 5.1.17 shall be made in particular, but not limited 

to, in consideration of the most recent ISDA Definitions (as at the earlier of the start of the 

Subscription Period or the Initial Fixing Date of the relevant Products and if available with re-

spect to the category of Underlying(s) of such Product) as amended, supplemented and up-

dated and published by the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc. and as ap-

plied by general market practice to transactions similar to the transactions as set out in the 

Combined Terms and Conditions. 

5.1.17. Amendment and Modification of the Combined Terms and Conditions 

The Combined Terms and Conditions of a Product may be amended and/or modified, from time 

to time, by the Issuer without the consent of the Investors, provided that: 

i. in the reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) of the Issuer, such amendment and/or 

modification (a) is of a formal, minor or technical nature, (b) is made to reflect an in-

terpretation and/or an amendment by the Issuer pursuant to section 5.1.16 (c) is made 

to correct a manifest error or (d) is not materially prejudicial to the interests of the 

Investors, or  

ii. it has come to the attention of the Issuer that the Combined Terms and Conditions of a 

Product contain an error or omission such that they do not represent the intended 

terms and conditions on the basis of which the respective Product have been issued, 

sold and traded since, or  

iii. it has come to the attention of the Issuer that the Combined Terms and Conditions of a 

Product are based on and contain price(s) and/or level(s) of Underlying(s) subse-

quently corrected and such correction is published or announced by the person respon-

sible for such publication or announcement within 30 calendar days or such other time 

frame as the Issuer acting in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) deems ap-

propriate; where different time frames may be deemed appropriate for dates after the 

original publication or announcement, such corrected price(s) and/or level(s) of Un-

derlying(s) shall be the relevant price(s) and/or level(s) of Underlying(s) and any 

value(s) derived from such price(s) and/or level(s) of Underlying(s) shall be based on 

the corrected price(s) and/or level(s) of Underlying(s). 

The Issuer may also modify any of the Combined Terms and Conditions of a Product in the 

event that the Issuer is of the opinion that such modification is necessary or appropriate to 

ensure compliance by the Issuer with its obligations under the Products or any arrangements 

made to hedge the Issuer’s obligations under the Products in particular as a result of required 

compliance by the Issuer with any applicable present or future law, rules, regulations, judge-

ments, directives or order of underlying markets or governmental, administrative, legislative 

or judicial authorities is established again. 
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Notice of such modification to the Investors will be given in accordance with section 5.1.10. 

5.1.18. Early Termination and Cancellation of Products by the Issuer 

The Issuer has the right, but not the obligation, to terminate and cancel all Products of any 

particular issuance early (”Early Termination and Cancellation”) upon the occurrence of one of 

the following termination events (”Early Termination Event”) by giving notice of such Early 

Termination and Cancellation to the Investors in accordance with section 5.1.10, specifying the 

applicable Early Termination Event and the effective date of the Early Termination and Can-

cellation. Investors are entitled to receive from the Issuer as soon as reasonable practicable but 

in any case within a reasonable period of not less than ten (10) and not more than thirty (30) 

Business Days following the effective date of the Early Termination and Cancellation or on a 

date specified in the notice a cash amount in the Product Currency reflecting the fair market 

value of the Products at the effective date of the Early Termination and Cancellation, as deter-

mined in the reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) of the Issuer but in accordance with 

established market practice, which is calculated on the basis of the relevant market conditions 

after deduction of the costs of the Issuer for unwinding any related underlying hedging ar-

rangements. 

Early Termination Event means any event that has a material impact on the economic value of 

a Product and/or that materially deviates from the reasonable market expectations of the Is-

suer, as, inter alia, but not limited to, one of the following events: 

i. it is, applying reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) by the Issuer, not possible, to 

make necessary Adjustments to the Combined Terms and Conditions of the Product or 

if such necessary Adjustment would not achieve a commercially reasonable result; 

ii. the Underlying(s) of a Product ceased to be liquid or the determination, publication 

and source of price(s) and/or level(s) of Underlying(s) of a Product are discontinued 

permanently; 

iii. compliance by the Issuer with its obligations under the Products or any arrangements 

made to hedge the Issuer’s obligations under the Products shall have become unlawful 

or impossible in whole or in part, in particular as a result of required compliance by the 

Issuer with any applicable present or future law, rules, regulations, self-regulations, 

judgements, directives, sanctions or order of underlying markets or governmental, ad-

ministrative, legislative or judicial authorities; 

iv. the Issuer is unable, after using commercially reasonable efforts, to acquire, establish, 

re-establish, substitute, maintain, unwind or dispose of any transaction(s) or asset(s) 

it deems necessary to hedge the Issuer’s obligations under the Products, or realise, re-

cover or remit the proceeds of any such transaction(s) or asset(s); 

v. the Issuer would, compared with circumstances existing on the Issue Date, incur a ma-

terially increased amount of tax, duty, expense, fee or other cost to acquire, establish, 
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re-establish, substitute, maintain, unwind or dispose of any transaction(s) or asset(s) 

that the Issuer deems necessary to hedge the risk in respect of entering into and per-

forming its obligations under the relevant Products, or realise, recover or remit the 

proceeds of any such transaction(s) or asset(s); and 

vi. any present or future taxes, duties or governmental charges would be imposed by any 

jurisdiction in which the Issuer is or becomes subject to tax as a result of any change 

in laws or regulations of the relevant jurisdiction. 

5.1.19. Prescription 

Claims against the Issuer in connection with the Products for, inter alia, payment of any Re-

demption Amount, or, if applicable, Delivery of any Underlying(s), will prescribe 10 (ten) years 

after the date on which the early or regular redemption of the Products, as the case may be, has 

become due. However, some claims, as, inter alia, regular Interest Amount payments, may al-

ready prescribe 5 (five) years after their respective due date. 

5.1.20. Liability 

To the extent permitted by statutory law, the Issuer, the Paying Agent and the Calculation Agent 

shall not be liable to Investors for indirect, incidental or consequential damages (whether or 

not such party has been advised of the possibility of such damages). In particular, the Issuer, 

the Paying Agent and the Calculation Agent shall not be responsible for the action of any third 

party having assumed the role as Paying Agent and Calculation Agent, respectively.  

Investors are not entitled to remedy on account on non-performance of a Product. 

5.1.21. Substitution of the Issuer 

The Issuer may at any time, without the consent of the Investors, substitute for itself as obligor 

under the Products any company (”Substitute”), that is an entity controlled, directly or indi-

rectly by the Issuer, or an entity that controls, directly or indirectly, the Issuer or an entity 

under common control with the Issuer (”Affiliate”) or another company with which it consoli-

dates, into which it merges or to which it sells, leases, transfers or conveys all or substantially 

all its property, provided that: 

i. if the Substitute is an Affiliate, the Substitute has a long-term unsecured debt rating 

equal to or higher than that of the Issuer given by any rating agency at the date of the 

substitution or has the benefit of a guarantee from the Issuer or another Affiliate with 

such a debt rating; 

ii. all actions, conditions and things required to be taken, fulfilled and done (including the 

obtaining of any necessary consents) to ensure that the Products represent legal, valid 

and binding obligations of the Substitute have been taken, fulfilled and done and are in 

full force and effect; and 
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iii. the Issuer has given prior notice of the date of such substitution to the Investors in ac-

cordance with section 5.1.10. 

5.1.22. Fees  

All fees, if any, charged to holders of Products after the issuance of the relevant Products and 

during their respective terms pursuant to the Combined Terms and Conditions will be dis-

closed in the Final Terms. 

5.1.23. Agents 

The Calculation Agent and the Paying Agent (“Agents”) will be specified in the Product Terms 

and Conditions. The Agents are acting solely as agents of the Issuer and do not assume any 

obligation or duty to, or any relationship of agency or trust for or with, the Investors and/or 

Potential Investors. Any determinations, decisions and calculations by the Agents shall (save 

in the case of manifest error or wilful misconduct) be final and binding on the Issuer and the 

Investors. 

The Issuer may replace the Agents by terminating the appointment of the Agents, subject to 

applicable rules and regulations by giving notice of such replacement and termination to the 

Investors in accordance with section 5.1.10. 

5.1.24. Selling and Transfer Restrictions 

Subject to certain exceptions, the Products may not be offered, sold, resold, delivered, allotted, 

taken up, transferred or renounced, directly or indirectly, in or into the jurisdictions listed un-

der section 2 headed "Selling Restrictions" and such other jurisdictions in which it would not 

be permissible to make an offer of the Products. 

Unless otherwise stated in the respective Final Terms, the Products are freely transferable. 

However, the Products may be subject to certain selling restrictions (see section "Selling Re-

strictions"), which may de facto restrict the transferability of the derivatives. 

5.1.25. Jurisdiction 

The ordinary courts of the Canton of Lucerne shall have jurisdiction for all disputes under and 

in connection with the Combined Terms and Conditions and the Products; the place of jurisdic-

tion shall be Lucerne. 

5.1.26. Definitions 

Terms used but not defined in these General Terms and Conditions shall have the meaning as 

specified in the Product Terms and Conditions for each relevant Product. Words denoting the 

singular number only shall include the plural number also and vice versa, and words denoting 

one gender only shall include the other. 
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”Autocall Observation Date” is the date as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions, sub-

ject to the applicable terms and conditions regarding market disruption. If such date is not a 

Fixing Business Day the next succeeding Fixing Business Day shall be the Autocall Observation 

Date.  

“Barrier Observation Period” means the period of time as stated in Product Terms and Condi-

tions and includes both, the start and end date of the respective period. In cases where the 

Issuer or the Calculation Agent determines the Initial Fixing Level based on an observed intra-

day price at any time on the Initial Fixing Date, the barrier observation will start only after the 

Product has been fixed on that day. In addition, if the Product’s Final Fixing Level is to be de-

termined at any time on the Final Fixing Date (observed price), the barrier observation will 

end with the Issuer or Calculation Agent’s fixing on that date. 

“Business Day” in connection with any payment and settlement procedure means a day on 

which (a) relevant clearing systems are open and Products can be settled, (b) relevant com-

mercial banks are open, (c) banks in Zurich are open, (d) foreign exchange markets execute 

payments in the respective Product Currency and (e) any other day, as specified in the Product 

Terms and Conditions, if applicable. 

“Business Day Convention” means a convention for adjusting any date if (a) it would otherwise 

fall on a day that is not a Business Day or (b) there is no numerically corresponding day in the 

calendar month(s) in which such date should occur, and the following Business Day Conven-

tions shall have the following meanings: 

i. “Following” means that such date shall be postponed to the first following day that is 

a Business Day; 

ii. “Modified Following” means that such date shall be postponed to the first following 

day that is a Business Day unless that day falls in the next calendar month in which 

case that date will be the first preceding day that is a Business Day. 

Unless otherwise defined in the Product Terms and Conditions, the default business day con-

vention is “Modified Following”. 

”Conditional Coupon Observation Date” is the date as specified in the Product Terms and Con-

ditions, subject to the applicable terms and conditions regarding market disruption. If such 

date is not a Fixing Business Day the next succeeding Fixing Business Day shall be the Condi-

tional Coupon Observation Date. 

“Day Count Fraction” means, in respect of the calculation of an amount for any period of time 

(each such period an „Interest Period”), such day count fraction as may be specified in the Prod-

uct Terms and Conditions and: 
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i. if “Actual/Actual” or “Actual/Actual (ISDA)” is so specified, means the actual number 

of days in the Interest Period divided by 365 (or, if any portion of the Interest Period 

falls in a leap year, the sum of (a) the actual number of days in that portion of the 

Interest Period falling in a leap year divided by 366 and (b) the actual number of days 

in that portion of the Interest Period falling in a non-leap year divided by 365);  

ii. if “Actual/365 (Fixed)” is so specified, means the actual number of days in the Interest 

Period divided by 365; 

iii. if “Actual/360” is so specified, means the actual number of days in the Interest Period 

divided by 360; 

iv. if “30/360”, “360/360” is specified, means the number of days in the Interest Period 

divided by 360, calculated on a formula basis as follows: 

where, 

“Y1” is the year, expressed as a number, in which the first day of the Interest Period 
falls; 

“Y2” is the year, expressed as a number, in which the day immediately following the last 
day included in the Interest Period falls; 

“M1” is the calendar month, expressed as a number, in which the first day of the Interest 
Period falls; 

“M2” is the calendar month, expressed as a number, in which the day immediately fol-
lowing the last day included in the Interest Period falls; 

“D1” is the first calendar day, expressed as a number, of the Interest Period, unless such 
number would be 31, in which case D1 will be 30; and 

“D2” is the calendar day, expressed as a number, immediately following the last day 
included in the Interest Period, unless such number would be 31 and D1 is greater than 
29, in which case D2 will be 30. 

“Final Fixing Date” is the date on which Final Fixing Level(s) are fixed by the Issuer and/or the 

Calculation Agent as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions, subject to the applicable 

terms and conditions regarding market disruption. If such date is not a Fixing Business Day the 

next succeeding Fixing Business Day shall be the Final Fixing Date.  

“Final Fixing Level” has the meaning as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions. 

“Fixing Level” has the meaning as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions. 

Day Count Fraction =
[360 × (Y2 − Y1)] + [30 × (M2 − M1)] + (D2 − D1)

360
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“Initial Fixing Date” is the date on which the Initial Fixing Level(s) are fixed by the Issuer and/or 

the Calculation Agent as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions, subject to the applica-

ble terms and conditions regarding market disruption. If such date is not a Fixing Business Day 

the next succeeding Fixing Business Day shall be the Initial Fixing Date. 

“Initial Fixing Level” has the meaning as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions. 

“Interest Amount” or “Coupon Amount” means (if applicable) a cash amount in Product Cur-

rency due on a Product on any Interest Payment Date for any Interest Period 

i. calculated on a formula basis as follows: Nominal x Interest Rate x Day Count Fraction, 

or  

ii. equal to a fixed amount as specified in the applicable Product Terms and Conditions. 

“Interest Payment Date” or “Coupon Payment Date” means the date or dates specified as such 

in, or determined in accordance with the applicable Product Terms and Conditions and, as the 

same may be adjusted in accordance with the Business Day Convention, if any, specified in the 

applicable Product Terms and Conditions. 

“Interest Period” or “Coupon Period” means each successive period beginning on and including 

an Interest Payment Date and ending on but excluding the next succeeding Interest Payment 

Date, provided always that the first Interest Period shall commence on and include the Issue 

Date and the final Interest Period shall end on but exclude the Redemption Date, subject to 

adjustments, if any, specified in the applicable Product Terms and Conditions. Unless otherwise 

defined in the Product Terms and Conditions, the default adjustment is “unadjusted”. 

“Interest Rate” or “Coupon” means the rate or rates (expressed as a percentage per annum or 

as a fixed percentage) of interest payable in respect of the Products as specified in the Product 

Terms and Conditions. 

“Issue Date” is the date on which the Products are issued and the Issue Price is paid as specified 

in Product Terms and Conditions. In the case of abbreviation or extension of the Subscription 

Period (if any) the Issue Date may be changed accordingly. 

“Issue Price” means either a percentage of the Nominal or a fixed amount in the Product Cur-

rency, both per Product, as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions.   

“Last Trading Day” means the Final Fixing Date or the date as specified in the Product Terms 

and Conditions. 
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“Last Trading Time”, means the time on the Last Trading Day until which the Products can be 

traded on the relevant exchange or trading venue, if applicable, as specified in the Product 

Terms and Conditions. 

“Nominal” means an amount in Product Currency per Product as specified in the Product Terms 

and Conditions 

“Observation Date” is a date on which certain levels are observed by the Issuer and/or the Cal-

culation Agent as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions, subject to the applicable 

terms and conditions regarding market disruption. If such date is not a Fixing Business Day the 

next succeeding Fixing Business Day shall be the Observation Date  

“Quoting” means, if applicable, the method for the quoting of secondary market prices of Prod-

ucts and can be either “clean”, i.e., accrued interest is not included in the quotes, or “dirty”, i.e., 

accrued interest is included in the quotes and will not be calculated separately and can either 

be in percentage or in units, as defined in the Product Terms and Conditions. Unless otherwise 

defined in the Product Terms and Conditions, the default Quoting is “dirty”. 

“Redemption” means with respect to any Product a cash amount (“Cash”) in the Product Cur-

rency (“Redemption Amount”) and/or a Delivery of Underlying(s) (both a “Settlement Type”), 

as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions. 

“Redemption Date” is the date on which the Products are scheduled to be redeemed as specified 

under Redemption in the Product Terms and Conditions, subject to Early Termination and Can-

cellation (if applicable) and means the Business Day specified in the Product Terms and Con-

ditions. 

“Reference Currency” means the currency in which an Underlying is denominated. 

“Subscription Period” has the meaning, if applicable, specified in the Product Terms and Con-

ditions.  

“Product Currency” means the currency, as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions, used 

for the payment of any Redemption Amount, Interest Amount or any other amount “Strike 

Level” and/or "Barrier Level” and/or “Trigger Level” and/or “Cap Level” or any other defined 

level have the meaning (where applicable) specified in the Product Terms and Conditions. 

“Tranche” means a number of Products that are subject to the same Combined Terms and Con-

ditions (including further issuances pursuant to section 5.1.6, if any). 

“Unadjusted” means that an Interest Period is not adjusted. 
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“Underlying” or “Underlying Assets" means any Underlying(s), as the case may be, as specified 

in the Product Terms and Conditions. 

5.2. Terms and Conditions and Definitions only applicable to Products linked to Shares 

5.2.1. Adjustments 

Upon the occurrence of an event described under the definition headed “Adjustment Events” 

during the term of a Product, starting with and including the Initial Fixing Date until and in-

cluding the Redemption Date, adjustments to the Combined Terms and Conditions as the Issuer 

and/or Calculation Agent, in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen), may deem relevant 

to account for the dilutive or concentrative or other effect of an Adjustment Event on the theo-

retical value of Underlying(s) (“Adjustment”), shall be made by the Issuer in such a way that 

the economic value of the Product (without considering the individual circumstances of any 

Investor or the tax or other consequences of such Adjustment in any particular jurisdiction) 

shall be as near as reasonable and practicable to the economic value of the Product before such 

event has occurred. Thereby, if available, the Issuer shall consult the regulations applicable to 

adjustments on the Reference Exchange(s) or Futures and Options Exchange(s) and, absent 

any such third party regulations, shall make the Adjustment in its reasonable discretion (bil-

liges Ermessen) taking into account established market practice. 

The Issuer reserves the right, in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) and without any 

obligations whatsoever, to make such other adjustments as it believes are appropriate in cir-

cumstances where an event or events occur, which the Issuer believes (in its reasonable dis-

cretion (billiges Ermessen) and notwithstanding any Adjustment previously made by the Is-

suer) should, in the context of the issuance of the Product and its obligations hereunder, give 

rise to such adjustments. 

Adjustments made by the Issuer shall be published in accordance with section 5.1.10, specify-

ing the effective date of as from which the Adjustment shall apply and be binding on the Issuer 

and the Investors. 

5.2.2. Consequences of Market Disruptions 

a) Products with single Underlying 

If the Issuer and/or the Calculation Agent determines, in its reasonable discretion (billiges Er-

messen), that a day relevant for the fixing, observation or valuation of a level of the Underlying, 

such as, inter alia, but not limited to, the Initial Fixing Date, the Final Fixing Date or any other 

observation date (each an “Observation Date”), is a Disrupted Day then such day shall be post-

poned to the next following Fixing Business Day, which is not a Disrupted Day, unless one 

(“Maximum Days of Disruption”) Fixing Business Days immediately following the scheduled 

Observation Date is a Disrupted Day. In that case, the first Fixing Business Day shall be deemed 
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to be the Observation Date, notwithstanding the fact that such day is a Disrupted Day, and the 

Issuer and/or the Calculation Agent, shall determine the level of the Underlying in its reasona-

ble discretion (billiges Ermessen) taking into account established market practice. The Issuer 

may, at its option, delegate the foregoing determination to an appropriate independent third 

party. 

If a Final Fixing Date or any other Observation Date is postponed as a consequence of this sec-

tion, the Redemption Date and/or any Interest Payment Date or any other date linked to the 

Observation Date, as applicable, will be postponed accordingly. 

b) Products with multiple Underlyings 

If the Issuer and/or the Calculation Agent determines, in its reasonable discretion (billiges Er-

messen), that a day relevant for the fixing, observation or valuation of a level of one or multiple 

Underlying (each an “Affected Underlying”), such as, inter alia, but not limited to, the Initial 

Fixing Date, the Final Fixing Date or any other observation date (each an “Observation Date”), 

is a Disrupted Day then such day shall be postponed to the next following Fixing Business Day, 

which is not a Disrupted Day for the Affected Underlying unless one (“Maximum Days of Dis-

ruption”) Fixing Business Days immediately following the scheduled Observation Date is a Dis-

rupted Day. In that case, the first Fixing Business Day shall be deemed to be the Observation 

Date for the Affected Underlying, notwithstanding the fact that such day is a Disrupted Day, 

and the Issuer and/or the Calculation Agent, shall determine the level of the Affected Underly-

ing(s) in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) taking into account established market 

practice, unless otherwise defined in the Product Terms and Conditions. The Issuer may, at its 

option, delegate the foregoing determination to an appropriate independent third party. 

If at least one Final Fixing Date or any other Observation Date is postponed as a consequence 

of this section, the Redemption Date and/or any Interest Payment Date or any other date linked 

to the Observation Date, as applicable, will be postponed accordingly. 

c) Products with Barrier Observation Periods 

If the Product Terms and Conditions provide for a Barrier Observation Period and provide for 

a Closing Observation of the level of the Underlying, only such days in the Barrier Observation 

Period, which are not Disrupted Days are considered for observation purposes, unless other-

wise defined in the Product Terms and Conditions. 

If the Product Terms and Conditions provide for a Barrier Observation Period and provide for 

a Continuous Observation of the level of the Underlying, each day falling in the Barrier Obser-

vation Period is considered for observation purposes, regardless of whether or not such day is 

a Disrupted Day, unless otherwise defined in the Product Terms and Conditions. 
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5.2.3. Delivery of Underlying(s) 

a) Settlement Disruption Events 

If in the case of a Delivery of Underlying(s), a suspension or material limitation, in the opinion 

of the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent and/or Paying Agent, of transfers of the Underlying in 

the system of any of the clearing systems or any other event beyond the control of the Issuer 

as a result of which the Issuer and/or Paying Agent cannot transfer of the Underlying has oc-

curred (“Settlement Disruption Event”) on or after the Final Fixing Date and is continuing on 

the Business Day before the Redemption Date, then such Redemption Date shall be postponed 

to the first Business Day following the day such Settlement Disruption Event ceases to exist. If 

such Settlement Disruption Event continues for several Business Days, then the Issuer shall 

determine that no further postponement shall occur and the Issuer shall in lieu of delivering 

the number of Underlyings to which these Products relate, pay as soon as commercially possi-

ble a cash amount in Product Currency and, for the calculation of such amount, the Final Fixing 

Date shall be determined by the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion 

(billiges Ermessen), taking into account established market practices, if any, and the fair mar-

ket value of the Underlying on such Final Fixing Date shall then be determined. 

All determinations made by the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent and/or Paying Agent in ac-

cordance with this section shall be conclusive and binding on the Investors. The Investors will 

not be entitled to any compensation from the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent and/or Paying 

Agent for any loss suffered as a result of the occurrence of a Settlement Disruption Event. 

b) Fractions of Underlying 

No fraction of an Underlying will be delivered by the Issuer and/or Paying Agent. Instead a 

corresponding cash payment in Product Currency shall be made by the Issuer and/or Paying 

Agent to the Investor. Products redeemed at the same time by/to the same Investor will not be 

aggregated for the purpose of determining the number of Underlying(s) to which such Prod-

ucts relate. 

c) No Entitlement to Dividends paid by Underlying 

The Investors are not entitled to any dividend payments relating to an Underlying, unless ex-

plicitly stated in the relevant Product Terms and Conditions. 

5.2.4. Definitions 

“Adjustment Event” means, inter alia, but not limited to: 

i. any event defined in the regulations applicable to adjustments on the Reference Ex-

change(s) or Futures and Options Exchange(s); 
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ii. a subdivision, consolidation or reclassification of relevant Underlying(s), or a free dis-

tribution or dividend of any such Underlying(s) to existing holders by way of bonus, 

capitalisation or similar issue; 

iii. a distribution, issue or dividend to existing holders of the relevant Underlying(s) of 

(i) such Underlying(s) or (ii) other share capital or securities granting the right to 

payment of dividends and/or the proceeds of liquidation of the issuer of the Underly-

ing equally or proportionately with such payments to holders of such Underlying(s), 

or (iii) share capital or other securities of another issuer acquired or owned (directly 

or indirectly) by the issuer of the Underlying as a result of a spin-off or other similar 

transactions or (iv) any other type of securities, rights or warrants or other assets, in 

any case for payment (cash or other consideration) at less than the prevailing market 

price as determined by the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent; 

iv. an extraordinary dividend as determined by the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent; 

v. a call by an issuer of the Underlying in respect of relevant Underlying(s) that are not 

fully paid; 

vi. a repurchase by an issuer of the Underlying or any of its subsidiaries of relevant Un-

derlying(s) whether out of profits or capital and whether the consideration for such 

repurchase is cash, securities or otherwise; 

vii. in respect of an issuer of the Underlying, an event that results in any shareholder 

rights being distributed or becoming separated from shares of common stock or other 

shares of the capital stock of such issuer of the Underlying, pursuant to a shareholder 

rights plan or arrangement directed against hostile takeovers that provides upon the 

occurrence of certain events for a distribution of preferred stock, warrants, debt in-

struments or stock rights at a price below their market value as determined by the 

Issuer and/or Calculation Agent, provided that any adjustment effected as a result of 

such an event shall be readjusted upon any redemption of such rights. 

viii. the Underlying(s) ceases (or will cease) to be listed, traded or publicly quoted on the 

Reference Exchange for any reason and is not immediately re-listed, re-traded or re-

quoted on an exchange or quotation system located in the same country as the Refer-

ence Exchange; 

ix. (a) a reclassification or change of Underlying(s) that results in a transfer of or an ir-

revocable commitment to transfer all of such Underlying(s) outstanding to another 

entity or person, (b) a consolidation, amalgamation, merger or binding share ex-

change of an issuer of the Underlying, with or into another entity or person (other 

than a consolidation, amalgamation, merger or binding share exchange in which such 

Issuer of the Underlying is the continuing entity and, which does not result in a reclas-

sification or change of all of such Underlyings outstanding), (c) a takeover offer, ten-

der offer, exchange offer, solicitation, proposal or other event by any entity or person 

to purchase or otherwise obtain 100 per cent of the outstanding Underlyings of the 
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Issuer of the Underlying that results in a transfer of or an irrevocable commitment to 

transfer all such Underlyings (other than such Underlyings owned or controlled by 

such other entity or person), or (d) a consolidation, amalgamation, merger or binding 

share exchange of the issuer of the Underlying or its subsidiaries with or into another 

entity in which the issuer of the Underlying is the continuing entity and, which does 

not result in a reclassification or change of all such Underlyings outstanding but re-

sults in the outstanding Underlyings (other than Underlyings owned or controlled by 

such other entity) immediately prior to such event collectively representing less than 

50 per cent of the outstanding Underlyings immediately following such event. 

x. all of the Underlyings or all the assets or substantially all the assets of the issuer of the 

Underlying are nationalised, expropriated or are otherwise required to be transferred 

to any governmental agency, authority or entity; and 

xi. by reason of the voluntary or involuntary liquidation, bankruptcy or insolvency of or 

any similar proceeding affecting the issuer of the Underlying (i) all the Underlyings 

are required to be transferred to a trustee, liquidator or other similar official or (ii) 

holders of the Underlyings become legally prohibited from transferring them. 

“Disrupted Day” means any Fixing Business Day on which any relevant Reference Exchange or 

any Futures and Options Exchange fails to open for trading during its regular trading session 

or on which a Market Disruption Event has occurred. 

“Fixing Business Day” means a day on which the/all Reference Exchange(s) is/are scheduled 

to be open for trading for its/their respective regular trading session(s) or such a day as spec-

ified in the Product Terms and Conditions. 

“Futures and Options Exchange” means in relation to any Product the organised futures and 

options exchanges on which futures and/or options relating to the Underlying(s) or its com-

ponents, if applicable, are traded as, as the case may be, or any succeeding market thereto. 

“Market Disruption Event” means, in respect of an Underlying: 

i. the occurrence or existence at any time during the one hour period that ends at the 

relevant fixing time for the relevant fixing level of: 

a. any suspension of or limitation imposed on trading by the relevant Reference Ex-

change or any Futures and Options Exchange or otherwise and whether by reason 

of movements in price exceeding limits permitted by the relevant Reference Ex-

change or any Futures and Options Exchange or otherwise: 

i. relating to the Underlying on the Reference Exchange; or 

ii. in futures or options contracts relating to the Underlying on any relevant 

Futures and Options Exchange; or 
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b. any event (other than as described in ii. below) that disrupts or impairs (as de-

termined by the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent) the ability of market partici-

pants in general (a) to effect transactions, in or obtain market values for, the Un-

derlying(s) on the Reference Exchange or (b) to effect transactions in, or obtain 

market values for, futures or options contracts on or relating to the Underlying 

on any relevant Futures and Options Exchange, 

c. which in either case the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent determines is material 

in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen); or 

ii. the closure on any Fixing Business Day of the relevant Reference Exchange or any Fu-

tures and Options Exchange(s) prior to its scheduled closing time unless such earlier 

closing time is announced by such Reference Exchange(s) or such Futures and Op-

tions Exchange(s), as the case may be, at least one hour prior to (a) the actual closing 

time for the regular trading session on such Reference Exchange(s) or such Futures 

and Options Exchange(s) on such Fixing Business Day or if earlier (b) the submission 

deadline for orders to be entered into the Reference Exchange or Futures and Options 

Exchange system for execution at the fixing time for the relevant fixing level on such 

Fixing Business Day. 

“Reference Exchange(s)” means the exchange(s) or a quotation system, any successor to such 

Reference Exchange or quotation system or any substitute exchange or quotation system to 

which trading in the Underlying(s) or its components, if applicable, has temporarily been relo-

cated, on which the relevant Underlying(s) or its components, if applicable, are traded, or as 

specified in the Product Terms and Conditions. Any substitute exchange or quotation system 

must provide comparable liquidity relative to the Underlying or its components as on the orig-

inal Reference Exchange, as determined by the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent. 

“Share” means, in respect of any Product linked to shares, each share, depository receipt, or 

any other equity or equity related instruments, specified as being the Underlying in the Product 

Terms and Conditions. 

5.3. Terms and Conditions and Definitions only applicable to Products linked to Equity In-
dices 

5.3.1. Adjustments 

If the Underlying is (a) not calculated and announced by the Index Sponsor, but is calculated 

and announced by a successor sponsor acceptable to the Issuer or (b) replaced by a successor 

index using in the determination of the Issuer, the same or a substantially similar formula for, 

and method of calculation as used in the calculation of the Underlying, then the Underlying will 

be deemed to be the index so calculated and announced by that successor sponsor or that suc-

cessor index, as the case may be. 
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If (a) on or prior to the Final Fixing Date the Index Sponsor makes a material change in the 

formula for, or the method of calculating the Underlying or in any other way materially modi-

fies the Underlying (other than a modification prescribed in that formula or method to main-

tain the Underlying in the event of changes in Underlying components and capitalisation and 

other routine events) or (b) on the Final Fixing Date the Index Sponsor fails to calculate and 

announce the Underlying, then the Issuer shall determine the relevant Final Fixing Level using, 

in lieu of a published level for the Underlying, the level for the Underlying as at that date as 

determined by the Issuer in accordance with the formula for, and method of calculating the 

Underlying, last in effect prior to that change or failure, but using only those Underlying com-

ponents that comprised the Underlying immediately prior to that change or failure. 

The Issuer reserves the right, in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) and without any 

obligations whatsoever, to make such other adjustments as it believes are appropriate in cir-

cumstances where an event or events occur, which the Issuer believes (in its reasonable dis-

cretion (billiges Ermessen) and notwithstanding any Adjustment previously made by the Is-

suer) should, in the context of the issuance of the Product and its obligations hereunder, give 

rise to such adjustments. 

Adjustments made by the Issuer shall be published in accordance with section 5.1.10, specify-

ing the effective date of as from which the Adjustment shall apply and be binding on the Issuer 

and the Investors. 

5.3.2. Consequences of Market Disruptions 

Section 5.2.2 shall be applicable mutatis mutandis, unless otherwise defined in the Product 

Terms and Conditions. 

The Continuous Observation of the level of the Underlying is done by reference to prices as 

determined and published by the relevant Index Sponsor. 

5.3.3. Definitions 

“Disrupted Day” means any Fixing Business Day on which (a) the Index Sponsor fails to publish 

the level of the Underlying, (b) any Reference Exchange or Futures and Options Exchange fails 

to open for trading during its regular trading session or (c) a Market Disruption Event has oc-

curred. 

“Fixing Business Day” means a day on which the/all Underlying(s) is/are usually calculated and 

published by its/their respective Index Sponsor(s) or such a day as specified in the Product 

Terms and Conditions. 

“Index Sponsor” means the corporation or other entity that (a) is responsible for setting and 

reviewing the rules and procedures and the methods of calculation and adjustments, if any, 
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related to an Underlying and (b) announces (directly or through an agent) the level of an Un-

derlying on a regular basis during each Fixing Business Day, (c) which as of the Issue Date is 

the index sponsor specified in the Product Terms and Conditions. 

“Market Disruption Event” means, in respect of an Underlying: 

i. a suspension or a limitation on trading in a material number or percentage of the 

shares comprising the component shares of an Underlying or a limitation on prices 

for such shares. A suspension or limitation of trading in 20 percent or more of the level 

of the Underlying shall be deemed to constitute a Market Disruption Event; 

ii. a suspension or a limitation (inter alia by reason of movements in prices exceeding 

the permitted levels) on trading in any futures or options contracts related to compo-

nents of an Underlying, which are traded on the Futures and Options Exchange (ex-

cept if the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent determines that such suspension or limi-

tation shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event); 

iii. failure by the applicable Reference Exchange or other price source, as applicable, to 

announce or publish the final closing level in respect of any relevant Underlying com-

ponent; or 

iv. any event that disrupts or impairs the ability of market participants in general to ef-

fect transactions in, or obtain market values for any relevant Underlying component 

(except if the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent determines that such suspension or lim-

itation shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event). 

5.4. Terms and Conditions and Definitions only applicable to Products linked to Commodi-
ties and Commodity Indices 

5.4.1. Adjustments of Products linked to Commodity Indices 

If the Underlying is (a) not calculated and announced by the Index Sponsor, but is calculated 

and announced by a successor sponsor acceptable to the Issuer or (b) replaced by a successor 

index using in the determination of the Issuer, the same or a substantially similar formula for, 

and method of calculation as used in the calculation of the Underlying, then the Underlying will 

be deemed to be the index so calculated and announced by that successor sponsor or that suc-

cessor index, as the case may be. 

If (a) on or prior to the Final Fixing Date the Index Sponsor makes a material change in the 

formula for, or the method of calculating the Underlying or in any other way materially modi-

fies the Underlying (other than a modification prescribed in that formula or method to main-

tain the Underlying in the event of changes constituent commodities and weightings and other 

routine events) or (b) the Index Sponsor permanently cancels the Underlying or (c) the Index 

Sponsor fails to calculate and announce the Underlying and there is no successor index sponsor 

or successor index then the Issuer and /or Calculation Agent may at its option (in the case of 
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(a)) and shall (in the case of (b) and (c) (such events (a) (b) and (c) to be collectively referred 

to as “Index Adjustment Events”) (provided that the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent may, its 

reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen), determine that event (c) shall not be an Index Ad-

justment Event but (y) shall fall within paragraph (i) of the provision to the definition of Price 

Source, or (z) shall be a Market Disruption Event in respect of the Underlying) calculate the 

relevant level of the Underlying using in lieu of the published level for the Underlying, the level 

for the Underlying as at the relevant determination date as determined by the Issuer and/or 

Calculation Agent in accordance with the formula for and method of calculating the Underlying 

last in effect prior to the relevant Index Adjustment Event, but using only those futures con-

tracts that comprised the Underlying immediately prior to the relevant Index Adjustment 

Event (other than those futures contracts that have ceased to be listed on any relevant ex-

change). 

The Issuer reserves the right, in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) and without any 

obligations whatsoever, to make such other adjustments as it believes are appropriate in cir-

cumstances where an event or events occur, which the Issuer believes (in its reasonable dis-

cretion (billiges Ermessen) and notwithstanding any Adjustment previously made by the Is-

suer) should, in the context of the issuance of the Product and its obligations hereunder, give 

rise to such adjustments. 

Adjustments made by the Issuer shall be published in accordance with section 5.1.10, specify-

ing the effective date of as from which the Adjustment shall apply and be binding on the Issuer 

and the Investors. 

5.4.2. Consequences of Market Disruptions 

a) Products with single Underlying 

If the Issuer and/or the Calculation Agent determines, in its reasonable discretion (billiges Er-

messen), that a day relevant for the fixing, observation or valuation of a relevant level of the 

Underlying, such as, inter alia, but not limited to, the Initial Fixing Date, the Final Fixing Date 

or any other observation date (each an “Observation Date”), is a Disrupted Day then the rele-

vant level of the Underlying shall be determined by the Issuer and/or the Calculation Agent in 

accordance with the first applicable source/method (as set out below, each a “Disruption 

Fallback”) that provides a relevant level of the Underlying:  

i. with respect to a relevant Commodity (in the following order): 

a. alternate Fixing Level, if any, as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions; 

b. Delayed Publication or Announcement and Postponement (each to operate con-

currently with the other and each subject to a period of two consecutive Fixing 

Business Days (“Maximum Days of Disruption” measured from and including the 

original day that would otherwise have been the Observation Date)) provided, 
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however, that the level determined by Postponement shall be the relevant level of 

the Underlying only if Delayed Publication or Announcement does not yield a rel-

evant level of the Underlying within those two consecutive Fixing Business Days 

(Maximum Days of Disruption), unless otherwise defined in the Product Terms 

and Conditions; and  

c. Issuer/Calculation Agent Determination; 

ii. with respect to a Commodity Index the Issuer and/or the Calculation Agent shall de-

termine the relevant level of the Underlying using: 

a. with respect to each futures contract included in the Underlying, which is not af-

fected by the Market Disruption Event, the closing prices of each such contract on 

the applicable Observation Date; and 

b. with respect to each futures contract included in the Underlying, which is affected 

by the Market Disruption Event, the closing prices of each such contract on the 

first day following the applicable Observation Date on which no Market Disrup-

tion Event is occurring with respect to such contract. 

Subject as provided below, the Issuer and/or the Calculation Agent shall determine 

the relevant level of the Underlying by reference to the closing prices determined in 

(a) and (b) above using the then current method for calculating the Fixing Level. 

Where a Market Disruption Event with respect to one or more futures contracts in-

cluded in the Underlying has occurred on an applicable Observation Date and contin-

ues to exist as of the relevant Commodity Index Cut-Off Date for such applicable Ob-

servation Date, the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent shall determine the relevant level 

on such Commodity Index Cut-Off Date in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermes-

sen). In calculating the relevant level of the Underlying, the Issuer and/or Calculation 

Agent shall use the formula for calculating the Fixing Level last in effect prior to the 

Market Disruption Event. 

If a Final Fixing Date or any other Observation Date is postponed as a consequence of this sec-

tion, the Redemption Date and/or any Interest Payment Date or any other date linked to the 

Observation Date, as applicable, will be postponed accordingly.  

b) Products with multiple Underlyings 

If the Issuer and/or the Calculation Agent determines, in its reasonable discretion (billiges Er-

messen), that a day relevant for the fixing, observation or valuation of a level of one or some 

Underlying (each an “Affected Underlying”), such as, inter alia, but not limited to, the Initial 

Fixing Date, the Final Fixing Date or any other observation date (each an “Observation Date”), 

is a Disrupted Day then the relevant level of each Underlying, which is not affected by the oc-

currence of a Market Disruption Event shall be determined on its scheduled Observation Date 
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and the relevant level for each Affected Underlying shall be determined in accordance with the 

first applicable Disruption Fallback that provides a relevant level for the Underlying.  

If at least one Final Fixing Date or any other Observation Date is postponed as a consequence 

of this section, the Redemption Date and/or any Interest Payment Date or any other date linked 

to the Observation Date, as applicable, will be postponed accordingly. 

c) Products with Barrier Observation Periods 

If the Product Terms and Conditions provide for a Barrier Observation Period and provide for 

a Closing Observation of the level of the Underlying, only such days in the Barrier Observation 

Period, which are not Disrupted Days are considered for observation purposes, unless other-

wise defined in the Product Terms and Conditions. 

If the Product Terms and Conditions provide for a Barrier Observation Period and provide for 

a Continuous Observation of the level of the Underlying, each day falling in the Barrier Obser-

vation Period is considered for observation purposes, regardless of whether or not such day is 

a Disrupted Day, unless otherwise defined in the Product Terms and Conditions. 

For the commodities Gold, Platinum, Silver and Palladium the Continuous Observation of the 

level of the Underlying is done by reference to prices published on the respective Bloomberg 

Ticker being the Price Source.  

5.4.3. Definitions 

“Commodity” and “Commodities” means in the case of an issue of Product with multiple Un-

derlyings, each commodity and, in the case of an issue of Product relating to a single Underly-

ing, the commodity, in each case as defined in the relevant Fixing Level definition in section 

5.4.3 or specified in the Product Terms and Conditions and related expressions shall be con-

strued accordingly. 

“Commodity Index” means an index comprising various commodities or commodity prices, as 

specified in the applicable Product Terms and Conditions. 

“Commodity Index Cut-Off Date” means, in respect of a Final Fixing Date the day falling two 

Business Days immediately preceding the Observation Date, provided that the Commodity 

Index Cut-Off Date shall not fall earlier than the original date on which such Observation Date 

is scheduled to fall. 

“Fixing Level” means (i) in respect of a Commodity Index, the Fixing Level specified in the ap-

plicable Product Terms and Conditions or, if not so specified, the official closing price or level 

of such Commodity Index and (ii) in respect of a Commodity for purposes of determining a 
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relevant level of the Underlying the following unless otherwise defined in the Product Terms 

and Conditions: 

i. Commodity: Oil (WTI)  

“Oil(WTI) NYMEX” means that the price for an Observation Date will be that day's 

Specified Level per barrel of deliverable grade West Texas Intermediate light sweet 

crude oil on NYMEX of the First Nearby Month WTI Futures Contract, stated in U.S. 

Dollars, as made public by NYMEX and displayed on the Price Source on that Obser-

vation Date. 

ii. Commodity: Oil (Brent) 

“Oil(BRENT) ICE” means that the price for an Observation Date will be that day's 

Specified Level per metric barrel of deliverable grade Brent blend crude oil on ICE of 

the First Nearby Month Brent Futures Contract stated in U.S. Dollars as made public 

by ICE and displayed on the relevant Price Source on that Observation Date. 

iii. Commodity: Gold 

“Gold” means that the price for an Observation Date will be a price per troy ounce of 

Gold, stated in U.S. Dollars, as determined by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable 

discretion (billiges Ermessen) at 16.00 h CET on such Observation Date, based on 

prices seen in the global spot market. 

iv. Commodity: Platinum 

“Platinum” means that the price for an Observation Date will be a price per troy 

ounce gross of Platinum, stated in U.S. Dollars, as determined by the Calculation 

Agent in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) at 15.00 h CET on such Obser-

vation Date, based on prices seen in the global spot market. 

v. Commodity: Silver 

“Silver” means that the price for an Observation Date will be a price per troy ounce of 

Silver, stated in U.S. Dollars, as determined by the Calculation Agent in its reasonable 

discretion (billiges Ermessen) at 13.00 h CET on such Observation Date, based on 

prices seen in the global spot market. 

vi. Commodity: Palladium 

“Palladium” means that the price for an Observation Date will be a price per troy ounce 

gross of Palladium, stated in U.S. Dollars, as determined by the Calculation Agent in its 

reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) at 15.00 h CET on such Observation Date, 

based on prices seen in the global spot market. 
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“Commodity Trading Disruption” means the material suspension of, or the material limitation 

imposed on, trading in the Futures Contract or the Commodity on the Reference Exchange or 

in any additional futures contract, options contract or commodity on any exchange. For these 

purposes: 

i. a suspension of the trading in the Futures Contract or the Commodity on any Fixing 

Business Day shall be deemed to be material only if: 

a. all trading in the Futures Contract or the Commodity is suspended for the entire 

Observation Date; or 

b. all trading in the Futures Contract or the Commodity is suspended subsequent to 

the opening of trading on the Observation Date, trading does not recommence 

prior to the regularly scheduled close of trading in such Futures Contract or such 

Commodity on such Observation Date and such suspension is announced less than 

one hour preceding its commencement; and 

ii. a limitation of trading in the Futures Contract or the Commodity on any Fixing Busi-

ness Day shall be deemed to be material only if the relevant Reference Exchange es-

tablishes limits on the range within which the price of the Futures Contract or the 

Commodity may fluctuate and the closing price, settlement price or afternoon fixing 

price of the Futures Contract or the Commodity on such day is at the upper or lower 

limit of that range. 

“Delayed Publication or Announcement” means that the relevant level for an Observation Date 

will be determined based on the Specified Level in respect of the original day scheduled as such 

Observation Date that is published or announced by the relevant Price Source retrospectively 

on the first succeeding Fixing Business Day on which the Market Disruption Event ceases to 

exist, unless that Market Disruption Event continues to exist (measured from and including the 

original day that would otherwise have been the Observation Date) or the relevant level con-

tinues to be unavailable for two consecutive Fixing Business Days (Maximum Days of Disrup-

tion) unless otherwise defined in the Product Terms and Conditions. In such a case, the next 

source/method that provides a level of the Underlying will apply. 

“Disappearance of Fixing Level” means:  

i. the permanent discontinuation of trading, in the relevant Futures Contract on the rel-

evant Reference Exchange; 

ii. the disappearance of, or of trading in, the Commodity; or 

iii. the disappearance or permanent discontinuance or unavailability of a Fixing Level, 

notwithstanding the availability of the related Price Source or the status of trading in the rele-

vant Futures Contract or the Commodity. 
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“Disrupted Day” means any Fixing Business Day on which a Market Disruption Event has oc-

curred. 

“Fixing Business Day” means (i) in relation to Commodities a day on which the/all Reference 

Exchange(s) is/are scheduled to be open for trading for its/their respective regular trading 

session(s) notwithstanding any such relevant Reference Exchange(s) closing prior to its/their 

scheduled closing time(s) or such a day as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions, (ii) 

in relation to Gold, Platinum, Silver and Palladium a day on which the respective Commodities 

can be traded on the respective global spot market and (iii) in relation to Commodity Indices a 

day on which (A) the offices of the Index Sponsor are open for business and (B) all of the ex-

changes or trading facilities on which the futures contracts included in the Underlying are 

traded, are open for trading and all futures contracts included in the Underlying are open for 

trading. 

“Futures Contract” means, in respect of a Fixing Level, the contract for future delivery of a con-

tract size in respect of the relevant delivery date relating to the Commodity referred to in that 

Fixing Level. 

“Issuer/Calculation Agent Determination” means that the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent shall 

determine the relevant level (or method for determining the relevant level) in its reasonable 

discretion (billiges Ermessen) taking into consideration the latest available quotation for the 

relevant Fixing Level and any other information that in good faith it deems relevant and taking 

into account established market practices. The Issuer may, at its option, delegate the foregoing 

determination to an appropriate independent third party. 

“Market Disruption Event” means: 

i. with respect to all Commodities: 

c. Price Source Disruption; 

d. Commodity Trading Disruption; 

d. Disappearance of Fixing Level; and 

ii. with respect to all Commodities other than gold, silver, platinum or palladium: 

a. Material Change in Formula;  

e. Material Change in Content; and 

iii. with respect to a Commodity Index 

a. a temporary or permanent failure by the applicable exchange or other price 

source to announce or publish (A) the Fixing Level (provided that the Issuer 

and/or Calculation Agent may, in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen), 

determine that such failure shall not be a Market Disruption Event and (i) shall 

fall within paragraph (i) of the provision to the definition of Price Source, or (ii) 
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shall be an Index Adjustment Event in respect of such Commodity Index) or (B) 

the closing price for any futures contract included in the Commodity Index; 

b. a material limitation, suspension or disruption of trading in one or more of the 

futures contracts included in the Commodity Index, which results in a failure by 

the exchange on which each an or multiple applicable futures contract(s) is resp. 

are traded to report a closing price for such contract on the day on which such 

event occurs or any succeeding day on which it continues; or 

c. the closing price for any futures contract included in the Commodity Index is a 

“limit price”, which means that the closing price for such contract for a day has 

increased or decreased from the previous day’s closing price by the maximum 

amount permitted under applicable exchange rules. 

“Material Change in Content” means the occurrence since the earlier of the start of the Subscrip-

tion Period or the Initial Fixing Date of a material change in the content, composition or consti-

tution of the relevant Commodity or relevant Futures Contract. 

“Material Change in Formula” means the occurrence since the earlier of the start of the Sub-

scription Period or the Initial Fixing Date of a material change in the formula for or the method 

of calculating the relevant Fixing Level. 

“Nearby Month” when preceded by a numerical adjective, means, in respect of an Observation 

Date, the month of expiration of the Futures Contract identified by the numerical adjective, so 

that, for example, (i) “First Nearby Month” means the month of expiration of the first Futures 

Contract to expire following that Observation Date and (ii) “Second Nearby Month” means the 

month of expiration of the second Futures Contract to expire following that Observation Date 

etc.  

“Postponement” means that the Observation Date will be deemed to be the first succeeding 

Fixing Business Day on which the Market Disruption Event ceases to exist, unless that Market 

Disruption Event continues to exist for two consecutive Fixing Business Days (measured from 

and including the original day that would otherwise have been the Observation Date). In such 

a case, the next source/method that provides a level of the Underlying will apply. 

“Price Source” means the publication (or such other origin of reference, including a Reference 

Exchange) containing (or reporting) the Specified Level (or prices/levels from which the Spec-

ified Level is calculated) specified in the Fixing Level (provided that in respect of a Commodity 

Index, if the relevant Fixing Level is not published on such Price Source, the Issuer and/or Cal-

culation Agent may, in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen), (i) use a successor page 

or publication or alternative source as it considers appropriate, (ii) determine that such non-

publication is a Market Disruption Event in respect of such Commodity Index, or (iii) determine 

that such non-publication is an Index Adjustment Event in respect of the Commodity Index. 
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“Price Source Disruption” means: 

i. the failure of the Price Source to announce or publish the Specified Level (or the in-

formation necessary for determining the Specified Level) for the relevant Fixing Level 

(or, if there is no Specified Level for a Fixing Level, such Fixing Level); or 

ii. the temporary or permanent discontinuance or unavailability of the Price Source. 

“Reference Exchange(s)” means, in relation to a Commodity, the exchange or principal trading 

market specified as such for such Commodity in the applicable Product Terms and Conditions 

or applicable Fixing Level. 

“Specified Level” means, in respect of a Fixing Level, any of the following prices (which must be 

a price reported in or by, or capable of being determined from information reported in or by, 

the relevant Price Source) as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions (and, if applicable, 

as of the time so specified): (i) the high price; (ii) the low price; (iii) the average of the high 

price and the low price; (iv) the closing price; (v) the opening price; (vi) the bid price; (vii) the 

asked price; (viii) the average of the bid price and the asked price; (ix) the settlement price; 

(x) the official settlement price; (xi) the official price; (xii) the morning fixing; (xiii) the after-

noon fixing; (xiv) the spot price; or (xv) any other price specified in the applicable Product 

Terms and Conditions. 

“Underlying” means (i) in relation to a Commodity either the Futures Contract relating to the 

Commodity or the unit of the Commodity, as defined in the relevant Fixing Level definition in 

section 5.4.3 or in the applicable Product Terms and Conditions and (ii) in relation to a Com-

modity Index such Commodity Index. 

5.5. Terms and Conditions and Definitions only applicable to Products linked to Foreign Ex-
change Rates 

5.5.1. Consequences of Market Disruptions 

Section 5.2.2 shall be applicable mutatis mutandis whereby Maximum Days of Disruption shall 

be one (1) unless otherwise defined in the Product Terms and Conditions. 

5.5.2. Definitions 

“Disrupted Day” means any Fixing Business Day on which a Market Disruption Event has oc-

curred. 

“Fixing Business Day” means a day on which commercial banks and foreign exchange markets 

settle payments and are open for general business (including dealing in foreign exchange and 

foreign currency deposits), or but for the occurrence of a Market Disruption Event would have 

settled payments and been open for general business in each of the financial centres specified 

in the applicable Product Terms and Conditions. 
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“Market Disruption Event” means occurrence or existence of any Price Source Disruption, any 

Trading Suspension or Limitation and/or any Inconvertibility Event. 

“Price Source” means, in respect of a Foreign Exchange Rate, the price source(s) specified in 

the applicable Product Terms and Conditions for such Foreign Exchange Rate or if the relevant 

rate is not published or announced by such Price Source at the relevant time, the successor or 

alternative price source or page/publication for the relevant rate as determined by the Issuer 

and/or Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen). 

“Price Source Disruption” means it becomes impossible or otherwise impracticable to obtain 

and/or execute the relevant rate(s) required to calculate any amount under the Products. 

“Trading Suspension or Limitation” means the suspension of and/or limitation of trading in the 

currencies required to calculate the relevant Foreign Exchange Rate in the Interbank Market 

provided that such suspension or limitation of trading is material in the opinion of the Calcu-

lation Agent. 

“Inconvertibility Event” means the occurrence, as determined by the Issuer and/or Calculation 

Agent in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen), of any action, event or circumstance 

whatsoever, which, from a legal or practical perspective: 

i. has the direct or indirect effect of hindering, limiting or restricting (i) the convertibil-

ity of the relevant subject currency into the base currency, or (ii) the transfer of the 

subject currency or the base currency to countries other than the countries for which 

the subject currency or the base currency, as the case may be, is the lawful currency 

(including without limitation, by way of any delays, increased costs or discriminatory 

rates of exchange or any current or future restrictions on the repatriation of the base 

currency into the subject currency); and 

ii. results in the unavailability of any relevant base currency or subject currency in the 

interbank foreign exchange market in any financial centre(s) in accordance with nor-

mal commercial practice. 

“Interbank Market” means the over-the-counter foreign exchange spot market open continu-

ously from and including 5.00 a.m. Sydney time on a Monday in any week to and including 5.00 

p.m. New York time on the Friday of such week. 

5.6. Terms and Conditions and Definitions only applicable to Products linked to Interest 
Rates / Reference Rates as Underlying 

5.6.1. Consequences of Market Disruptions 

Section 5.2.2 shall be applicable mutatis mutandis whereby Maximum Days of Disruption shall 

be one (1) unless otherwise defined in the Product Terms and Conditions. 
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5.6.2. Discontinuance of the Interest Rate/Reference Rate 

The Issuer and/or Calculation Agent may in its reasonable discretion (billiges Ermessen) de-

termine whether to use a substitute or successor Interest Rate/Reference Rate (to be adjusted 

by an adjustment spread (as defined in the ISDA Benchmarks Supplement), if required) that is 

comparable to the Interest Rate/Reference Rate in case of discontinuance of the Interest Rate 

/Reference Rate. As it is already known, Interest Rate/Reference Rate such as LIBOR/EURIBOR 

will be replaced with a comparable rate as of 2021.  

5.6.3. Definitions 

“Disrupted Day” means any Fixing Business Day on which a Market Disruption Event has oc-

curred. 

“Fixing Business Day” means a day in respect of which the Rate Source published or, but for 

the occurrence of a Market Disruption Event, would have published a rate. 

“Market Disruption Event” means the occurrence or existence of a Rate Source Disruption, 

Material Change in Formula or Material Change in Content. 

“Material Change in Content” means the occurrence since the earlier of the start of the Subscrip-

tion Period or the Initial Fixing Date of a material change in the content, composition or consti-

tution of such Interest Rate/Reference Rate. 

“Material Change in Formula” means the occurrence since the earlier of the start of the Sub-

scription Period or the Initial Fixing Date of a material change in the formula for or method of 

calculating the Interest Rate/Reference Rate. 

“Rate Source” means the publication (or such other origin of reference, including a rate spon-

sor) containing (or reporting) the Interest Rate/Reference Rate (or prices/levels from which 

the Interest Rate/Reference Rate is calculated) specified in the Fixing Level. 

“Rate Source Disruption” means (i) the failure of the Rate Source to announce or publish the 

relevant Interest Rate/Reference Rate, or (ii) the temporary or permanent discontinuance or 

unavailability of the Rate Source.  
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6. Underlying 

The Products, as the case may be, and as specified in the Product Terms and Conditions, will 

be linked to the performance of one or a combination of the following underlyings (,which 

are referred to as “Underlying Asset”, or “Underlying”)  

(i) a share;  

(ii) a bond; 

(iii) an equity index;  

(iv) a bond index; 

(v) a commodity or commodity index; 

(vi)  a foreign exchange rate;  

(vii) a foreign exchange future; 

(viii) a foreign exchange forward; 

(ix) a fund; 

(x) an ETF; 

(xi) a structured product; 

(xii) an interest rate or a reference rate;  

(xiiii) a cryptocurrency; as well as 

(xiv) a basket or portfolio comprising the aforementioned Underlyings. 

The Final Terms will stipulate the relevant Underlying and will specify where information 

about the relevant Underlying may be available, if any. 
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7. Incorporation of documents by reference 

The following documents are hereby incorporated by reference into this Base Prospectus and 

form an integral part of this Base Prospectus: 

(a) Consolidated financial statements per 31.12.2020 of the Issuer the annual report 

2020 

(which can be downloaded from: https://www.lukb.ch/docu-

ments/38421/359657/LUKB-Geschaeftsbericht-2020.pdf 

(b) Statutory financial statements per 31.12.2020 of the Issuer in the annual report 

2020 

(which can be downloaded from: https://www.lukb.ch/docu-

ments/38421/359657/LUKB-Geschaeftsbericht-2020.pdf) 

(c) Consolidated balance sheet and income statement per 30 September 2021 of the Is-

suer 

(which can be downloaded from: https://www.lukb.ch/de/lukb/finanzinformatio-

nen#tab-content-quartalsergebnisse-0  ) 

(d) Press release of the Issuer of 27 August 2021 on the semi-annually financial state-

ment as of 30 June 2021 (which can be downloaded from: 

https://www.lukb.ch/o/_/uber-die-lukb/news/news-halbjahresergebnis-2021  

(e) Interim report for the first half of 2021 of the Issuer  

(which can be downloaded from:  https://www.lukb.ch/de/finanzinformatio-

nen#tab-content-quartalsergebnisse-0) 

(f) Swiss Bankers Association’s brochure „Risks Involved in Trading Financial Instru-

ments 

(which can be downloaded from: https://www.swissbanking.org/library/richt-

linien/risiken-im-handel-mit-finanzinstrumenten)  

 

All documents incorporated by reference into this Base Prospectus can be obtained free of charge 

from the Issuer under Luzerner Kantonalbank AG, Pilatusstrasse 12, 6003 Lucerne, +41 (0)44 

206 9955, structuredproducts@lukb.ch, https://structuredproducts.lukb.ch. Telephone calls 

with the Issuer may or will be recorded and by calling the number the caller consents to this 

business practice. 

  

https://www.lukb.ch/documents/38421/359657/LUKB-Geschaeftsbericht-2020.pdf
https://www.lukb.ch/documents/38421/359657/LUKB-Geschaeftsbericht-2020.pdf
https://www.lukb.ch/documents/38421/359657/LUKB-Geschaeftsbericht-2020.pdf
https://www.lukb.ch/documents/38421/359657/LUKB-Geschaeftsbericht-2020.pdf
https://www.lukb.ch/de/lukb/finanzinformationen#tab-content-quartalsergebnisse-0
https://www.lukb.ch/de/lukb/finanzinformationen#tab-content-quartalsergebnisse-0
https://www.lukb.ch/o/_/uber-die-lukb/news/news-halbjahresergebnis-2021
https://www.lukb.ch/de/finanzinformationen#tab-content-quartalsergebnisse-0
https://www.lukb.ch/de/finanzinformationen#tab-content-quartalsergebnisse-0
https://www.swissbanking.org/library/richtlinien/risiken-im-handel-mit-finanzinstrumenten
https://www.swissbanking.org/library/richtlinien/risiken-im-handel-mit-finanzinstrumenten
https://structuredproducts.lukb.ch/
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8. Information on the issuer 

8.1. Company, registered office, principal place of business 

Luzerner Kantonalbank AG, Pilatusstrasse 12, 6003 Lucerne. 

8.2. Legal Entity Identifier 

The Issuer's Legal Entity Identifier Number (LEI) is 549300C2XKS86VQDGV41. 

8.3. Foundation, registration 

The Issuer was founded under the company name ‘Kantonale Spar- und Leihkasse’ in Lucerne 

in 1850 and was renamed ‘Luzerner Kantonalbank’ in 1892. Based on the cantonal law on the 

conversion of Luzerner Kantonalbank into a company limited by shares (Act on the Conver-

sion) of 8 May 2000 of the Canton of Lucerne, Luzerner Kantonalbank, organised as a legal en-

tity under public law, was converted into a company limited by shares (Aktiengesellschaft) 

with a state guarantee on 15 February 2001 in accordance with article 620 et seq. of the Swiss 

Code of Obligations (OR) and entered into the commercial register of the Canton of Lucerne 

(register number CHE-105.845.092). 

8.4. Jurisdiction, legal form 

The Issuer is a company limited by shares (Aktiengesellschaft) as set out in the Swiss Code of 

Obligations (article 620 et seq. OR) and is governed by Swiss law. 

8.5. Purpose 

According to article 2 of the Issuer’s articles of association, LUKB has the following purpose: 

"The aim of the company is to operate a universal bank on a commercial basis that conducts 

customary banking transactions in accordance with recognised banking principles. In particu-

lar, the bank takes into consideration the needs of the population and economy of the Canton 

of Lucerne." 

8.6. Articles of association 

The Issuer’s articles of association were last amended on 19 April 2021. 

8.7. Group 

Luzerner Kantonalbank has the status of parent company within the group. In addition to the 

parent company, the group comprises the wholly owned consolidated subsidiaries of LUKB 

Expert Fondsleitung AG, Lucerne, LUKB Wachstumskapital AG, Lucerne and Gewerbe Finanz 

AG, Lucerne ("LUKB Group"). 
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8.8. Board of Directors 

Markus Hongler President 

Josef Felder Vice president 

Prof. Dr. Andreas Dietrich Member 

Andreas Emmenegger Member 

Franz Grüter Member 

Stefan Portmann Member 

Dr. Martha Scheiber Member 

Roger Studer Member 

Nicole Willimann Vyskocil Member 

8.9. Executive Board 

Daniel Salzmann CEO, Head of CEO Office 

Leo Grüter Head of Corporate Clients & Private Banking 

Beat Hodel Head of Market Services 

Marcel Hurschler Head of Finance & IT/CFO, Deputy CEO 

Stefan Studer Head of Private & Commercial Clients 

 

The business address for the Board of Directors and Executive Board is:  

Luzerner Kantonalbank AG 

Pilatusstrasse 12 

6003 Lucerne 

8.10. External auditors/group auditors 

PricewaterhouseCoopers AG, Werftestrasse 3, 6005 Lucerne acts as the Issuer’s external audi-

tor. It audits the annual financial statements of all LUKB Group companies as well as the con-

solidated annual financial statements. 
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8.11. Business activities 

The LUKB Group mainly operates as a universal bank in the fields of private and commercial 

clients (retail banking), business clients, private banking/institutional , primarily in the Canton 

of Lucerne. Luzerner Kantonalbank AG (the parent company) has a state guarantee. This guar-

antee is compensated financially by the bank in accordance with a legally determined ratio. 

With 65.5% of operating income, the interest margin business is the most important source of 

revenue for the group. Commission business and services generate a further 20.3%, trade busi-

ness 9.7%and other ordinary business 4.5%, each as of 30 June 2021. 

8.12. Court, arbitration and administrative proceedings 

With the exception of the proceedings disclosed in this Base Prospectus, there are no court, 

arbitration or administrative proceedings pending against the Issuer or any other company of 

the LUKB Group that could have a significant effect on the financial position and performance 

of the Issuer or the LUKB Group and, to the Issuer’s current knowledge, no such proceedings 

are expected. 

8.13. Outstanding bonds 

An overview of outstanding bonds as at 31 December 2020 with the interest rate, year of issue, 

maturity, termination options and nominal value can be found on the Issuer's financial report 

2020, which is incorporated by reference into the present Base Prospectus. 

8.14. Capital structure 

As of 30 June 2021, Luzerner Kantonalbank has a share capital of CHF 157.25 million, divided 

into 8.5 million fully paid in registered shares each with a nominal value of CHF 18.50. In ac-

cordance with the articles of association valid as of the date of this Base Prospectus, all regis-

tered shares are entitled to dividends. There is no authorised or contingent capital and there 

are no other types of participation rights at the present time. Registered shares may be con-

verted into bearer shares at any time by resolution of the general meeting. 

In accordance with the at the date of the Base Prospectus valid cantonal law on the conversion 

of Luzerner Kantonalbank into a company limited by shares (Act on the Conversion) of 8 May 

2000 of the Canton of Lucerne, the Canton of Lucerne holds at least 51% of the share capital 

and shareholder votes. It may, taking into account capital market conditions, sell shares to third 

parties. The governing council [of the Canton of Lucerne] determines the number, time of sale 

and conditions. As of 30 June 2021, the Canton of Lucerne holds 5'227'500 shares of Luzerner 

Kantonalbank representing 61.50% of the share capital of Luzerner Kantonalbank. 
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8.15. Listing of the Issuer's shares 

The shares of Luzerner Kantonalbank AG are listed on the SIX Exchange in the Swiss Reporting 

Standard under the ticker symbol LUKN (ISIN CH0011693600). 

8.16. Own equity shares  

As of 30 June 2021, the Issuer holds 10’304  treasury shares, which represents 0.1% of the 

shares issued. Of this number, 0 shares are reserved in connection with options issued as part 

of an employee participation scheme for the Board of Directors, Executive Board and second 

management level.  

As of 30 June 2021, companies of the LUKB Group hold no shares of Luzerner Kantonalbank. 

8.17. Information on main business prospects 

For the development in the 2021 financial year, we refer to the LUKB press release of 27 August 

2021 on the semi-annually financial statement as of 30 June 2021, as well as the interim report 

for the first half of 2021 and the group income statement 01.01.-30.06.2021 which are incor-

porated by reference into this Programme. 

8.18.  Negative confirmation 

Since 30 June 2021, the date of the last consolidated semi-annually results of Luzerner Kanton-

albank, there have been no significant changes in the financial position and performance of the 

Issuer that are not already included in this Base Prospectus. 
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9. Taxation in Switzerland 

The following is a summary of the main Swiss tax consequences in relation to dealings with 

Products under this Base Prospectus and should not be construed to be tax advice. This sum-

mary does not purport to address all Swiss tax consequences that may be relevant for a deci-

sion to purchase, own and dispose of Products and in particular does not take into account the 

specific circumstances of any particular investor. The relevant tax laws or the regulation and 

the practice of the Swiss tax authorities (or their interpretation) are subject to change, possibly 

with retroactive effect. This summary is based on the tax laws, regulations and practices of 

Switzerland, as in effect on the date of this Base Prospectus. Potential investors should consult 

their own tax advisers, legal advisers or financial consultants with respect to the Swiss tax con-

sequences of the purchase, disposition, lapse or exercise or redemption of a Product regarding 

their personal tax situation. 

The Swiss tax treatment of Products depends on their qualification for tax purposes. Various 

factors such as the underlying asset, maturity, repayment profile, guaranteed or conditional 

coupon payment, etc. have an effect on the Swiss tax treatment. In connection with the tax 

treatment of structured financial products, the Federal Tax Administration published Circular 

No. 15 "Bonds and Derivatives" for direct federal tax, withholding tax and stamp duty on 3 

October 2017. Products issued based on this Base Prospectus should be taxed according to this 

circular. It should be noted that the tax treatment for state and municipal taxes may differ from 

the tax treatment for direct federal tax. In principle, however, the income tax treatment should 

be the same. 

It should be noted that all taxes and duties incurred in connection with the investment in a 

Product under this Base Prospectus are to be borne by the investor. 

9.1. Swiss Stamp Duties (Stempelabgaben) 

9.1.1. Securities Issuance Tax (Emissionsabgabe) 

The issuance (primary market) of certain domestic certificates, such as shares, shares in a lim-

ited liability company, participation certificates, etc. are generally subject to the securities is-

suance tax. Products that are issued based on this Base Prospectus and have similarities to the 

taxable deeds may be subject to the securities issuance tax. However, most products issued 

under this Base Prospectus are considered money market instruments, bonds or derivatives 

and are therefore not subject to the issuance tax. 

9.1.2. Securities Turnover Tax (Umsatzabgabe) 

The issuance of Products is in general not subject to securities turnover tax. However, second-

ary market transactions of Products, which are, from Swiss tax perspective, considered as 

(debt) financing instruments, share-like or fund-like products may be subject to securities 
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turnover tax, provided that a Swiss securities dealer (Effektenhändler), as defined in art. 13 

para.3 of the Swiss Federal Act on Stamp Duties (Bundesgesetz über die Stempelabgaben), is a 

party to the Products transaction or acts as an intermediary thereto. Certain exemptions may, 

inter alia, apply with regard to certain institutional investors such as mutual funds, life insur-

ance companies and social security institutions. Any delivery of an underlying asset upon re-

payment of a Product is in general also subject to securities turnover tax. The securities turno-

ver tax rate for Products issued under this Base Prospectus is as of the date of this Base Pro-

spectus maximum 0.15 %. 

9.2. Swiss Withholding Tax (Verrechnungssteuer) 

The investment income on Products issued by a Swiss resident issuer is generally subject to 

Swiss withholding tax of 35 %. The issuer must withhold the withholding tax on investment 

income and transfer it to the Swiss Federal Tax Administration. The investment income of cer-

tain Products, for example, derivatives, LEPO (Low Exercise Price Option) or so-called classic 

tracker certificates linked to stock baskets or stock indices, are not subject to Swiss withhold-

ing tax due to a lack of legal basis. 

Investors resident in Switzerland may be entitled to a full refund of or a full tax credit for the 

Swiss withholding tax, subject to certain conditions being met. A non-Swiss resident Investor 

may be able to claim a full or partial refund of the Swiss withholding tax if such an investor is 

entitled to claim the benefits with regard to such a payment of a double taxation treaty between 

Switzerland and his or her respective country of residence. 

9.3. Swiss Income Tax (Einkommenssteuer) 

The following comments on income tax refer to direct federal tax. The income tax treatment 

for state and municipal taxes may differ from the tax treatment for direct federal tax, but in 

principle it may be the same. 

9.3.1. Income Taxation of Products held by private Investors with Tax Residence in Switzer-
land 

In principle, all payments and credits of investment income, which are considered, from a tax-

ation perspective, as interests or dividends, are subject to income tax. Gains or losses realised 

upon a sale or other disposition by private investors with tax residence holding a Product as 

part of their private assets (private capital gain or losses) are in general not subject to income 

tax and are not deductible from taxable income respectively. However, capital gains may be 

subject to income tax, if a Product qualifies as predominant one-time interest paying bond or 

if a Product is linked to an interest-bearing underlying. In addition, gains and losses realised 

on the purchase and sale of Products that are deemed to be pure derivatives for Swiss tax pur-

poses (option and futures) are also tax-free capital gains and losses. 
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Whether a Product generates taxable income (interest and dividends) or tax-free capital gains 

depends on various product features such as, for example, repayment profile, underlying asset, 

maturity, conditional or guaranteed capital protection, guaranteed or conditional interest pay-

ments, etc. Certain Products can be divided into a taxable bond component and a tax-free op-

tion component for income tax purposes, provided that the issuer makes the Product transpar-

ent for Swiss tax purposes upon issuance. A Product is considered transparent for Swiss tax 

purposes if the bond and option components are determined and disclosed in accordance with 

the regulations of the Swiss Federal Tax Administration. Under the condition that a Product is 

considered to be transparent, profits/revenues from the option component are not subject to 

income tax as they are considered tax-free capital gains. On the other hand, income from the 

bond component is subject to income tax. The taxable income from the bond component of a 

Product is determined on the basis of a comparison with a comparable straight bond of the 

same issuer with the same maturity and in the same issue currency at market conditions. For 

issuers with at least a long-term single-A rating, the calculation of the taxable interest compo-

nent is based on the swap rate or LIBOR for the relevant maturity and currency of the Product 

at the time of issue. If the interest part of a Product, which is linked to stocks, stock indices, 

commodities, commodity indices, precious metals or FX, is paid as a one-time compensation, 

the so-called “modifizierte Differenzbesteuerung” generally may apply in each case of pre-ma-

turity sale or redemption of the Product. If a Product is not made transparent for Swiss tax 

purposes (only if a Product needs to be transparent for tax purposes) the total payment to the 

investor (except the repayment of the invested capital) would be considered as taxable income. 

In the case of products issued in a currency other than Swiss francs, conversion into Swiss 

francs has an impact on the amount of taxable income. 

9.3.2. Income Taxation of Products held by Companies domiciled in Switzerland or by Indi-
viduals resident in Switzerland as part of Business Property 

Income of any kind realised from Products as part of business property of individuals (includ-

ing deemed securities dealers for Swiss tax purposes (gewerbsmässige Wertpapierhändler) or 

entities resident in Switzerland are subject to personal income tax or corporate profit tax re-

spectively. In general, losses are deductible regarding personal or corporate income tax. 

9.4. Swiss Property Tax (Vermögenssteuer) 

The market value of Products may be subject to property tax levied on overall net wealth of 

individuals with tax residence in Switzerland, regardless of whether the Products are held as 

part of their private or business assets. 

9.5. Automatic Exchange of Information in Tax Matters 

Switzerland has implemented the Automatic Exchange of Information in Tax Matters ("AEOI") 

with the EU and various other countries and is negotiating the introduction of the AEOI with 
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further countries. The website www.sif.admin.ch provides an overview of all partner states 

Switzerland has signed an agreement for the introduction of the AEOI.  
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10. Payments under the Products may be subject to U.S. withholding under the U.S. 
Internal Revenue Code 

A 30% withholding tax or other tax is imposed under Section 871(m) of the U.S. Internal Reve-

nue Code of 1986, as amended, ("Section 871(m)") on certain "dividend equivalents" paid or 

deemed paid to a non-U.S. Holder with respect to a "specified equity-linked instrument" that 

references one or more dividend-paying U.S. equity Products. The withholding tax can apply 

even if the instrument does not provide for payments that reference dividends. U.S. Treasury 

Department regulations provide that the withholding tax applies to all dividend equivalents 

paid or deemed paid on specified equity-linked instruments that have a delta of one issued 

after 2016 and to all dividend equivalents paid or deemed paid on all other specified equity-

linked instruments issued after 2020. 

The Issuer will determine whether dividend equivalents on the Products are subject to with-

holding as of the close of the relevant market(s) on the fixing date. If withholding is required, 

the Issuer (or the applicable Paying Agent) will withhold 30% in respect of dividend equiva-

lents paid or deemed paid on the Products and will not pay any additional amounts to the hold-

ers with respect to any such taxes withheld. If the terms and conditions of the Products provide 

that all or a portion of the dividends on U.S. underlying equity securities are reinvested in the 

Underlyings during the term of the Security, the terms and conditions of the Products may also 

provide that only 70% of a deemed dividend equivalent will be reinvested. The remaining 30% 

of such deemed dividend equivalent will be treated, solely for U.S. federal income tax purposes, 

as having been withheld from a gross dividend equivalent payment due to the Investor and 

remitted to the U.S. Internal Revenue Service on behalf of the Investor. The Issuer will withhold 

amounts required pursuant to section 871(m) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code and regula-

tions enacted thereunder and pursuant to the terms of its Qualified Intermediary (“QI”) Agree-

ment with the U.S. Internal Revenue Service. 

Even if the Issuer determines that a holder's Products are not specified equity-linked instru-

ments that are subject to withholding on dividend equivalents, it is possible that a holder's 

Products could be deemed to be reissued for tax purposes upon the occurrence of certain 

events affecting the relevant Underlying or a holder's Products, and following such occurrence 

a holder's Products could be treated as specified equity-linked instruments that are subject to 

withholding on dividend equivalent payments. It is also possible that withholding tax or other 

tax under Section 871(m) could apply to the Products under these rules if a non-U.S. holder 

enters, or has entered, into certain other transactions in respect of the relevant Underlying. As 

described above, if withholding is required, the relevant Issuer will withhold 30% or at rates 

as otherwise required pursuant to section 871(m) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code and regu-

lations enacted thereunder and pursuant to the terms of its QI Agreement with the U.S. Internal 

Revenue Service in respect of dividend equivalents paid or deemed paid on the Products and 

will not pay any additional amounts to the holders with respect to any such taxes withheld. 
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Additionally, in the event that withholding is required, the Issuer hereby notifies each holder 

that for purposes of Section 871(m), that the Issuer will withhold in respect of dividend equiv-

alents paid or deemed paid on the Products on the dividend payment date as described in U.S. 

Treasury Department regulations section 1.1441-2(e)(4) and 1.441-2(e)(7) and section 

3.03(B) of the form of Qualified Intermediary Agreement contained in Revenue Procedure 

2017-15, as applicable. Regardless of our good-faith efforts as required under applicable US 

tax rules and regulations to take into account that such investor would otherwise be entitled 

to an exemption from or reduction of withholding on such payments (e.g., a United States per-

son for U.S. federal income tax purposes or a non-United States person eligible for an exemp-

tion from or reduction in withholding pursuant to an income tax treaty), there is the risk that 

withholding will be done at a higher rate and that holder will not be able to successfully claim 

a refund of the tax withheld in excess of the tax rate that would otherwise apply to such pay-

ments. 

Each holder acknowledges and agrees that in the event that a Product references an index as 

the Underlying then regardless of whether the relevant Underlying is a net price return, a price 

return or a total return index, the payments on the Products (including any amounts deemed 

reinvested in the Product) will reflect the gross dividend payments paid by the issuers of the 

securities comprising the index less applicable withholding tax amounts in respect of such 

gross dividends, which in the case of U.S. source dividends, will be paid by or on behalf of the 

Issuer to the U.S. Internal Revenue Service in accordance with the U.S. withholding tax rules 

under Section 871(m). 

Holders should consult with their tax advisors regarding the application of Section 871(m) and 

the regulations thereunder in respect of their acquisition and ownership of the Products, in-

cluding a non-U.S. holder that enters, or has entered, into other transactions in respect of the 

relevant Underlying. 

Terms used in this paragraph have the meaning given to them by the regulations mentioned in 

this paragraph. 
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11. Consent to use the Base Prospectus 

In accordance with article 36 para. 4 lit. b FinSA, the Issuer consents, to the extent and under 

the conditions, if any, as specified in the relevant Final Terms, to the use of this Base Prospectus 

and the relevant Final Terms by any financial intermediary (“General Consent”). 

12. Continuation of the public offering of Products 

This Base Prospectus serves as succeeding base prospectus (the "Succeeding Base Prospec-

tus") to the base prospectus dated December 1, 2020 (the "Previous Base Prospectus") for 

Products which have been issued under the Previous Base Prospectus and which may con-

tinue to be publicly offered under the Succeeding Base Prospectus. Such Products are listed in 

the "List of Covered Products", which is annexed to this Base Prospectus as Annex 2, and 

identified in such list by means of their ISIN. 

The Final Terms of such Products prepared in respect of the Previous Base Prospectus should 

be read, in addition to the other information contained in this Succeeding Base Prospectus, 

together with the General Terms and Conditions in the Previous Base Prospectus and the 

Product Terms and Conditions in the Final Terms of such Products, which are incorporated 

by reference into this Succeeding Base Prospectus. 

13. Responsibility 

The Issuer assumes responsibility for the content of this Base Prospectus and confirms that 

information contained in this Base Prospectus is, to the best of its knowledge, correct and 

that, to the best of its knowledge, no material facts or circumstances have been omitted from 

this Base Prospectus as of the date of this Base Prospectus.  

______________________________________ 
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Annex 1 – Form of Final Terms 

[Date] [Time] 
[Indicative] Final Terms 

Tel.: +41 44 206 99 55 / structuredproducts.lukb.ch 

 

 

These Products are derivative financial instruments and do not qualify as units of a collective investment scheme according to 

the relevant provisions of the Swiss Federal Act on Collective Investment Schemes ("CISA") and are not registered thereunder. 

Therefore, the products are not subject to authorisation or supervision by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority 

FINMA ("FINMA"). Accordingly, Investors do not have the benefit of the specific investor protection provided under the CISA. 

Investors bear the Issuer Risk. 

 

[Insert if this is an indicative Final Terms: The information contained herein is purely of an indicative nature. The Issuer/Cal-

culation Agent shall fix the legally binding terms of the Product on the Initial Fixing Date. ] 

 

Capitalized terms used in this Document shall have the meaning assigned to them in the Base Prospectus. 
 

Summary[1] 
Note to Investors This Summary is an introduction to the final terms (the "Final Terms" or "this 

Document") for the financial instruments referred in this Document (the 

"Products") and must be read together with the Base Prospectus.  

Any investment decision in relation to the Product should not be made based 

only on this Summary but on the information contained in the Base Prospec-

tus and these Final Terms. Investors should, in particular, read the section 

"Risk Factors" in the Base Prospectus and the section "3 Signigicant Risks 

for the Investors" in this Document 

Any liability for information contained in this Summary is limited to cases 

where the information contained herein is misleading, inaccurate or incon-

sistent when read together with the Base Prospectus and the other parts of Fi-

nal Terms. 

Issuer Luzerner Kantonalbank AG (Rating: Standard & Poor's [■]) 

Product Type [■] 

SSPA Product Category / Type 
[■] / [■], according to the Swiss Derivative Map [■] provided by the Swiss Struc-

tured Products Association)) 

Underlying [■] 

Valor / ISIN / SIX Symbol [■] / [■] / [■] 

[Issue Price [■]] 

[Initial Basket Level [■]] 

[Dividend Handling [■]] 

                                                
1 [The information in this section is indicative and subject to amendment by the Issuer.] 

http://structuredproducts.lukb.ch/
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[[Nominal /] Minimum Invest-

ment Amount / Minimum Trading 

Lot 

[■]] 

[Coupon [■]] 

[Capital Protection Level [■]] 

[Strike Level [■]] 

[Participation [■]] 

[Barrier Level [■]] 

[Early Redemption [■]] 

[Autocall Trigger Level [■]] 

[Product Currency [■]] 

[Settlement Type [■]] 

[Subscription Period [■]] 

[Initial Fixing Date / 

Issue Date  

[■]/ 

[■]/] 

[First Trading Day [■]] 

[Final Fixing Date / 

Redemption Date 

[■]/ 

[■]] 

[Tenor [■]] 

[Offering  [Public offer in Switzerland under an exemption of article 36 FinSA] [Public of-

fer in Switzerland] [No public offer in Switzerland (Private Placement)]] 

[Listing [Application to list and admit to trading on the [SIX Swiss Exchange][■] will be 

made] 

[The Product will not be listed or admitted to trading on an exchange or trading 

venue.] [■]]  

[Quoting [■]] 

[Selling Restrictions [■]] 

[(for more details see section „Selling Restriction“ under „1. Product Descrip-

tion - Information about the Offer“ of these Final Terms below and "2. Selling 

Restrictions" of the Base Prospectus)] 

[Total Expense Ratio (TER) [■]] 

[Market Expectation/ Payoff [■]] 

[[■] [■]] 

 

 

1. Product Description[1] 
 

[Introductory language regarding the Product] 

                                                
1 [The information in this section is indicative and subject to amendment by the Issuer.] 
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14. Operational Information 
 

SSPA Product Category / Type [■] ([■], according to the Swiss Derivative Map [■] pro-

vided by the Swiss Structured Products Association)) 

Valor / ISIN / SIX Symbol  [■] / [■] / [■]  

[Listing [Will be applied for on the SIX Swiss Exchange, First Trad-
ing Day: TT.MM.YYY (anticipated)]] 

[The Product will not be listed or admitted to trading on 

an exchange or trading venue.] [■]] 

[Recognized Representative (Art. 43 resp. Art. 58a 

Listing Rules 

Luzerner Kantonalbank AG; Lucerne, Switzerland] 

[Secondary Market Trading [The Issuer intends to make a market in these Products on 

a regular basis under normal market conditions. Price in-

dications are available under structuredproducts.lukb.ch, 

Thomson Reuters [ISIN]=LUKB and Bloomberg [ISIN] 

Corp.] [The Issuers does not intend to make a market in 

these Products on a regular basis] [■]]] 

  

Product Terms and Conditions 
 

Issuer / Lead Manager / Paying and Calculation Agent Luzerner Kantonalbank AG; Lucerne, Switzerland 

[Rating : [■]] 

[Supervisory Authority: FINMA] 

[Investment Advisor [■]] 

[Investment Strategy [■]] 

[Underlying Universe [■]] 

[Implementation of the Investment Strategy [■]] 

[[Nominal/]Minimum Investment Amount/Minimum 

Trading Lot 

[■]] 

[Number of Products [■] (with the option to increase)] 

[Product Currency [■]] 

[Capital Protection Level [■]] 

[Basket Value [■] on Initial Fixing Date] 

[Knock-in Level [■]% on Initial Fixing Level] 

[Cap Level [■]/[■]% of [■] [■]] 

[Barrier Level [■]/[■]% of [■] [■]] 

[Strike Level [■]/[■]% of [■] [■]] 

[Trigger Level [■]/[■]% of [■] [■]] 

[Ratio [■]] 
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[Compensation Payment Amounts / Payment Decision 

Dates / Payment Dates 

[■]] 

[Minimum Repayment Price [■]] 

[Maximum Repayment Price [■]] 

 

[Redemption Amount [■]] 

[Maximum Return [■]% [for the entire investment period/[■]% p.a.] 

[Bonus Payment [■]] 

[Participation  [■] %, [■]] 

[Exercise Price [■]] 

[Initial Basket Level [■]] 

[Final Basket Level [■]] 

[Multiplicator [■]] 

[Call Level [■]/[■]% of [■]] 

[Knock-in Level [■]/[■]% of the Underlying on the Initial Fixing Date] 

[Knock-out Level [■]/[■]% of the Underlying on the Initial Fixing Date] 

 

[Rebate-Payment [■]] 

[Coupon][Interest Rate] [■] 

[Coupon Amount][Interest Amount] [■]] 

[Conditional Coupon [■]] 

[Coupon Period][Interest Period] [■]]  

[Coupon Amount/Coupon Payment Dates][Interest 

Amount/Interest Payment Dates] 

[■]] 

[Coupon Trigger Level [■]] 

[Observation Date [■]] 

[Observation Period [■]] 

[Early Redemption/ Autocall Observation Dates/Auto-

call Trigger Level/Early Redemption Dates 

[■]] 

[Early Redemption/ Early Redemption Observation 

Dates / Early Redemption Dates 

[■]] 

[Early Redemption [■]] 

[Autocall Trigger Level [■]] 

[Minimum Coupon [■]%] 

[Day Count Fraction [■][, modified following] [■]] 

[Return Cap [■]] 

[Return Floor [■]] 
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[Participation Rate [■]] 

[Initial Fixing Date [■]] 

[Issue Date [■]] 

[Intended First Trading Day [■]] 

[Last Trading Day [■]] 

[Last Trading Time [■]] 

[Final Fixing Date [■]] 

[Fixing Business Day [■]] 

[Redemption] [■]] 

[Redemption Date [■]] 

[Tenor [■]] 

[Delivery of Underlying(s) [■]] 

[Worst Performing Underlying [■]] 

[Initial Fixing Level [■]] 

[Fixing Level [■]] 

[Final Fixing Level [■]] 

[Barrier Observation Period [■]] 

 

[Conditional Coupon Observation Date [■]] 

 

[Conditional Coupon Observation Date / Coupon Trig-

ger Level / Conditional Coupon Payment Dates / Condi-

tional Coupon Amounts / Memory feature 

[■]] 

 

[Settlement Type [■]] 

[Stop Loss Level [■] [The Product will be redeemed prematurely if the Cal-

culation Agent determines during the lifetime of the Prod-

uct that the bid price of the Product is below the Stop Loss 

Level. In this case, the Calculation Agent shall dissolve the 

product in the interests of the investor. The actual selling 

price achieved for the Underlying is used to calculate the 

Redemption Amount. The Stop Loss Level is not a guaran-

teed Redemption. Especially in volatile markets, the Early 

Redemption price may deviate from the Stop Loss Level. 

Early Redemption takes place 5 working days after com-

pletion of the sale of the Underlying. The Investor is not 

obliged to make additional contributions.]] 

[Fees charged to holders of Products after the issuance 

of the relevant Products and during their respective 

terms] 

[■]] 

[Annual Fee] [■] 
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[Depository [SIX SIS AG] [■]] 

[Clearing / Settlement [SIX SIS AG/Euroclear/Clearstream][■]] 

  

Underlying(s) [per Initial Fixing Date] 

 

[■] 

 
Underlying  

ISIN 

Bloomberg Ticker 

Reference Exchange 

Initial Fixing Level 

Reference Currency 

Strike Level (in % of 

Initial Fixing Level) 

Barrier Level (in % 

of Initial Fixing 

Level) 

Delivery of Underly-

ing(s) 

[■] [■] [■] [■] [■] [■] 

[■] [■] [■] [■] [■] [■] 

[■] [■] [■] [■] [■] [■] 

[■] [■] [■] [■] [■] [■] 

 

For additional information relating to the Underlyings, please refer to "Annex for Additional Information relating to 

the Underlyings". 

 

Notices / Adjustments [The Terms and Conditions of this Product may be subject 

to Adjustments over the lifetime of this Product (e.g. due 

to Corporate Actions). Notices with respect to Adjust-

ments and all other notices to Investors shall be made on 

the website of the Issuer at [■] or any successor website. 

With the valor search function (Valorensuchfunktion) 

such Products can be located [If this Product is listed on 

an Exchange, the notices will be published in accordance 

with the rules issued by the relevant Exchange on the rele-

vant Exchange website..] [■] 

Form [Dematerialised uncertificated securities in accordance 

with article 973c of the Swiss Code of Obligations trans-

formed into intermediated securities in accordance with 

article 6 of the Swiss Federal Intermediated Securities 

Act.] [■] 

Applicable Law / Place of Jurisdiction Swiss law / Lucerne, Switzerland 

[Further details of the product 

description, if applicable 

 

[■]] 

Information about the Offer 

  

[Offering [Public offer in Switzerland under an exemption of article 36 FinSA; neither this Document nor 
the Base Prospectus shall constitute a prospectus pursuant to the Financial Services Act.] [Pub-
lic offer in Switzerland] [No public offer in Switzerland (Private Placement; neither this Docu-
ment nor the Base Prospectus shall constitute a prospectus pursuant to the Financial Services 
Act)] 
  

[Subscription Period From the Subscription Start Date (including) to the Subscription End Date (including). [The Is-

suer reserves the right to end the subscription period early [or to extend it]. The Issuer is not 

obliged to accept subscription applications. Partial allocations are possible (in particular in the 
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event of oversubscription). The Issuer is not obliged to issue subscribed Products.] [The Issuer 

reserves the right to cancel the offer.] [■]] 

[Subscription Start Date [■]] 

[Subscription End Date [■]] 

[Issue Size (up to) CHF [■] (with the option to increase)] 

[Issue Price  [■]] 

[IEV / TER / Distribution Fee Issuer Estimated Value (IEV): [■] 

Total Expense Ratio (TER): [■] 

Distribution Fees of up to [■] p.a. of the Nominal are included in the TER figure] 

[Quoting [■]] 

[Investor’s Withdrawl Right [If an obligation to prepare a supplement to the Base Prospectus pursuant to article 56 para 1 

FinSA is triggered during the subscription period, subscriptions may be withdrawn within two 

days of publication of the supplement.]] 

[Selling Restrictions [■]] 

[Prohibition of Offer to Pri-

vate Clients in Switzerland 

[■]] 

[Prohibition of Sales to 

EEA Retail Investors 

[■]] 

[■] [■]] 

[Prohibition of Sales to 

United Kingdom (UK) Re-

tail Investors 

[█]] 

 

Tax Treatment in Switzerland 

  

[Income Tax (Direkte Bun-

dessteuer) 

[The following income tax information is only applicable to private investors resident in Swit-

zerland holding the Product as private assets. 

This Product is a transparent financial product, without a predominant one-time interest pay-

ment ("ohne überwiegende Einmalverzinsung"; non-IUP). 

The interest component of the Coupon Amounts is subject to Swiss income tax on the respec-

tive Coupon Payment Dates. The option component (premium component) of the Coupon 

Amounts is considered as capital gain and is in general not subject to Swiss income tax. The 

income tax treatment for the state and municipal taxes may differ from the tax treatment for 

the Direct Federal Tax (Direkte Bundessteuer), but in principle it may be the same.] [■]] 
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[Withholding Tax 

(Schweizerische Verrech-

nungssteuer) 

[The interest component of the Coupon Amounts is subject to Swiss withholding tax on the 

respective Coupon Payment Dates.] [■]] 

[Securities Turnover Tax 

(Umsatzabgabe) 

[Secondary market transactions are subject to the Swiss securities turnover tax (TK 22). A 

possible Delivery of Underlying(s) is also subject to Swiss securities turnover tax.] [■]] 

[Bondfloor at issuance] [xx.xx%] 

[Automatic Exchange of In-

formation in Tax Matters 

[Switzerland has implemented the Automatic Exchange of Information in Tax Matters 

("AEOI") as of 1st January 2017 with the EU and various other countries and is negotiating 

the introduction of the AEOI with further countries. The website www.sif.admin.ch provides 

an overview of all partner states Switzerland has signed an agreement for the introduction of 

the AEOI.] [■]] 

[General Information [The information above is a summary of the main Swiss tax consequences in relation to deal-

ings in this Product and should not be construed to be tax advice. This summary does not 

purport to address all Swiss tax consequences that may be relevant for a decision to purchase, 

own and dispose of Products and in particular does not take into account the specific circum-

stances of any particular investor. The relevant tax laws or the regulation and the practice of 

the Swiss tax authorities (or their interpretation) are subject to change, possibly with retro-

active effect. This summary is based on the tax laws, regulations and practices of Switzerland, 

as in effect on the earlier of the start of the Subscription Period or the Initial Fixing Date. 

Transactions and payments of this Product may be subject to further (foreign) transaction 

taxes, duties and/or withholding taxes (such as, inter alia, withholding tax related to FATCA 

or 871(m) of the US Tax Code). Any payments due under the Product are net of any such taxes 

and/or duties. 

It should be noted that all taxes and duties incurred in connection with the investment in this 

Product are to be borne by the Investor.] [■]] 

[■] [■]] 

 

2. Prospects of Profits and Losses 
 

Market Expectation [■]. 

Maximum Return [■]. 

Maximum Loss [■]. 

3. Significant Risks for the Investors 
 

[Potential Investors should ensure that they have sufficient knowledge to evaluate and understand the risks and benefits of 

an investment in this Product and to consider the suitability of this Product as an investment in light of their own circum-

stances, investment objectives, tax position and financial condition by consulting their own professional financial, account-

ing, legal and tax advisors. Thereafter Potential Investors should consider the additional risk factors in the Base Prospectus.] 

[■]. 

Issuer Risk [Investors in this Product bear the issuer risk. Potential Investors should 

therefore be aware that they are exposed to the credit risk of the Issuer. 
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Hence, Investors bear the risk that the financial situation of the Issuer could 

deteriorate and the Issuer of the Product may become insolvent. In this case 

all forthcoming and thus not yet paid Coupons will also be affected by such 

insolvency and not be paid. 

The Product's value is therefore not only dependent on the performance of 

the Underlying(s) but also on the creditworthiness of the Issuer, which may 

change over the term of the Product. The Issuer Rating stated in this [indica-

tive][Final] Terms may be subject to change.] [■]. 

[Loss Potential [■]] 

[Capital Protection [■]] 

[Risks compared to a direct Investment 

in the Underlying(s) [■]] 

[Early Redemption [■]] 

[Early Termination and Cancellation [■]] 

[Secondary Market [Even though the Issuer intends to make a market in these Products on a 

regular basis under normal market conditions, the Issuer is under no obli-

gation with respect to Investors to provide any market in this Product at all. 

Potential Investors should note that there is no guarantee of a specific li-

quidity or a specific spread (difference between bid and ask prices) or any 

prices at all. Hence, Potential Investors should not rely on the possibility to 

buy or sell the Product in a specific point in time or to a specific price. By 

selling the Product in the secondary market Investors may receive less than 

the invested capital.] [■]. 

[In case of a secondary market transaction, there is a possibility that costs, 

including taxes, related to or in connection with this Product may arise for 

Investors that are not paid by the Issuer or imposed by the Issuer.] [■].] 

[Market Disruption [Under certain circumstances set forth in the General Terms and Conditions, 

if the Issuer and/or Calculation Agent determines that a specified Market Dis-

ruption Event has occurred, any consequential adjustments in line with Com-

bined Terms and Conditions may have an adverse effect on the value of this 

Product.] [■].] 

[Volatility [Potential Investors should take into account that market prices for this Prod-

uct may be volatile, depending upon the development of the price or value of 

the Underlying(s), interest rates, remaining term of the Product and other 

factors.] [■].] 
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[Further Risks [■].] 
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Important Additional Information 
 

[No Offer or Advice  [These Final Terms shall not be used or considered as an offer, personal recommendation or 

solicitation to conclude a transaction and should not be treated as giving investment advice.] 

[■]] 

[No Representation [Neither the Issuer nor any third party appointed by the Issuer, make a representation or warranty 

relating to any information in this document which is derived from independent sources.] [■]] 

[Issuer Estimated 

Value ("IEV") / Total 

Expense Ratio ("TER") 

/ Distribution Fees 

[IEV and TER are calculated by the Issuer or any third party appointed by the Issuer, as applicable, 

on the Initial Fixing Date, or on the Subscription Start Date and will not be updated during the term 

of the Product. 

TER corresponds to the difference between the Issue Price of the Product and the IEV and is com-

prised of the expected issuer margin and the Distribution Fee, if any. The Issuer margin covers 

amongst others the costs for the structuring, market making and settlement of the Product as well 

as the expected issuer revenues. The Issue Price (including IEV and TER) of the Product is calcu-

lated based on internal pricing models of the Issuer. 

The Issuer may sell this Product to financial intermediaries and other financial institutions at a 

discount to the Issue Price or reimburse a certain amount of the Issue Price to them ("Distribution 

Fees"). Distribution Fees, if any, are disclosed in section 1 of this document and reflect the maxi-

mum amount a financial intermediary or financial institution may receive from the Issuer; the 

actual amount may be lower. Detailed information is available on request.] [■]] 

[Prudential Supervi-

sion of the Issuer 

[As a bank within the meaning of the Swiss Federal Act on Banks and Saving Banks and a securities 

firm within the meaning of the Swiss Federal Act on Financial Institutions, Luzerner Kantonalbank 

AG is subject to the prudential supervision of FINMA, Laupenstrasse 27, CH-3003 Bern, finma.ch.] 

[■]] 

[Consent to use the 

Base Prospectus  

[General Consent as defined in the Base Prospectus is given by the Issuer.] [■]] 

[Legally binding Docu-

mentation 

[The legally binding versions of the Base Prospectus and the relevant Final Terms (together the 

"Product Documentation") are in German language. Translations in other languages are for infor-

mation purposes only and are not legally binding.] [■] 

[The Products may be publicly offered after the expiry date of the Base Prospectus on the basis of 

one or more succeeding base prospectuses (each a "Succeeding Base Prospectus"), to the extent 

the Succeeding Base Prospectus envisages a continuation of the public offer of the Products. In this 

context, these Final Terms are, in each case, to be read in conjunction with the most recent Suc-

ceeding Base Prospectus. The respective Succeeding Base Prospectus will be approved and pub-

lished prior to the expiry of the validity of the respective preceding base prospectus.]  

 

[Neither this Document nor the Base Prospectus shall constitute a prospectus pursuant to the Finan-

cial Services Act.] 

 

[During the entire term of any relevant Product, the Base Prospectus (and any relevant Succeeding 

Base Prospectus) and the applicable Final Terms can be obtained free of charge from the Issuer 

under Luzerner Kantonalbank AG Structured Products, Pilatusstrasse 12, 6003 Lucerne, Tel.: +41 

44 206 99 55, structuredproducts@lukb.ch, structuredproducts.lukb.ch. Calls to this number are 

recorded. By calling this number, we assume your consent to such recording is given.] [■]] 

http://finma.ch/
http://structuredproducts.lukb.ch/


 

  

[Confirmation [As of the date of this Document, there has been no material adverse change, nor any 
event involving a prospective material adverse change, in the assets and liabilities 
or financial position of the Issuer since the date of its most recently published finan-
cial statements of the Issuer.]] 

[Responsibility [The Issuer accepts responsibility for the information contained in the Final Terms. 
The Issuer states that the information contained in the Final Terms is, to the best of 
its knowledge, in accordance with facts, correct and does not omit material infor-
mation, as of the date of this Document.] [■]] 

[Further Important Additional 
Information 

[■]] 
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Annex for Additional Information relating to the Underlyings 
 

 [Insert in case of Products relating to shares: 

 

 

Name of Issuer Underlying I Headquarters [■] 

Form of Shares [■] 

Transferability and Limitations [■] 

Financial Statements [■] 

  

 

[Information on the past performance of the Underlying(s) can be obtained for each of the Underlying(s) on the web-

site(s): [■] (or any official successor thereto) as the case may be. Past performance is no indication for future perfor-

mance.] 

 

 

[Insert in case of Products relating to collective investment schemes: 

 

[Name collective investment 

scheme I] 

Fund Manager [■] 

Investment Universe [■] 

 Distribution to non-qualified investors [■] 

 

[Information on the past performance of the Underlying(s) can be obtained for each of the Underlying(s) on the web-

site(s): [■] (or any official successor thereto) as the case may be. Past performance is no indication for future perfor-

mance.] 

 

 

[Insert in case of Products relating to Indexes: 

 

Name Index I Description [■] 

 Address Index Sponsor [■] 

 Index Type  [■] 

 Securities universe, calculation  and 

amendments of the index 

[■] 

 

[Information on the past performance of the Underlying(s) can be obtained for each of the Underlying(s) on the web-

site(s): [■] (or any official successor thereto) as the case may be. Past performance is no indication for future perfor-

mance.] 

 

 

[Insert in case of Products relating to standardized options and futures and|or forwards: 

 
Underlying  Contract months Term/  

Maturity Date 

Roll-over  

mechanism 

Contract unit Price quotation 

[■] [■] [■] [■] [■] [■] 

[■] [■] [■] [■] [■] [■] 

[■] [■] [■] [■] [■] [■] 

[■] [■] [■] [■] [■] [■] 

 

[Insert in case of Products relating to Baskets of Underlyings: 
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[Name of  Basket]  
Underlying ISIN Bloomberg Ticker Reference 

Exchange 

Initial Weighting as a percentage 

of total Basket 

Prorated initial Weighting of total 

Basket 

[■] [■] [■] [■] 

[■] [■] [■] [■] 

[■] [■] [■] [■] 

[■] [■] [■] [■] 

 

[Insert in case of a predefined change in the composition of the relevant Basket: 

 

The table below sets out the permissible Title Universe relating to the Basket I [Name] of Underlyings described 

above:] 

 

Permissible Title Universe relating to Basket  
Underlying ISIN Bloomberg Ticker Reference Exchange [Maximum permissible percentage of total 

Basket] 

[■] [■] [■] 

[■] [■] [■] 

[■] [■] [■] 

[■] [■] [■] 

 

[Insert in case of Products relating to Actively Managed Certificates: 

 

[Name of AMC I] 

Name/Company name of AMC Manager, if 

not already included 

[■] 

Country/Place of Incorporation/Domicile 

of AMC Manager 

[■] 

Competent supervisory authority of AMC 

Manager 

[■] 

Compensation of AMC Manager relating to 

the Product 

[■] 

Place where information relating to the 

investment guidelines can be obtained 

free of charge  

[■] 

Place where the updated and percentage-

weighted composition of the underlying is 

available 

[■] 

Key data of the investment guidelines:  

[■] 
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Annex 2 – List of Covered Products 

ISIN ISIN ISIN ISIN 

CH0389070621 CH1104353128 CH1121304641 CH1121311919 

CH0389071058 CH1104353136 CH1121304666 CH1121311927 

CH0389071264 CH1104353144 CH1121304674 CH1121311935 

CH0389071611 CH1104353151 CH1121304682 CH1121311943 

CH0389071827 CH1104353169 CH1121304690 CH1121311950 

CH0389071959 CH1104353177 CH1121304708 CH1121311968 

CH0389072171 CH1104353185 CH1121304716 CH1121311976 

CH0389072239 CH1104353193 CH1121304724 CH1121311984 

CH0389072338 CH1104353201 CH1121304732 CH1121311992 

CH0389072569 CH1104353219 CH1121304740 CH1121312008 

CH0389072585 CH1104353227 CH1121304757 CH1121312016 

CH0389072593 CH1104353235 CH1121304765 CH1121312024 

CH0389072874 CH1104353243 CH1121304773 CH1121312032 

CH0389073187 CH1104353250 CH1121304781 CH1121312040 

CH0389073203 CH1104353268 CH1121304799 CH1121312057 

CH0389073229 CH1104353276 CH1121304807 CH1121312065 

CH0389077030 CH1104353284 CH1121304815 CH1121312073 

CH0389077675 CH1104353292 CH1121304823 CH1121312081 

CH0389077725 CH1104353300 CH1121304849 CH1121312099 

CH0389077972 CH1104353326 CH1121304856 CH1121312107 

CH0389078020 CH1104353334 CH1121304864 CH1121312115 

CH0389078079 CH1104353342 CH1121304872 CH1121312123 

CH0389078228 CH1104353359 CH1121304880 CH1121312131 

CH0389078269 CH1104353367 CH1121304898 CH1121312149 

CH0389078277 CH1104353375 CH1121304906 CH1121312156 

CH0389078426 CH1104353383 CH1121304914 CH1121312164 

CH0389078442 CH1104353391 CH1121304922 CH1121312172 

CH0389078582 CH1104353409 CH1121304930 CH1121312180 

CH0389078749 CH1104353417 CH1121304948 CH1121312198 

CH0389078913 CH1104353425 CH1121304955 CH1121312206 

CH0389079077 CH1104353433 CH1121304963 CH1121312214 

CH0389079176 CH1104353441 CH1121304971 CH1121312222 

CH0389079283 CH1104353458 CH1121304989 CH1121312230 

CH0389079382 CH1104353474 CH1121304997 CH1121312255 

CH0389079465 CH1104353482 CH1121305002 CH1121312263 

CH0389079507 CH1104353490 CH1121305010 CH1121312271 

CH0389079556 CH1104353508 CH1121305036 CH1121312289 

CH0389079663 CH1104353516 CH1121305044 CH1121312297 

CH0389079671 CH1104353524 CH1121305051 CH1121312305 

CH0389079689 CH1104353540 CH1121305069 CH1121312313 



 

 

 

 

CH0389079697 CH1104353557 CH1121305077 CH1121312321 

CH0389079770 CH1104353573 CH1121305085 CH1121312339 

CH0389079796 CH1104353581 CH1121305093 CH1121312347 

CH0389080018 CH1104353599 CH1121305101 CH1121312354 

CH0389080232 CH1104353615 CH1121305119 CH1121312362 

CH0389080240 CH1104353623 CH1121305127 CH1121312370 

CH0389080265 CH1104353631 CH1121305135 CH1121312388 

CH0483998107 CH1104353649 CH1121305143 CH1121312396 

CH0483998271 CH1104353656 CH1121305150 CH1121312404 

CH0483998305 CH1104353672 CH1121305168 CH1121312412 

CH0483998438 CH1104353680 CH1121305176 CH1121312420 

CH0483998446 CH1104353714 CH1121305184 CH1121312438 

CH0483998487 CH1104353722 CH1121305192 CH1121312446 

CH0483998511 CH1104353730 CH1121305200 CH1121312453 

CH0483998685 CH1104353748 CH1121305218 CH1121312461 

CH0483998727 CH1104353755 CH1121305226 CH1121312479 

CH0483998750 CH1104353763 CH1121305234 CH1121312487 

CH0483998768 CH1104353771 CH1121305242 CH1121312495 

CH0483998792 CH1104353789 CH1121305259 CH1121312503 

CH0483998826 CH1104353797 CH1121305267 CH1121312511 

CH0483998891 CH1104353805 CH1121305275 CH1121312529 

CH0483998917 CH1104353813 CH1121305283 CH1121312537 

CH0483999139 CH1104353821 CH1121305291 CH1121312545 

CH0483999162 CH1104353839 CH1121305309 CH1121312552 

CH0483999170 CH1104353847 CH1121305317 CH1121312560 

CH0483999253 CH1104353854 CH1121305325 CH1121312578 

CH0483999279 CH1104353862 CH1121305333 CH1121312586 

CH0483999287 CH1104353870 CH1121305341 CH1121312594 

CH0483999311 CH1104353888 CH1121305358 CH1121312602 

CH0483999527 CH1104353896 CH1121305366 CH1121312610 

CH0483999584 CH1104353904 CH1121305374 CH1121312628 

CH0483999659 CH1104353912 CH1121305382 CH1121312636 

CH0483999709 CH1104353961 CH1121305390 CH1121312644 

CH0484000804 CH1104353979 CH1121305408 CH1121312651 

CH0484000812 CH1104353987 CH1121305416 CH1121312669 

CH0484001786 CH1104354019 CH1121305424 CH1121312677 

CH0484002107 CH1104354035 CH1121305432 CH1121312693 

CH0484002503 CH1104354043 CH1121305440 CH1121312701 

CH0484002545 CH1104354050 CH1121305457 CH1121312719 

CH0484003055 CH1104354068 CH1121305465 CH1121312727 

CH0484003576 CH1104354076 CH1121305473 CH1121312735 

CH0484003790 CH1104354084 CH1121305481 CH1121312743 



 

 

 

 

CH0484004327 CH1104354092 CH1121305499 CH1121312750 

CH0484004335 CH1104354100 CH1121305507 CH1121312768 

CH0484004533 CH1104354118 CH1121305515 CH1121312776 

CH0484004574 CH1104354126 CH1121305523 CH1121312784 

CH0484004624 CH1104354134 CH1121305531 CH1121312792 

CH0484005019 CH1104354142 CH1121305549 CH1121312800 

CH0484005142 CH1104354159 CH1121305556 CH1121312818 

CH0484005498 CH1104354167 CH1121305572 CH1121312826 

CH0484005514 CH1104354175 CH1121305580 CH1121312834 

CH0484005563 CH1104354183 CH1121305598 CH1121312842 

CH0484005654 CH1104354209 CH1121305606 CH1121312859 

CH0484005878 CH1104354217 CH1121305614 CH1121312867 

CH0484005894 CH1104354225 CH1121305622 CH1121312875 

CH0484005928 CH1104354233 CH1121305630 CH1121312883 

CH0484006132 CH1104354241 CH1121305648 CH1121312891 

CH0484006173 CH1104354258 CH1121305655 CH1121312909 

CH0484006199 CH1104354266 CH1121305663 CH1121312917 

CH0484006207 CH1104354274 CH1121305671 CH1121312925 

CH0484006488 CH1104354282 CH1121305689 CH1121312933 

CH0484006553 CH1104354290 CH1121305697 CH1121312941 

CH0484006694 CH1104354308 CH1121305705 CH1121312958 

CH0484006702 CH1104354316 CH1121305721 CH1121312966 

CH0484006710 CH1104354324 CH1121305739 CH1121312974 

CH0484006942 CH1104354332 CH1121305747 CH1121312982 

CH0484006959 CH1104354340 CH1121305754 CH1121312990 

CH0484007064 CH1104354365 CH1121305762 CH1121313006 

CH0484007098 CH1104354373 CH1121305770 CH1121313014 

CH0484007130 CH1104354381 CH1121305788 CH1121313022 

CH0484007189 CH1104354399 CH1121305796 CH1121313030 

CH0484007205 CH1104354407 CH1121305804 CH1121313048 

CH0484007213 CH1104354415 CH1121305812 CH1121313055 

CH0484007221 CH1104354431 CH1121305820 CH1121313063 

CH0484007353 CH1104354449 CH1121305838 CH1121313071 

CH0484007429 CH1104354456 CH1121305846 CH1121313089 

CH0484007437 CH1104354464 CH1121305853 CH1121313097 

CH0484007445 CH1104354472 CH1121305861 CH1121313105 

CH0484007593 CH1104354480 CH1121305879 CH1121313113 

CH0484007601 CH1104354498 CH1121305887 CH1121313121 

CH0484007619 CH1104354506 CH1121305895 CH1121313139 

CH0522928610 CH1104354514 CH1121305903 CH1121313147 

CH0522928701 CH1104354522 CH1121305911 CH1121313154 

CH0522928750 CH1104354530 CH1121305929 CH1121313162 



 

 

 

 

CH0522928792 CH1104354548 CH1121305937 CH1121313170 

CH0522928818 CH1104354555 CH1121305945 CH1121313188 

CH0522928941 CH1104354563 CH1121305952 CH1121313196 

CH0522929022 CH1104354571 CH1121305960 CH1121313204 

CH0522929030 CH1104354589 CH1121305978 CH1121313212 

CH0522929048 CH1104354597 CH1121305986 CH1121313220 

CH0522929063 CH1104354605 CH1121305994 CH1121313238 

CH0522929089 CH1104354613 CH1121306000 CH1121313246 

CH0522929097 CH1104354621 CH1121306018 CH1121313253 

CH0522929139 CH1104354639 CH1121306026 CH1121313261 

CH0522929204 CH1104354647 CH1121306034 CH1121313279 

CH0522929220 CH1104354654 CH1121306042 CH1121313287 

CH0522929329 CH1104354662 CH1121306059 CH1121313295 

CH0522929378 CH1104354670 CH1121306067 CH1121313303 

CH0522929386 CH1104354696 CH1121306075 CH1121313311 

CH0522929436 CH1104354704 CH1121306083 CH1121313329 

CH0522929451 CH1104354712 CH1121306091 CH1121313337 

CH0522929485 CH1104354720 CH1121306109 CH1121313345 

CH0522929493 CH1104354738 CH1121306117 CH1121313352 

CH0522929501 CH1104354746 CH1121306125 CH1121313360 

CH0522929543 CH1104354753 CH1121306133 CH1121313378 

CH0522929550 CH1104354761 CH1121306141 CH1121313386 

CH0522929568 CH1104354787 CH1121306158 CH1121313394 

CH0522929659 CH1104354795 CH1121306166 CH1121313402 

CH0522929667 CH1104354803 CH1121306174 CH1121313410 

CH0522929683 CH1104354811 CH1121306182 CH1121313428 

CH0522929709 CH1104354829 CH1121306190 CH1121313436 

CH0522929725 CH1104354837 CH1121306208 CH1121313444 

CH0522929733 CH1104354845 CH1121306216 CH1121313451 

CH0522929758 CH1104354852 CH1121306224 CH1121313469 

CH0522929766 CH1104354860 CH1121306232 CH1121313477 

CH0522929774 CH1104354878 CH1121306240 CH1121313485 

CH0522929782 CH1104354886 CH1121306257 CH1121313493 

CH0522929790 CH1104354894 CH1121306265 CH1121313501 

CH0522929808 CH1104354902 CH1121306273 CH1121313519 

CH0522929816 CH1104354910 CH1121306281 CH1121313527 

CH0522929832 CH1104354928 CH1121306299 CH1121313535 

CH0522929865 CH1104354936 CH1121306307 CH1121313543 

CH0522929873 CH1104354944 CH1121306315 CH1121313550 

CH0522929899 CH1104354951 CH1121306323 CH1121313568 

CH0522929907 CH1104354969 CH1121306331 CH1121313576 

CH0522929915 CH1104354977 CH1121306349 CH1121313584 



 

 

 

 

CH0522929923 CH1104354985 CH1121306356 CH1121313592 

CH0522929931 CH1104354993 CH1121306364 CH1121313600 

CH0522929949 CH1104355008 CH1121306372 CH1121313618 

CH0522929956 CH1104355016 CH1121306380 CH1121313626 

CH0522929964 CH1104355024 CH1121306398 CH1121313634 

CH0522929980 CH1104355032 CH1121306406 CH1121313659 

CH0522929998 CH1104355040 CH1121306414 CH1121313667 

CH0522930020 CH1104355057 CH1121306422 CH1121313675 

CH0522930038 CH1104355065 CH1121306430 CH1121313683 

CH0522930046 CH1104355073 CH1121306448 CH1121313691 

CH0522930111 CH1104355081 CH1121306455 CH1121313709 

CH0522930129 CH1104355099 CH1121306463 CH1121313717 

CH0522930137 CH1104355107 CH1121306471 CH1121313725 

CH0522930145 CH1104355115 CH1121306489 CH1121313733 

CH0522930152 CH1104355123 CH1121306497 CH1121313741 

CH0522930160 CH1104355131 CH1121306505 CH1121313758 

CH0522930178 CH1104355156 CH1121306513 CH1121313766 

CH0522930194 CH1104355164 CH1121306521 CH1121313774 

CH0522930202 CH1104355172 CH1121306539 CH1121313782 

CH0522930228 CH1104355198 CH1121306547 CH1121313790 

CH0522930251 CH1104355206 CH1121306554 CH1121313808 

CH0522930269 CH1104355255 CH1121306562 CH1121313816 

CH0522930277 CH1104355313 CH1121306570 CH1121313824 

CH0522930301 CH1104355404 CH1121306588 CH1121313832 

CH0522930327 CH1104355412 CH1121306596 CH1121313840 

CH0522930335 CH1104355420 CH1121306604 CH1121313857 

CH0522930376 CH1104355438 CH1121306612 CH1121313865 

CH0522930384 CH1104355446 CH1121306620 CH1121313873 

CH0522930392 CH1104355453 CH1121306638 CH1121313881 

CH0522930400 CH1104355461 CH1121306646 CH1121313899 

CH0522930426 CH1104355479 CH1121306653 CH1121313907 

CH0522930442 CH1104355487 CH1121306661 CH1121313915 

CH0522930459 CH1104355495 CH1121306679 CH1121313923 

CH0522930475 CH1104355503 CH1121306687 CH1121313931 

CH0522930483 CH1104355511 CH1121306695 CH1121313949 

CH0522930491 CH1104355529 CH1121306703 CH1121313956 

CH0522930517 CH1104355537 CH1121306711 CH1121313964 

CH0522930533 CH1104355552 CH1121306729 CH1121313972 

CH0522930541 CH1104355560 CH1121306737 CH1121313980 

CH0522930558 CH1104355578 CH1121306745 CH1121313998 

CH0522930566 CH1104355586 CH1121306752 CH1121314004 

CH0522930574 CH1104355594 CH1121306760 CH1121314012 



 

 

 

 

CH0522930582 CH1104355602 CH1121306794 CH1121314020 

CH0522930624 CH1104355610 CH1121306810 CH1121314046 

CH0522930632 CH1104355628 CH1121306828 CH1121314053 

CH0522930665 CH1104355636 CH1121306836 CH1121314061 

CH0522930673 CH1104355644 CH1121306844 CH1121314079 

CH0522930681 CH1104355651 CH1121306851 CH1121314087 

CH0522930699 CH1104355669 CH1121306869 CH1121314095 

CH0522930707 CH1104355685 CH1121306877 CH1121314103 

CH0522930715 CH1104355693 CH1121306885 CH1121314111 

CH0522930723 CH1104355701 CH1121306893 CH1121314129 

CH0522930756 CH1104355719 CH1121306901 CH1121314137 

CH0522930764 CH1104355727 CH1121306919 CH1121314145 

CH0522930772 CH1104355735 CH1121306927 CH1121314152 

CH0522930798 CH1104355743 CH1121306935 CH1121314160 

CH0522930806 CH1104355750 CH1121306943 CH1121314178 

CH0522930814 CH1104355768 CH1121306950 CH1121314186 

CH0522930822 CH1104355776 CH1121306968 CH1121314194 

CH0522930830 CH1104355784 CH1121306976 CH1121314202 

CH0522930848 CH1104355792 CH1121306984 CH1121314210 

CH0522930863 CH1104355800 CH1121306992 CH1121314228 

CH0522930871 CH1104355818 CH1121307008 CH1121314236 

CH0522930905 CH1104355826 CH1121307016 CH1121314251 

CH0522930913 CH1104355842 CH1121307024 CH1121314269 

CH0522930921 CH1104355859 CH1121307032 CH1121314277 

CH0522930939 CH1104355867 CH1121307040 CH1121314285 

CH0522930947 CH1104355875 CH1121307057 CH1121314293 

CH0522930954 CH1104355883 CH1121307065 CH1121314301 

CH0522930970 CH1104355891 CH1121307073 CH1121314319 

CH0522930988 CH1104355909 CH1121307081 CH1121314327 

CH0522930996 CH1104355917 CH1121307099 CH1121314335 

CH0522931069 CH1104355925 CH1121307107 CH1121314343 

CH0522931085 CH1104355941 CH1121307115 CH1121314350 

CH0522931093 CH1104355958 CH1121307123 CH1121314368 

CH0522931101 CH1104355966 CH1121307131 CH1121314376 

CH0522931127 CH1104355982 CH1121307149 CH1121314392 

CH0522931135 CH1104355990 CH1121307156 CH1121314418 

CH0522931150 CH1104356006 CH1121307164 CH1121314426 

CH0522931176 CH1104356014 CH1121307172 CH1121314434 

CH0522931184 CH1104356022 CH1121307180 CH1121314442 

CH0522931218 CH1104356030 CH1121307198 CH1121314459 

CH0522931226 CH1104356048 CH1121307206 CH1121314467 

CH0522931234 CH1104356089 CH1121307214 CH1121314475 



 

 

 

 

CH0522931242 CH1104356097 CH1121307222 CH1121314483 

CH0522931259 CH1104356105 CH1121307230 CH1121314491 

CH0522931283 CH1104356113 CH1121307248 CH1121314509 

CH0522931291 CH1104356121 CH1121307255 CH1121314517 

CH0522931309 CH1104356139 CH1121307263 CH1121314525 

CH0522931341 CH1104356147 CH1121307271 CH1121314533 

CH0522931358 CH1104356154 CH1121307289 CH1121314541 

CH0522931366 CH1104356162 CH1121307297 CH1121314558 

CH0522931374 CH1104356170 CH1121307305 CH1121314566 

CH0522931382 CH1104356188 CH1121307313 CH1121314574 

CH0522931416 CH1104356196 CH1121307321 CH1121314590 

CH0522931424 CH1104356204 CH1121307339 CH1121314608 

CH0522931432 CH1104356212 CH1121307347 CH1121314616 

CH0522931440 CH1104356220 CH1121307354 CH1121314624 

CH0522931457 CH1104356261 CH1121307362 CH1121314632 

CH0522931465 CH1104356279 CH1121307370 CH1121314640 

CH0522931499 CH1104356287 CH1121307388 CH1121314657 

CH0522931531 CH1104356295 CH1121307396 CH1121314665 

CH0522931549 CH1104356303 CH1121307404 CH1121314673 

CH0522931556 CH1104356311 CH1121307412 CH1121314681 

CH0522931564 CH1104356329 CH1121307420 CH1121314699 

CH0522931572 CH1104356337 CH1121307438 CH1121314707 

CH0522931598 CH1104356345 CH1121307446 CH1121314715 

CH0522931606 CH1104356352 CH1121307453 CH1121314723 

CH0522931614 CH1104356360 CH1121307461 CH1121314731 

CH0522931671 CH1104356378 CH1121307503 CH1121314749 

CH0522931689 CH1104356394 CH1121307511 CH1121314756 

CH0522931697 CH1104356402 CH1121307529 CH1121314764 

CH0522931739 CH1104356410 CH1121307537 CH1121314772 

CH0522931770 CH1104356428 CH1121307545 CH1121314780 

CH0522931788 CH1104356436 CH1121307552 CH1121314798 

CH0522931796 CH1104356444 CH1121307560 CH1121314806 

CH0522931804 CH1104356451 CH1121307578 CH1121314814 

CH0522931846 CH1104356469 CH1121307586 CH1121314822 

CH0522931853 CH1104356485 CH1121307594 CH1121314830 

CH0522931887 CH1104356493 CH1121307602 CH1121314848 

CH0522931952 CH1104356501 CH1121307610 CH1121314855 

CH0522931960 CH1104356519 CH1121307628 CH1121314863 

CH0522931978 CH1104356527 CH1121307636 CH1121314871 

CH0522931986 CH1104356543 CH1121307644 CH1121314889 

CH0522932000 CH1104356568 CH1121307651 CH1121314897 

CH0522932026 CH1104356576 CH1121307669 CH1121314905 



 

 

 

 

CH0522932034 CH1104356584 CH1121307677 CH1121314913 

CH0522932042 CH1104356592 CH1121307685 CH1121314921 

CH0522932059 CH1104356600 CH1121307693 CH1121314939 

CH0522932067 CH1104356626 CH1121307701 CH1121314947 

CH0522932083 CH1104356642 CH1121307719 CH1121314954 

CH0522932109 CH1104356659 CH1121307727 CH1121314962 

CH0522932133 CH1104356667 CH1121307735 CH1121314970 

CH0522932141 CH1104356675 CH1121307743 CH1121314988 

CH0522932158 CH1104356683 CH1121307750 CH1121314996 

CH0522932166 CH1104356691 CH1121307768 CH1121315001 

CH0522932174 CH1104356709 CH1121307776 CH1121315019 

CH0522932182 CH1104356717 CH1121307784 CH1121315027 

CH0522932190 CH1104356725 CH1121307792 CH1121315035 

CH0522932240 CH1104356733 CH1121307800 CH1121315043 

CH0522932257 CH1104356741 CH1121307818 CH1121315050 

CH0522932265 CH1104356758 CH1121307826 CH1121315068 

CH0522932273 CH1104356766 CH1121307834 CH1121315076 

CH0522932281 CH1104356774 CH1121307842 CH1121315084 

CH0522932299 CH1104356782 CH1121307859 CH1121315092 

CH0522932307 CH1104356790 CH1121307867 CH1121315100 

CH0522932315 CH1104356816 CH1121307875 CH1121315118 

CH0522932372 CH1104356824 CH1121307883 CH1121315126 

CH0522932380 CH1104356832 CH1121307891 CH1121315134 

CH0522932398 CH1104356840 CH1121307909 CH1121315142 

CH0522932406 CH1104356857 CH1121307917 CH1121315159 

CH0522932414 CH1104356865 CH1121307925 CH1121315167 

CH0522932422 CH1104356873 CH1121307933 CH1121315175 

CH0522932430 CH1104356881 CH1121307941 CH1121315183 

CH0522932471 CH1104356899 CH1121307958 CH1121315191 

CH0522932489 CH1104356907 CH1121307966 CH1121315209 

CH0522932497 CH1104356915 CH1121307974 CH1121315217 

CH0522932505 CH1104356923 CH1121307982 CH1121315225 

CH0522932521 CH1104356931 CH1121307990 CH1121315241 

CH0522932539 CH1104356949 CH1121308006 CH1121315258 

CH0522932547 CH1104356956 CH1121308014 CH1121315266 

CH0522932554 CH1104356964 CH1121308022 CH1121315274 

CH0522932562 CH1104356972 CH1121308030 CH1121315282 

CH0522932570 CH1104356998 CH1121308048 CH1121315290 

CH0522932588 CH1104357004 CH1121308055 CH1121315308 

CH0522932596 CH1104357012 CH1121308063 CH1121315324 

CH0522932604 CH1104357020 CH1121308071 CH1121315332 

CH0522932620 CH1104357038 CH1121308089 CH1121315340 



 

 

 

 

CH0522932638 CH1104357046 CH1121308097 CH1121315357 

CH0522932646 CH1104357053 CH1121308105 CH1121315365 

CH0522932653 CH1104357061 CH1121308113 CH1121315373 

CH0522932661 CH1104357079 CH1121308121 CH1121315381 

CH0522932679 CH1104357087 CH1121308139 CH1121315399 

CH0522932687 CH1104357095 CH1121308147 CH1121315407 

CH0522932703 CH1104357111 CH1121308154 CH1121315415 

CH0522932711 CH1104357129 CH1121308162 CH1121315423 

CH0522932729 CH1104357137 CH1121308170 CH1121315431 

CH0522932737 CH1104357145 CH1121308188 CH1121315449 

CH0522932745 CH1104357152 CH1121308204 CH1121315456 

CH0522932752 CH1104357160 CH1121308212 CH1121315464 

CH0522932760 CH1104357178 CH1121308220 CH1121315472 

CH0522932778 CH1104357186 CH1121308238 CH1121315480 

CH0522932786 CH1104357194 CH1121308246 CH1121315498 

CH0522932828 CH1104357202 CH1121308253 CH1121315506 

CH0522932836 CH1104357210 CH1121308261 CH1121315514 

CH0522932844 CH1104357236 CH1121308279 CH1121315522 

CH0522932851 CH1104357244 CH1121308287 CH1121315530 

CH0522932869 CH1104357251 CH1121308295 CH1121315548 

CH0522932877 CH1104357269 CH1121308303 CH1121315555 

CH0522932885 CH1104357277 CH1121308311 CH1121315563 

CH0522932893 CH1104357285 CH1121308329 CH1121315571 

CH0522932919 CH1104357293 CH1121308337 CH1121315589 

CH0522932927 CH1104357301 CH1121308345 CH1121315597 

CH0522932943 CH1104357319 CH1121308352 CH1121315605 

CH0522932968 CH1104357327 CH1121308360 CH1121315613 

CH0522933008 CH1104357335 CH1121308378 CH1121315621 

CH0522933024 CH1104357343 CH1121308394 CH1121315639 

CH0522933032 CH1104357350 CH1121308402 CH1121315647 

CH0522933057 CH1104357368 CH1121308410 CH1121315654 

CH0522933065 CH1104357376 CH1121308428 CH1121315662 

CH0522933099 CH1104357392 CH1121308436 CH1121315670 

CH0522933107 CH1104357426 CH1121308444 CH1121315688 

CH0522933115 CH1104357434 CH1121308451 CH1121315696 

CH0522933123 CH1104357442 CH1121308469 CH1121315704 

CH0522933149 CH1104357459 CH1121308477 CH1121315712 

CH0522933156 CH1104357467 CH1121308485 CH1121315720 

CH0522933180 CH1104357475 CH1121308493 CH1121315738 

CH0522933198 CH1104357483 CH1121308501 CH1121315746 

CH0522933206 CH1104357491 CH1121308519 CH1121315753 

CH0522933222 CH1104357509 CH1121308527 CH1121315761 



 

 

 

 

CH0522933230 CH1104357517 CH1121308535 CH1121315779 

CH0522933248 CH1104357525 CH1121308543 CH1121315787 

CH0522933255 CH1104357533 CH1121308550 CH1121315795 

CH0522933263 CH1104357541 CH1121308568 CH1121315803 

CH0522933297 CH1104357574 CH1121308576 CH1121315811 

CH0522933305 CH1104357582 CH1121308584 CH1121315829 

CH0522933321 CH1104357590 CH1121308592 CH1121315837 

CH0522933347 CH1104357616 CH1121308600 CH1121315845 

CH0522933354 CH1104357632 CH1121308618 CH1121315852 

CH0522933362 CH1104357657 CH1121308626 CH1121315878 

CH0522933370 CH1104357665 CH1121308634 CH1121315886 

CH0522933388 CH1104357673 CH1121308642 CH1121315894 

CH0522933396 CH1104357681 CH1121308659 CH1121315902 

CH0522933404 CH1104357699 CH1121308667 CH1121315910 

CH0522933412 CH1104357707 CH1121308675 CH1121315928 

CH0522933420 CH1104357715 CH1121308683 CH1121315936 

CH0522933495 CH1104357723 CH1121308691 CH1121315944 

CH0522933503 CH1104357731 CH1121308709 CH1121315951 

CH0522933511 CH1104357749 CH1121308717 CH1121315969 

CH0522933529 CH1104357756 CH1121308725 CH1121315977 

CH0522933537 CH1104357764 CH1121308733 CH1121315985 

CH0522933552 CH1104357772 CH1121308741 CH1121315993 

CH0522933560 CH1104357780 CH1121308758 CH1121316009 

CH0522933586 CH1104357798 CH1121308766 CH1121316017 

CH0522933602 CH1104357806 CH1121308774 CH1121316025 

CH0522933610 CH1104357814 CH1121308782 CH1121316033 

CH0522933628 CH1104357822 CH1121308790 CH1121316041 

CH0522933636 CH1104357830 CH1121308808 CH1121316058 

CH0522933644 CH1104357848 CH1121308816 CH1121316066 

CH0522933685 CH1104357855 CH1121308824 CH1121316074 

CH0522933693 CH1104357863 CH1121308840 CH1121316082 

CH0522933727 CH1104357871 CH1121308857 CH1121316090 

CH0522933743 CH1104357889 CH1121308865 CH1121316108 

CH0522933750 CH1104357897 CH1121308873 CH1121316116 

CH0522933800 CH1104357905 CH1121308881 CH1121316124 

CH0522933818 CH1104357913 CH1121308899 CH1121316132 

CH0522933826 CH1104357921 CH1121308907 CH1121316140 

CH0522933834 CH1104357939 CH1121308915 CH1121316157 

CH0522933859 CH1104357947 CH1121308923 CH1121316165 

CH0522933875 CH1104357954 CH1121308931 CH1121316173 

CH0522933909 CH1104357962 CH1121308949 CH1121316181 

CH0522933917 CH1104357970 CH1121308964 CH1121316199 



 

 

 

 

CH0522933925 CH1104357988 CH1121308972 CH1121316207 

CH0522933933 CH1104357996 CH1121308980 CH1121316215 

CH0522933941 CH1104358002 CH1121308998 CH1121316223 

CH0522933958 CH1104358010 CH1121309004 CH1121316231 

CH0522933966 CH1104358028 CH1121309012 CH1121316249 

CH0522933974 CH1104358036 CH1121309020 CH1121316256 

CH0522933982 CH1104358051 CH1121309038 CH1121316264 

CH0522934022 CH1104358069 CH1121309046 CH1121316272 

CH0522934030 CH1104358077 CH1121309061 CH1121316280 

CH0522934048 CH1104358085 CH1121309079 CH1121316298 

CH0522934055 CH1104358093 CH1121309087 CH1121316306 

CH0522934063 CH1104358101 CH1121309095 CH1121316314 

CH0522934071 CH1104358119 CH1121309103 CH1121316322 

CH0522934089 CH1104358127 CH1121309111 CH1121316330 

CH0522934097 CH1104358135 CH1121309129 CH1121316348 

CH0522934105 CH1104358143 CH1121309137 CH1121316355 

CH0522934113 CH1104358150 CH1121309145 CH1121316363 

CH0522934121 CH1104358168 CH1121309152 CH1121316371 

CH0522934139 CH1104358176 CH1121309160 CH1121316389 

CH0522934154 CH1104358184 CH1121309178 CH1121316397 

CH0522934170 CH1104358192 CH1121309186 CH1121316405 

CH0522934188 CH1104358200 CH1121309194 CH1121316413 

CH0522934204 CH1104358218 CH1121309202 CH1121316421 

CH0522934212 CH1104358226 CH1121309210 CH1121316439 

CH0522934220 CH1104358234 CH1121309228 CH1121316447 

CH0522934253 CH1104358242 CH1121309236 CH1121316454 

CH0522934261 CH1104358259 CH1121309244 CH1121316462 

CH0522934279 CH1104358267 CH1121309251 CH1121316470 

CH0522934287 CH1104358275 CH1121309269 CH1121316488 

CH0522934295 CH1104358283 CH1121309277 CH1121316496 

CH0522934303 CH1104358291 CH1121309285 CH1121316504 

CH0522934311 CH1104358309 CH1121309293 CH1121316512 

CH0522934329 CH1104358317 CH1121309301 CH1121316520 

CH0522934337 CH1104358325 CH1121309319 CH1121316538 

CH0522934345 CH1104358333 CH1121309327 CH1121316546 

CH0522934352 CH1104358341 CH1121309335 CH1121316553 

CH0522934394 CH1104358358 CH1121309343 CH1121316561 

CH0522934402 CH1104358366 CH1121309350 CH1121316579 

CH0522934410 CH1104358374 CH1121309368 CH1121316587 

CH0522934469 CH1104358382 CH1121309376 CH1121316595 

CH0522934477 CH1104358390 CH1121309384 CH1121316603 

CH0522934485 CH1104358408 CH1121309392 CH1121316611 



 

 

 

 

CH0522934493 CH1104358416 CH1121309400 CH1121316629 

CH0522934501 CH1104358424 CH1121309418 CH1121316637 

CH0522934519 CH1104358432 CH1121309426 CH1121316645 

CH0522934527 CH1104358440 CH1121309434 CH1121316652 

CH0522934535 CH1104358457 CH1121309442 CH1121316660 

CH0522934543 CH1104358465 CH1121309459 CH1121316678 

CH0522934550 CH1104358473 CH1121309467 CH1121316686 

CH0522934568 CH1104358481 CH1121309475 CH1121316694 

CH0522934576 CH1104358499 CH1121309491 CH1121316702 

CH0522934592 CH1104358507 CH1121309509 CH1121316710 

CH0522934626 CH1104358515 CH1121309517 CH1121316728 

CH0522934634 CH1104358523 CH1121309525 CH1121316736 

CH0522934659 CH1104358531 CH1121309533 CH1121316744 

CH0522934667 CH1104358549 CH1121309541 CH1121316751 

CH0522934709 CH1104358556 CH1121309558 CH1121316769 

CH0522934717 CH1104358564 CH1121309566 CH1121316777 

CH0522934725 CH1104358572 CH1121309574 CH1121316785 

CH0522934741 CH1104358580 CH1121309582 CH1121316793 

CH0522934758 CH1104358598 CH1121309590 CH1121316801 

CH0522934774 CH1104358614 CH1121309608 CH1121316819 

CH0522934782 CH1104358622 CH1121309616 CH1121316827 

CH0522934790 CH1104358630 CH1121309624 CH1121316835 

CH0522934808 CH1104358648 CH1121309632 CH1121316843 

CH0522934816 CH1104358655 CH1121309640 CH1121316850 

CH0522934824 CH1104358663 CH1121309657 CH1121316868 

CH0522934832 CH1104358671 CH1121309665 CH1121316876 

CH0522934840 CH1104358689 CH1121309673 CH1121316884 

CH0522934857 CH1104358697 CH1121309681 CH1121316892 

CH0522934865 CH1104358705 CH1121309699 CH1121316900 

CH0522934873 CH1104358713 CH1121309707 CH1121316918 

CH0522934881 CH1104358721 CH1121309715 CH1121316926 

CH0522934907 CH1104358739 CH1121309723 CH1121316934 

CH0522934915 CH1104358747 CH1121309731 CH1121316942 

CH0522934923 CH1104358754 CH1121309749 CH1121316959 

CH0522934931 CH1104358762 CH1121309756 CH1121316967 

CH0522934949 CH1104358770 CH1121309764 CH1121316975 

CH0522934956 CH1104358788 CH1121309772 CH1121316983 

CH0522934964 CH1104358796 CH1121309780 CH1121316991 

CH0522934972 CH1104358804 CH1121309798 CH1121317007 

CH0522934980 CH1104358812 CH1121309806 CH1121317015 

CH0522934998 CH1104358820 CH1121309814 CH1121317023 

CH0522935003 CH1104358838 CH1121309822 CH1121317031 



 

 

 

 

CH0522935011 CH1104358846 CH1121309830 CH1121317049 

CH0522935029 CH1104358853 CH1121309848 CH1121317056 

CH0522935045 CH1104358861 CH1121309855 CH1121317064 

CH0522935052 CH1104358879 CH1121309863 CH1121317072 

CH0522935060 CH1104358887 CH1121309889 CH1121317080 

CH0522935078 CH1104358895 CH1121309897 CH1121317098 

CH0522935086 CH1104358903 CH1121309905 CH1121317106 

CH0522935094 CH1104358911 CH1121309913 CH1121317114 

CH0522935102 CH1104358929 CH1121309921 CH1121317122 

CH0522935110 CH1104358937 CH1121309939 CH1121317130 

CH0522935128 CH1104358945 CH1121309947 CH1121317148 

CH0522935136 CH1104358952 CH1121309954 CH1121317155 

CH0522935144 CH1104358960 CH1121309962 CH1121317163 

CH0522935151 CH1104358994 CH1121309970 CH1121317171 

CH0522935169 CH1104359000 CH1121309988 CH1121317189 

CH0522935177 CH1104359018 CH1121309996 CH1121317197 

CH0522935185 CH1104359026 CH1121310002 CH1121317205 

CH0522935193 CH1104359034 CH1121310010 CH1121317213 

CH0522935201 CH1104359042 CH1121310028 CH1121317221 

CH0522935219 CH1104359059 CH1121310036 CH1121317239 

CH0522935615 CH1104359075 CH1121310044 CH1121317247 

CH0522936084 CH1104359083 CH1121310051 CH1121317254 

CH0522936175 CH1104359091 CH1121310069 CH1121317262 

CH0522936308 CH1104359109 CH1121310077 CH1121317288 

CH0522936621 CH1104359117 CH1121310085 CH1121317296 

CH0522936787 CH1104359125 CH1121310093 CH1121317304 

CH0522937199 CH1104359133 CH1121310101 CH1121317312 

CH0522937223 CH1104359141 CH1121310119 CH1121317320 

CH0522937272 CH1104359158 CH1121310127 CH1121317338 

CH0522937280 CH1104359174 CH1121310143 CH1121317346 

CH0522937298 CH1104359182 CH1121310150 CH1121317353 

CH0522937322 CH1104359208 CH1121310168 CH1121317361 

CH0522937355 CH1104359216 CH1121310176 CH1121317379 

CH0522937512 CH1104359232 CH1121310184 CH1121317387 

CH0522937546 CH1104359240 CH1121310192 CH1121317395 

CH0522937595 CH1104359265 CH1121310200 CH1121317403 

CH0522937603 CH1104359273 CH1121310218 CH1121317411 

CH0522937611 CH1104359281 CH1121310226 CH1121317429 

CH0522937629 CH1104359299 CH1121310234 CH1121317437 

CH0522937637 CH1104359307 CH1121310242 CH1121317445 

CH0522937652 CH1104359315 CH1121310259 CH1121317452 

CH0522937660 CH1104359323 CH1121310267 CH1121317460 



 

 

 

 

CH0522937678 CH1104359331 CH1121310275 CH1121317486 

CH0522937686 CH1104359349 CH1121310283 CH1121317494 

CH1104350934 CH1104359356 CH1121310291 CH1121317502 

CH1104350942 CH1104359364 CH1121310309 CH1121317510 

CH1104350959 CH1104359372 CH1121310317 CH1121317528 

CH1104350967 CH1104359380 CH1121310325 CH1121317536 

CH1104350975 CH1104359398 CH1121310333 CH1121317544 

CH1104350983 CH1104359406 CH1121310341 CH1121317551 

CH1104350991 CH1104359414 CH1121310358 CH1121317569 

CH1104351007 CH1104359430 CH1121310366 CH1121317577 

CH1104351015 CH1104359448 CH1121310374 CH1121317585 

CH1104351031 CH1104359455 CH1121310382 CH1121317593 

CH1104351064 CH1104359463 CH1121310390 CH1121317601 

CH1104351072 CH1104359471 CH1121310408 CH1121317619 

CH1104351080 CH1104359489 CH1121310416 CH1121317627 

CH1104351098 CH1104359497 CH1121310424 CH1121317643 

CH1104351106 CH1104359505 CH1121310432 CH1121317668 

CH1104351114 CH1104359521 CH1121310440 CH1121317676 

CH1104351122 CH1104359539 CH1121310457 CH1121317684 

CH1104351130 CH1104359547 CH1121310465 CH1121317692 

CH1104351148 CH1104359554 CH1121310473 CH1121317700 

CH1104351155 CH1104359562 CH1121310481 CH1121317718 

CH1104351163 CH1104359570 CH1121310499 CH1121317726 

CH1104351197 CH1104359596 CH1121310507 CH1121317734 

CH1104351205 CH1104359604 CH1121310515 CH1121317742 

CH1104351221 CH1104359612 CH1121310523 CH1121317759 

CH1104351239 CH1104359620 CH1121310531 CH1121317767 

CH1104351247 CH1104359638 CH1121310549 CH1121317775 

CH1104351254 CH1104359646 CH1121310556 CH1121317783 

CH1104351262 CH1104359653 CH1121310564 CH1121317791 

CH1104351288 CH1104359661 CH1121310572 CH1121317809 

CH1104351296 CH1104359679 CH1121310580 CH1121317817 

CH1104351304 CH1104359687 CH1121310598 CH1121317825 

CH1104351338 CH1104359695 CH1121310606 CH1121317833 

CH1104351346 CH1104359703 CH1121310614 CH1121317841 

CH1104351353 CH1104359711 CH1121310622 CH1121317858 

CH1104351361 CH1104359729 CH1121310630 CH1121317866 

CH1104351379 CH1104359737 CH1121310648 CH1121317874 

CH1104351395 CH1104359745 CH1121310655 CH1121317882 

CH1104351403 CH1104359752 CH1121310663 CH1121317890 

CH1104351429 CH1104359778 CH1121310671 CH1121317908 

CH1104351445 CH1104359786 CH1121310689 CH1121317916 



 

 

 

 

CH1104351452 CH1104359794 CH1121310697 CH1121317924 

CH1104351460 CH1104359802 CH1121310705 CH1121317932 

CH1104351478 CH1104359810 CH1121310721 CH1121317940 

CH1104351486 CH1104359828 CH1121310739 CH1121317957 

CH1104351494 CH1104359836 CH1121310747 CH1121317965 

CH1104351502 CH1104359844 CH1121310754 CH1121317973 

CH1104351510 CH1104359851 CH1121310762 CH1121317981 

CH1104351536 CH1104359869 CH1121310770 CH1121317999 

CH1104351544 CH1104359877 CH1121310788 CH1121318005 

CH1104351551 CH1104359885 CH1121310796 CH1121318013 

CH1104351569 CH1104359893 CH1121310804 CH1121318021 

CH1104351577 CH1104359901 CH1121310812 CH1121318039 

CH1104351593 CH1104359919 CH1121310820 CH1121318047 

CH1104351635 CH1104359927 CH1121310838 CH1121318054 

CH1104351643 CH1104359935 CH1121310846 CH1121318062 

CH1104351650 CH1104359943 CH1121310853 CH1121318070 

CH1104351684 CH1104359950 CH1121310861 CH1121318088 

CH1104351692 CH1104359968 CH1121310879 CH1121318112 

CH1104351700 CH1104359976 CH1121310887 CH1121318120 

CH1104351718 CH1104359984 CH1121310895 CH1121318138 

CH1104351726 CH1104360008 CH1121310903 CH1121318146 

CH1104351734 CH1104360016 CH1121310911 CH1121318153 

CH1104351742 CH1104360024 CH1121310929 CH1121318161 

CH1104351759 CH1104360032 CH1121310937 CH1121318179 

CH1104351809 CH1104360040 CH1121310945 CH1121318187 

CH1104351817 CH1104360057 CH1121310952 CH1121318203 

CH1104351825 CH1104360065 CH1121310960 CH1121318211 

CH1104351833 CH1104360073 CH1121310978 CH1121318229 

CH1104351841 CH1104360081 CH1121310986 CH1121318237 

CH1104351858 CH1104360107 CH1121310994 CH1121318252 

CH1104351866 CH1104360115 CH1121311000 CH1121318260 

CH1104351882 CH1104360123 CH1121311018 CH1121318278 

CH1104351890 CH1104360131 CH1121311026 CH1121318286 

CH1104351908 CH1104360156 CH1121311034 CH1121318294 

CH1104351916 CH1104360164 CH1121311042 CH1121318302 

CH1104351924 CH1104360180 CH1121311059 CH1121318310 

CH1104351940 CH1104360206 CH1121311067 CH1121318328 

CH1104351965 CH1104360214 CH1121311075 CH1121318336 

CH1104351973 CH1104360222 CH1121311083 CH1121318344 

CH1104352005 CH1104360230 CH1121311091 CH1121318351 

CH1104352013 CH1104360248 CH1121311109 CH1121318385 

CH1104352021 CH1104360255 CH1121311117 CH1121318393 



 

 

 

 

CH1104352039 CH1104360263 CH1121311125 CH1121318401 

CH1104352047 CH1104360271 CH1121311133 CH1121318419 

CH1104352062 CH1104360289 CH1121311141 CH1121318427 

CH1104352070 CH1104360297 CH1121311158 CH1121318435 

CH1104352088 CH1104360305 CH1121311166 CH1121318443 

CH1104352096 CH1104360313 CH1121311174 CH1121318450 

CH1104352104 CH1104360339 CH1121311182 CH1121318468 

CH1104352138 CH1104360347 CH1121311190 CH1121318476 

CH1104352146 CH1104360354 CH1121311208 CH1121318484 

CH1104352161 CH1104360362 CH1121311216 CH1121318492 

CH1104352179 CH1104360370 CH1121311224 CH1121318518 

CH1104352187 CH1104360396 CH1121311232 CH1121318526 

CH1104352195 CH1104360404 CH1121311240 CH1121318542 

CH1104352211 CH1104360412 CH1121311257 CH1121318559 

CH1104352229 CH1104360420 CH1121311265 CH1121318567 

CH1104352237 CH1104360438 CH1121311273 CH1121318575 

CH1104352245 CH1104360446 CH1121311281 CH1121318583 

CH1104352278 CH1104360453 CH1121311299 CH1121318609 

CH1104352286 CH1104360461 CH1121311307 CH1121318617 

CH1104352294 CH1104360479 CH1121311315 CH1121318625 

CH1104352302 CH1104360487 CH1121311323 CH1121318633 

CH1104352310 CH1104360503 CH1121311331 CH1121318641 

CH1104352328 CH1104360511 CH1121311349 CH1121318658 

CH1104352336 CH1104360529 CH1121311356 CH1121318666 

CH1104352344 CH1104360537 CH1121311364 CH1121318674 

CH1104352369 CH1104360545 CH1121311372 CH1121318682 

CH1104352377 CH1104360552 CH1121311380 CH1121318690 

CH1104352385 CH1104360560 CH1121311398 CH1121318708 

CH1104352393 CH1104360578 CH1121311406 CH1121318716 

CH1104352401 CH1104360586 CH1121311414 CH1121318732 

CH1104352419 CH1104360594 CH1121311422 CH1121318740 

CH1104352427 CH1104360602 CH1121311430 CH1121318757 

CH1104352484 CH1121304187 CH1121311448 CH1121318765 

CH1104352492 CH1121304195 CH1121311455 CH1121318799 

CH1104352518 CH1121304203 CH1121311463 CH1121318807 

CH1104352526 CH1121304211 CH1121311471 CH1121318815 

CH1104352534 CH1121304229 CH1121311489 CH1121318823 

CH1104352542 CH1121304237 CH1121311497 CH1121318831 

CH1104352559 CH1121304245 CH1121311505 CH1121318849 

CH1104352567 CH1121304252 CH1121311521 CH1121318856 

CH1104352575 CH1121304260 CH1121311539 CH1121318864 

CH1104352583 CH1121304278 CH1121311547 CH1121318880 



 

 

 

 

CH1104352609 CH1121304286 CH1121311554 CH1121318898 

CH1104352617 CH1121304294 CH1121311562 CH1121318906 

CH1104352625 CH1121304302 CH1121311570 CH1121318914 

CH1104352633 CH1121304310 CH1121311588 CH1121318922 

CH1104352641 CH1121304328 CH1121311596 CH1121318930 

CH1104352658 CH1121304336 CH1121311604 CH1121318948 

CH1104352666 CH1121304344 CH1121311612 CH1121318955 

CH1104352674 CH1121304351 CH1121311620 CH1121318963 

CH1104352682 CH1121304369 CH1121311638 CH1121318971 

CH1104352690 CH1121304377 CH1121311646 CH1121318989 

CH1104352708 CH1121304385 CH1121311653 CH1121318997 

CH1104352740 CH1121304393 CH1121311661 CH1121319003 

CH1104352773 CH1121304401 CH1121311679 CH1121319011 

CH1104352799 CH1121304419 CH1121311687 CH1121319029 

CH1104352823 CH1121304427 CH1121311695 CH1121319037 

CH1104352831 CH1121304435 CH1121311703 CH1121319045 

CH1104352856 CH1121304443 CH1121311711 CH1121319052 

CH1104352864 CH1121304450 CH1121311729 CH1121319078 

CH1104352872 CH1121304468 CH1121311737 CH1121319086 

CH1104352880 CH1121304476 CH1121311745 CH1121319094 

CH1104352898 CH1121304484 CH1121311752 CH1121319102 

CH1104352906 CH1121304492 CH1121311760 CH1121319110 

CH1104352930 CH1121304500 CH1121311778 CH1121319128 

CH1104352948 CH1121304518 CH1121311786 CH1121319136 

CH1104352963 CH1121304526 CH1121311794 CH1121319144 

CH1104352989 CH1121304534 CH1121311802 CH1121319151 

CH1104352997 CH1121304542 CH1121311810 CH1121319169 

CH1104353011 CH1121304559 CH1121311828 CH1121319177 

CH1104353029 CH1121304567 CH1121311836 CH1121319185 

CH1104353037 CH1121304575 CH1121311844 CH1121319193 

CH1104353045 CH1121304583 CH1121311851 CH1121319201 

CH1104353052 CH1121304591 CH1121311869 CH1121319219 

CH1104353060 CH1121304609 CH1121311877 CH1121319227 

CH1104353078 CH1121304617 CH1121311885 CH1121319243 

CH1104353086 CH1121304625 CH1121311893 
 

CH1104353094 CH1121304633 CH1121311901 
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